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Santa Jwants mill lands, airline 
NORTH POLE Resources 
Inc. (NPRI) has announced 
a wide-ranging feasibil- 
ity study which, if enacted, 
would change the face of the 
Terrace and area economy. 
Details are hard to come 
by but it is known that NPRI 
’has entered into discussions 
to purchase a large segment 
of the 73-acre former saw- 
mill site. 
“It’s extremely rare to find 
a land parcel of this kind of 
calibre so close to a city and 
right next to a highway, rail 
tracks and services,” said a 
spokesman for NPRI. 
IWe view the potential 
as having a huge upside 
particularly because of our 
demand-driven business 
model.” 
That’s a reference to a 
plan by NPRI to devolve 
certain aspects of its North 
Pole operation to a location 
more conducive to shipping 
and receiving large amounts 
of Christmas-related prod- 
ucts. 
“In this particular circum- 
stance, locating close to the 
ongoing container port de- 
velopment at Prince Rupert 
is, we feel, a move that will 
solidify our business core,” 
between 550 and 800 people, 
depending upon the seating ,. 
configuration. 
“Just think. We’d only 
have to make one trip to 
Vancouver a week. ‘Every- 
body goes down together , 
and they all return together,” 
said the spokesman. 
Their cargo capacity is 
unparalleled in the known 
aviation world. 
“These aircraft have the 
range we need and the size 
we require to fulfill Santa’s 
annual toy-based commit- 
ments,” said the spokesman. 
“We must add that it was 
only the runway extension 
which made this possible.” 
There is one drawback, 
however, and that is “Her- 
mans,” the hills at the south 
end of the runway. 
They’ve been regarded 
for years as a problem when 
it comes to landing because 
they are so close to the ai 
Northwest Regional Airpot here in Terrace provided a complex business deal goes thro-ugh. 
said the NPRI spokesman. 
port to the Pacific Rim, from the spokesman continued. storage location. , Terrace. is too small to handle NPRl’s port. 
which we draw a lot of our “We are very committed A key part of the NPRI ‘ “Obviously this airline expected air cargo demand. “We’d have to blow them 
resources, makes this land up to bring in that A-380,” 
tenure acquisition model a said the NPRI official. “But 
certainty.” town.” cal regional airline now con- in place to handle our needs,” at least two of the double- that’s the price of progress.” 
“And when you consider City officials were at a 
the far-flung railway sys- cussions pertain to all or por-..-. the coast. The big factor, the now being introduced to the sportsplex planning meet- 
t e s n o w  in place, the North tions of the 73-acre sawmill That’s because NPKl spokesman continued, in the world-wide aviation market. ing and were unavailable for 
American continent is more parcel and whether NPRI is would need an air bridge to airline purchase agreement They can cany anywhere comment. 
DUST’N 
accessible from Terrace now 
“The proximity of the than from the North Pole,” 
more interested in the main 
mill site or the larger log 
its main’North Pole location ~ is the size of plane required. 
with the one planned here in The airline’s current fleet 
to doing this deal and cre- 
ating a new industry in this 
It’s not known if the dis- 
study also concerns the pos- 
sibility of purchasing the lo- 
necting the northwest with 
has the experience and the 
people and the infrastructure 
said the NPRI spokesman. 
So that’s why NPRI is 
considering the purchase of 
decker giant A-380 aircraft 
J 
I h i a m  strike 
at anti-poverty 
donat ion jars 
~y D u s m  QUEZADA 
THREE JARS soliciting donations to buy Christmas 
presents for local children and youth have been stolen. 
The decorated glass jars were part of the Terrace 
Anti-Poverty Group’s Children’s Christmas Campaign 
and were taken from businesses and the library. 
The’campaign’s organizer shrugs her shoulders in res- 
ignation. ‘‘It’s for kids for Christmas,” Stacey Tyers said, 
taking a break from wrapping presents for the campaign 
last week. “It’s just sad that the change jars were stolen,” 
Jars were taken from the Terrace Public Library, Speedy 
Cash and from another location. 
Tyers says the person who phoned from Speedy was 
mortified because the jar was half full. 
The irony, says Tyers is that the crime was an act of 
desperation and it’s the desperate who make up Terrace 
Anti-Poverty’s clientele. 
“These are our clients,” Tyers said. “The people likely 
to steal are the ones that need it the most.” 
The jars, 52 of them in all, went out to a variety of 
frequented businesses and public institutions. 
The money collected from the jars is going toward 
making up any shortage the group has when it has to buy 
presents for children and kids who didn’t get sponsored 
in the community. 
“It takes the weight off,” said Tyers of the $300 that 
had been accumulated as of last week. 
How much was lost will never be known but Tyers 
says the group will follow the advice of one of the banks 
where it had a jar. 
The bank wants it emptied regularly so that such a 
theft doesn’t occur. 
Terrace Anti-Poverty did not report the incident to 
police. 
“Obviously, the person who took them really need- 
ed them,” Tyers said. “If you’re that desperate, we can 
help.” 
The jars remain out until this week. 
The Children’s Christmas campaign workers will dis- 
_- 
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STACEY Tyers says she feels sad that three jars like these were taken from loca- 
tions in the city. The stolen money would have gone toward buying gifts for needy 
tribute more than 500 gifts tomorrow. children and youth this holiday season. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
THE PROVINCIAL government needs to take 
a leadership role in providing power up Hwy37 
North to ensure there’s an orderly approach to 
development, says an official from a mining com- 
pany with property in the region. 
Julian Kemp of London, 0nt.-based Fortune 
Minerals says there’s huge potential for develop- 
ment in the region but only if the province takes 
the lead. 
At issue is the lack of power north of Meziadin 
Junction of sufficient quantity to attract investors 
to promising mineral properties. 
Mines traditionally have used diesel fuel to 
run generators but it’s expensive and becoming 
uneconomical compared to other forms of power. 
There’s been an intensive lobbying campaign 
from politicians and companies to have the pro- 
vincial government extend the provincial power 
grid north of Meziadin Junction on Hwy37 North 
where it now stops. 
But there are also companies in the area pre- 
pared to manufacture their own power using re- 
sources under their control in the area and that’s 
why Kemp says an overall provincially-guided 
approach is needed. 
“We feel the B.C. government and BC Hydro 
need to take the lead in this. This can benefit the 
province as a whole. You need to do it in a con- 
trolled way,” he said. 
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Civic merger’ 
raises head 
I once againla 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
AMALGAMATING Terrace and Thornhill tops Mayor’Jack 
Talstra’s objectives for the next year as he gave his annual 
state of the city address to the Terrace and District Chamber 
of Commerce last week. , .  
“I think we should go to referendum in the fall of 2007,” 
Talstra said, asking the business community to start talking 
and thinking about amalgamation in their every day activi- 
ties to promote the idea. 
“We see economic activity growing in Prince Rupert and 
we know that will follow into Kitimat. 
“If we don’t start developing some strategies right now 
we will become irrelevant.’’ 
According to federal statistics for 2005 Terrace has B 
population of 12,556 while the most recent numbers for 
Thornhill and area, provided by the Kitimat-Stikine regional 
district, show a population of 7,870. 
Combining Terrace and Thornhill would crcate a munici- 
pality of more than 20,000 people, making it the second larg- 
est city in northern B.C. next to Prince George. 
That is what the city needs to put itself on the map and to 
attract investment and opportunities, says Talsh.  
John Taylor, the executive director of the Terrace and 
District Chamber of Commerce, says the chamber supports 
Talstra’s initiative. 
Prior to the November 2005 election the chamber had 
prepared a report to city council urging it to begin pursu- 
ing the amalgamation issue and though that didn’t happen 
at the time, Taylor says he’s now glad to see the city talking 
referendum, I - 
“The big thing is we have no clout as a community of 
12,000 people, but we have clout as 20,000,” Taylor says, 
adding a higher population means more money for services. 
And he says that designation as the second largest city in 
the northwest means it will change how potential investors 
sitting in major urban centres perceive Terrace. 
In 1997 a referendum on incorporating Terrace and 
Thornhill as a new municipality passed in Terrace with 87 
per cent of voters giving it the thumbs up. 
But in Thornhill the no votes came in at 58 per cent, while 
42 per cent of those who voted were in Favour of the motion. 
For the referendum to be successful, a yks vote had to be 
obtained from both communities in order to forge ahezd. 
At that time the province had committed roughly $5 miL, 
lion to the new municipality if amalgamation were to occur. 
The money was promised as $2 million in cash and $3 
million for items such as road improvements and other in- 
frastructure items necessary for Thornhill. 
Talstra says it woilldn’t be unreasonable to approach 
the province for $10 million this time around and use the 
money in Thornhill for service and infrastructure develop- 
ment, such as road building and repair, bridge upgrades and 
perhaps sewer installation. That would help unify municipal 
infrastructure between Thornhill and Terrace. 
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Power line plan is wanted 
Fortune Minerals itself has just re- 
ceived a study that it hopes will make 
a strong enough business case to attract 
a partner to build a power plant fuelled 
by anthracite coal from its Mount Klap- 
pan deposits. 
“We believe there is an appetite for 
a power plant at the site. We believe 
in can be done with new technology 
so that coal-fired emissions are equal 
to a natural gas plant,” said Kemp last 
week. 
Fortune’s own plans to mine Mount 
Klappan coal for export don’t require it 
to have power from a coal-fired plant 
but it would come in handy, Kemp 
1 added. 
(i/ 
ration, a company that has plans pro- 
duce up to 115 megawatts of power 
using water diverted from the Iskut 
River. 
The water will run through genera- 
tors and then be returned to the river. 
Coast Mountain Hydro has a con- 
tract to sell power to BC Hydro by run- 
ning a 138kv line down Hwy37 North 
from its development ,to Meziadin 
Junction. 
Coast Mountain already has its en- 
vironmental assessment in place and 
overall permits for what it needs and is 
working on a final financial feasibif,ity 
study. 
And now, Coast Mountain’s new 
Having the Iskut River project con- 
nected to the BC Hydro grid means 
NovaGold can sell to BC Hydro dur- 
ing high power production periods and 
then buy power when Iskut water lev- 
els are low, he said. 
“We have identified certain timeli- 
ness to deliver power and we do want 
to have power for construction,” said 
Gagnier of plans to proceed with the 
Coast Mountain plan so that it meshes 
with the Galore Creek plan. 
Kemp from Fortune Minerals! says 
he understands that NovaGold is only 
doing what it needs to do but he’s wor- 
ried that a line running down Hwy37 
North lo the provincial grid at Meziadin 
The staff at North\vest Communiy College’s Continuing Education 
Department want to wish everyone 3 Happy Holiday Season! 
’we look fonvard to serving your training needs in 1007. Watch for our 1 
ne\\- Spring/Summer 2007 Course Calendar coming to your homes 
in the new year. 
Kitimat . . . . , . . . .NORTHERN CONNECTOR . . . .January 5th 
Terrace RR’s , . . . .NORTHERN CONNECTOR . ., . .January 5th 
Houston . . . , . . . .HOUSTON TODAY . . . , . . . . . . .January 10th 
Terrace . . . . . . . . .TERRACE STANDARD . . . . . . . .January 10th 
Ask about 
NWCC’s Gift 
Certificates. 
Smithers . . . . . . . .INTERIOR NEWS . . . . . . . , . . , .January 10th 
Rupert . . . . . . . . .NORTHERN VIEW . . . . . , . . . .January 10th 
Hazelton . . . . . . .AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS . . . . .January 15th 1 Call today! I 
And any plant operator that could be 
attracted would want to sell off other 
owners, NovaGold, also want to use the 
power to run its planned giant copper 
built by one company will only benefit 
that one company. 
power that could be generated right 
into the provincial grid, he added. 
“Certainly there’d be a benefit by 
having access‘to the grid in such a way 
tliat^would make the infrastructure of 
the project more attractive,” Kemp 
said. 
Although Fortune now has the study 
on a power plant, it hasn’t finished ana- 
lyzing it yet and won’t release it until 
that happens, he said. 
Kemp’s also got his eye on Nova- 
Gold Resources which earlier this year 
bought Coast Mountain Power C o p -  
bnd gold Galore Creek min’e nearby: 
The Galore Creek plan is now going 
through an environmental assessment 
by the federal and provincial govern- 
ments and NovaGold expects to make 11 
a final decision on development next 
spring leading to a three-year long con- 
struction project. 
Carl Gagnier of NovaGold says 
~ Galore Creek will require about 80 
megawatts of power but that Coast 
Mountain’s generators may not be able 
to supply that consistently during time:, 
of low water levels in the Iskut River, 
“In my mind-it’s very clear that a 
256frv line is not even sufficient,” said 
Kemp of a line size that’s double the’ 
one NovaGold wants to build. 
“There are other developments in 
the region that would benefit from a 
transmission line and there’s the poten- 
tial to connect to Alaska,” he said. 
At the very least, he said a provin- 
ciallypn plan could view NovaGold’s 
line as the first phase of a multi-phase 
power project allowing it to be con- 
structed but also having in place the in- 
frastructure for other lines as needed. 
From front 
, I ’ Mayor’%talks merger again 
D Max Min ‘Total 
A Temp Temp Precip 
Y C  C mm 
8 4.4 0.8 0.2 
9 2.5 0.5 5.2 
10 1.7 0.1 2.2 
11 4.9 0.4 11.0 
13 2.6 0.1 . 2.6 
14 n/a . n/a n/a 
12 2.3 -1.0 2.2 
‘ 
D Max Min Total 
:I A Temp Temp Precip 
Y C  C mm 
9 6.8 4.4 3.8 
10 7-6 4.0 14.4 
19’ 5.6 2.9 3.8 
12 5.4 1.3 1.8 
$ T 13 1.8 0.0 
14, 0.3 -1.1 0.6 
8 5.8 -2.1 4.6 
He asked the business community to consider the viabil- 
, ity of not just operating in Terrace but supporting business 
“You can play a part in that as well - how manylbanks 
“I think we have to learn to become comfortable as one 
“Even the incomoration of Thornhill is better than the 
That comparison would address those effects in both 
communities. 
Officials at the Re- 
gional District of Kitimat-Stikine would have to agree to the 
referendum and the study process. 
“Both sides would have to agree to it, you can’t force a 
referendum on an area outside of your jurisdiction,” Poole 
said. 
developments across the river. But before any Of this can 
have a branch there for their customers?’ 
community and mature as one community,” he said. 
.- 
with a’ Massage or Rozfing from 
1 
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Taking I precautions hel,psl 
avoid getting into trouble 
WHEN LIGHTING up for 
holiday celebrations, keep a 
few tips in mind to stay safe 
indoors and out. 
Terrace fire chief Peter 
Weeber says indoor lighting 
that fills many homes during 
the Christmas season needs 
to be of the correct type. 
“Sometinies people use 
outdoor lights inside and it’s 
not safe,” he says. (1 
Outdoor lights are not 
designed for indoor use be- 
cause they burn hotter. 
“LED lights are the best 
because they produce no 
heat at all,” says Weeber. 
Older indoor lights gen- 
erate heat ilnd are a fire haz- 
ard if not used properly, he 
says. 
Extension cords should be 
used one at a time only and 
not plugged into each other 
to form a “daisy chain.” 
Plugging multiple exten- 
sion cords into each other 
can cause a fire because 
they’re not designed to be 
put together. 
Ensure Christmas trees 
are unplugged and that lights 
inside and outside are turned 
off when leaving home or 
going to bed. 
“When it’s not being 
used, shut it all down,” Wee- 
ber says, adding it’s always 
better to turn everything 
off at night when no one’s 
awake. 
If setting up a real Christ- 
mas tree, ensure it’s properly 
hydrated. 
lessen the chances of them having to showup at residences to battle a blaze. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
“There are many differ-’ 
ent products with water in 
them to help the tree stay 
alive through the holiday,” 
Weeber says. 
Before being fired up 
against the cold, chimneys 
need to be cleaned by a pro- 
fessional cleaner. 
Chimneys need to be 
installed properly and in- 
spected if installed by a ho- 
meowner. 
Being safe outside the 
home is just as important. 
“If the roads are really 
bad and you don’t have to 
go out, stay at home and 
enjoy time with your family 
rather than take your life in 
your hands on the highway,” 
Weeber says. 
Other tips for safety this 
holiday season include: 
Keep lit candles away 
from curtains, Christmas 
trees, wrapping paper and 
children. 
At Christmas, keep an 
eye on small knick knacks 
that tend to be put out that 
can pose a choking danger 
for children. 
Used wrapping paper 
and other Christmas gar- 
bage needs to be thrown 
out and not piled up some- 
where in the house or garage 
where it can become a fire 
hazard. 
LED Christmas lights are 
not only safer because they 
don’t produce any heat at all, 
they are more environmen- 
tally friendly because e they 
consume far less energy. 
That I also makes them 
cheaper to operate. 
Good Food Box cost‘to rise 
THE GOOD Food Box healthy food 
program is raising the cost of its 
family-sized container by $5 to $20 
as of January. 
The increase is due to the general 
rising cost of food, says program co- 
ordinator Agatha Jedrezejczyk who 
works for the Family Place and with 
the Kalum Horseshoe Community 
School Society. 
But she also hopes to put a bit 
more food into each container as The currently-priced $15 fam- 
The Good Food Box program 35 pounds of food during the win- 
uses bulk buying from stores and ter months, which the program esti- 
from local producers in season to mates would cost $25 on average if 
provide healthy food at below retail items were purchased individually 
prices. in a store. 
“Only three people said they The program, in its fourth year, 
didn’t want the price increased. Ev- is also introducing a $10 box of a 
eryone else understands,” Jedrezejc- . smaller size for seniors, singles and 
zyk said. students and it is also aimedht fami- Gitwinksihlkw. 
lies who can’t pay the new $20 fee. 
month and the community school 
society depends upon the efforts of 
volunteers to pack each box. 
The boxes themselves are plastic 
tubs, making them easy to carry and 
easy to use for the next distribution. 
The local Good Food Box serves 
Terrace, Kitsumkal,um, Kitselas and 
well. I >  ily-sized container holds just under , The food boxes are available each 
10% Down Layaway Plan 
Credit Terms Available 
News In Brief 
Driver injured 
A MOTORIST from Prince Rupert suffered minor inju- 
ries in a crash west of Terrace Dec.18. 
The. woman was hurt when the pickup she w.as driv- 
ing eastbound went off Hwy 16 and rolled down an em- 
bankment shortly after 8 a.m., say police. 
Garage burgled 
A THIEF broke into a garage and helped himself to 
several items Dec. 9. 
Terrace RCdP report thilt the culprit, or culprits, 
stole a bike, golf clubs and electrical tools, from the 
building on the 2400 block of Thornhill StEet. 
Paintball mischief 
TEENS with ;I paintball gun targeted a pedcstrian, a 
business and it residence during the late hours of Dcc. 8 
and early morning of Dec. 9. 
A male walking at the corner of Sparks St. and La- 
zellc ,Ave. reported being shot twicc with a paintball 
gun by two teens in a dark-coloured van, say Terrace 
RCMP. The van turned around and the culprits fired 
another shot at him but niisscd. 
The mischief makers also hit the Thornhill Motors 
building, 12 cars parked on its lot and a residence in the 
2500 block of Kenney St. around I a.m., 
Chu-rch vandalism 
THE CHRISTIAN Reformed Church suffered thou- 
sands of dollars in damage in vandalism earlier this 
month. Someone smashed eight windows at the church, 
estimated to cost about $2,000 to $3,000, sometime be- 
tween Dec. 8 and 10, say police. 
Jewelry stolen ’ . 
SOMEONE robbed the Hair Gallery at 47 I 1 Keith Ave 
earlier this month. The culprit smashed the front door 
glass with a rock to gain entry, then took a quantity of 
jewelry from a display case inside just after 10 p.m. 
Dec. 3, say Terrace RCMP. 
Smash and grab 
THIEVES broke into a local business during the night 
of Dec. 5. Police reported that someone broke a store 
window at Speedee Printers at 4554 Lazelle Ave. and 
took a web cam, speakers and statibnery from a display 
case. 
Computer taken 
A THORNHILL resident had a Dell computer and keys 
stolen from her vehicle while she was parked on Old 
Lakelse Lake Drive according to police. 
An individual who lives nearby was taken into po- 
lice custody and is under investigation for this crime 
and other offences in the area, say Terrace RCMF’. 
~ .’ . 6 -.. Avoid scam artists ,, : I > !  ’ 
1 8 . ’  I P 1 st Avenue Lakelie Lake i’ 
Pledge forms available at Misy River Biooks, 
Pendragon Compukrs, tTerruce Chrysler & Checkers Pizza 
- 
.Find the real deal this holiday. authorized dealer 
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The land 
IT’S A shame really that the city has chosen to 
take a back seat when it comes to the future of the 
Terrace Lumber Company-lands.. 
To be sure the city doesn’t have a legal standing 
in the disposition of the lands. Yes, it is owned by 
the company. But that debt is secured by a mort- 
,gage meaning the city will get& money when- “ 
ever the company sells the land. 
What’s a shame here is that this involves 73 
acres of prime land, smack dab in the middle of a 
city with all required services easily at hand. 
As of right now, there is a company looking to 
buy some or all of the land for as-of-yet undefined 
‘purposes. 
That’s d l  well and good, but this would be a 
prime time to start the debate about how that land 
can best fit into the city’s future:‘ 
Change has been forced on the city time and 
time’again since Skeena Cellulose’went into bank- 
ruptcy protection nearly 10 years ago. But the re- 
ality of that change only sunk in when when the 
Terrace Lumber Company went on the block and 
bits and pieces of the mill started disappearing. 
Some day we may all look back at these years 
and say that collectively we should have embraced 
the forced change much earlier. 
Just because the land was once occupied by a 
sawmill does not mean all or portions of it need to 
be used for that pubose once again. 
There might be all sorts of other uses out there 
for the land. What kind of residential use might it 
have? Or recreational? 
Managing change isn’t easy. But steering it in 
the right direction is possible. 
And-that’s- where. , .. the , I  ,city - . should be with the 
Terrace Lumber Company lands. 
I, 
.The troom 
IT MAY sound a bit corny and,;ou how,  al- 
most American-like, but sending an e-mail to the 
troops in Afghanistan would be a worthwhile last 
minute addition to your Christmas to-do list. 
If you don’t support what two Canadian gov- 
ernments (the previous Liberal one and now the 
current Conservative one) have committed the 
armed forces to in Afghanistan, that’s fine. 
But what you cannot do is give the impression 
that this then extends to the 2,300 members of the 
armed forces now in Afghanistan. 
These people are Canadians. Each one there is a 
volunteer. They’d no doubt rather be back home, 
but they aren’t. And as long as they are there, they 
dsqrve our collective and individual support. 
Sdnding an email is easy. Go to www.forces. 
gc.ca then click on the ‘English’ tab. Look for the 
”Write To The Troops“ button on the right hand 
side. The site also has a French tab. 
~ ~ ~~ 
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Mice, spiders and,big, big bears -j 
1 
1 KNOW ‘ th is is a weird sub- 
ject to bring up in the middle 
of winter, but when cabin fe- 
ver sets in, all sorts of strange 
things come to mind, mainly 
things that happened during 
the spring, summer, or fall. 
I tend to recall things like 
the lady, one summer, who 
told me she would never visit 
our fabulous garden in Ross- 
wood, “Even if there is one 
mouse in it.” She added: “If 
i-see a mouse,=!=jcmp on the 
table, waving a broom around, SYLVIA SANDS JOHNSOP 
have to wait. Later, I did find 
the courage to relocate the 
spider to an area I never go 
to. (It’s not everyone who has 
a mother who was bitten by 
a black widow spider on the 
hip, and had to pay $10 in the 
1940s for an antidote shot). 
Have you ever noticed how 
often it is those people, who 
laugh at other’s phobias, who 
are terrified of bats? Now I am 
definitely a bat-lover and even 
have a bathouse to prove it. 
After all, bats can catch 600 
of red ants, not far from the ; j -  
I was eight months preg- ,‘: 
nant, 47 years ago, when my 
then-husband and I arrived in It 
Dawson City in the Yukon. ), 
Our hosts, Les and Jean 
Butterworth, had agreed to 
rent a cabin to us, out ‘on .: 
the creeks,’ (where the gold I s h  
dredges were) for a mere $25 a - 
month. Jean announced: “And 
don’t be surprised if you see a ’- 
bear when you go to the biffy , 
at 5:30 a.m.” 
$1 house. Gonzo. t i  
0 
,- 
screaming.” j mosquitoes an hour. ‘ I laughed that off until I . t i  
I didn’t have the heart to tell 
her that when I lived in Gran- 
villeintheYukon, many years 
ago 1 used to have mice play- 
ing under the chair while I was 
reading, and then when a wea- 
hell bent on the chase. 
said: “Sylvia, if you have even 
’one snake in your garden, 1’11 
never come out there.” 
One lady was from Mexico. 
and God knows what scary 
varieties they have there. The 
other one was from Africa, 
where the snakes would leave 
me mesmerized with terror. 
I am not an admirer of 
Black MambasIexcept on TV. 
After all, I’m from the Okana- 
gan, and on confrontation with 
a rattlesnake, at close quarters, 
UP in the cliffs of Penticton 
was enough for me. 
Ahh. Spider phobia. HOW 
many spiders and beetles have 
1 rescued, as they were about to 
drown in a water barrel? HOW 
to myself: ”That has to be a 
that big and brown?’ 
One day I was going to 
check up on Some new trees 
I’d planted, to help stop global 
warming of the planet, when I 
saw a spider that had the hug- 
est body I’d ever seen, and 
when 1 dared to touch it’s web 
came bounding back too its 
palm-leafed winter home-like 
it was at the Kentucky Derby 
racetrack, 
I decided the trees would 
The bathouse is vacant as 
the bats prefer it under the ce- 
dar siding of the loft, which 
was discovered when a swarm 
of bats flew into my carpen- 
ter’s face when he re-did my 
- tolerated guests as long as 
found myself trying to hang 
curtains in a dilapidated log 
cabin and hello, just outside : 
the window were two gigantic - 
black bears, gingerly walking 
by. That is when bear phobia . 
Later, when we had moved .I. 
Then. two other women Brown Recluse. What else is they remain outside the house. into another cabin, one-eyed * ’  
But my worst phobia is Henry’s, I heard the birds give ’ 
a warning whistle outside. I ‘ 
was still in bed, and alone with 
two children. 
The window of the bed- 
room was low to the ground, 
and much to my astonishment, 
the bear jumped right on top 5 
on the tin roof. CRASH. 
That is what I mean about 
phobias - they start from the 
ground and work their way up. 
Now were was I about cabin . I .  ,, 
fever? 
sel would enter the kitchen, many times have I thought upper roof. They are still there first Set in. ‘ I  
bears. That is one of the rea- 
sons I love winter SO much. 
One year, it was NOV. 5 when 
I last saw a set of bear tracks, 
heading south on my ten acres 
inRosswood. 
That’s when I put my trusty 
$25 for at a garage sale. You 
have no idea what a blast from 
that ,,trumpet did to a mother 
bear and her cubs, when they 
were rooting around in a hili 
with a twig - the monster thing trumpet away, the one I paid I#. 
r i  
Micro credit is a 
“PEACE AND poverty are in- 
tricately linked.” says the new- 
est Nobel Peace prize winner, 
Muhammad Yunus. explain- 
ing why an economics profes- 
sor from Bangladesh deserves 
a peace prize. 
In 1976 Yunus founded the 
Grameen Bank to loan small 
amounts to individuals, many 
of whom are dirt poor, 97 per- 
cent of which have been wom- 
en. In the yea r  to May 2006 
the Grameen Bank has loaned 
an average $130 to 6.74 mil- 
lion Bangladeshi people. 
The majority of borrowers 
are poor. even street beggars. 
yet the bank asks no borrower 
for collateral. To ensure repay- 
ment the bank uses a system 
of solidarity groups, informal 
groups of eight or ten people, 
often neighbours. who act as 
co-guarantors of repayment 
and support one another‘s 
efforts at economic self-ad- 
vancement. The bank‘s repay- 
ment rate is 98 percent. 
I\ Poor people have proven 
their enterprising spirit once 
they have a little cash to work 
with. One woman borrowed 
$20. bought a goat. and now 
owns a small mango orchard, a 
fish pond and a three-wheeled 
bicycle cart for transport, op- 
erated by her husband. 
ZLAUDETTE SANDECK 
Another woman borrowed 
to buy a cell phone and now 
charges others who wish to 
make a call on her phone. 
The Grameen Bank also 
offers education loans. hous- 
ing loans, and venture capital. 
along with other banking ser- 
vices such as savings: finances 
fisheries and irrigation proj- 
ects. and textiles. 
It supports renewable en- 
ergy services. education to d- 
leviate illiteracy. communica- 
tions by developing software 
products and services as well 
as internet senice. and fi- 
nances risky. technology-ori- 
ented endeavours. 
Yunus first realized the 
need for what is now called 
3 major success 8 -d 
*X J 
microcredit when he visited 
the poor clustered around 
Chittagong University where 
he is head of economics. 
He spoke with a 20-year-old 
mother weaving bamboo into 
a stool. 
To buy the bamboo for one 
stool. she had borrowed 22 
cents from a trader. Afterward 
she had to sell the stool to the 
trader, who paid her 24 cents. 
She could have borrowed from 
a moneylender. but he would 
add maybe 10 percent to the 
amount she would have to 
repay. The chance of ever - getting out of his debt was un- 
likely. 
On his tour of the area Yu- 
nus met 41 other women dl 
of whom had borrowed a few 
cents to buy their raw materi- 
als. Together the 42 women 
had borrowed $27 to be able to 
work one day. 
Yunus n7as perturbed that 
while he taught high finance 
economics. $27 was all these 
women needed to escape the 
trader. They could then buy 
their supplies wherever they 
could find the loivest price. and 
sell their product to the highest 
bidder. As simply as that, they 
could be on their way to more 
earnings, better able to care 
for their families. 
In his experience, women iq 
’ v devote more of their earnings 
to food. clothing. and educa- 
tion for their children than 
men do. 
To launch the bank. he had 
to personally guarantee a loan .2 
amount of $300 from a regular : 
bank. Another hurdle was the ;$ 
regular bank‘s insistence that $i 
write to fill out deposit and ‘ 1  
withdrawal forms. ! 
Yunus rejected borrower- .,;! 
written papenvork. “Let the ;:: 
bank write whatever paper- :ii 
work it wants.“ was his answer. ?: 
“Don’t burden borrowers with ‘3 
Today the Grameen Bank‘s * -  
microcredit methods have ’ 4 
been copied in 23 countries. 
including in some of the poor- 
est communities in Arkansas .*: 
where President Clinton and 
his wife Hillary introduced ‘ ,  
the system. 
I first met Yunus when Pe- , 
ter Gzowski interviewed him + 
on the CBC Radio‘s Morning- 
side many pears ago. I was J .  ‘‘
caught up by his unique story. ,, 
The notion that a two-bit loan 
could transform a starving -,. 
family to relative wealth was 
so sensible. Too sensible and 
pesky for any Canadian bank 
to risk. 
borrowers be able to read and 21, 
.I 
Cf 
- 
I 
the bank’s recordkeeping.“ : E  
C 
Chilly Edmonton hello! 
HO MO HO!! 
Well another year away from Terrace. We 
moved to’jAlberta - brrrr - just to be closer to 
Greg’s work. Life is great here, there is a lot to do 
in the city but winter in Alberta is a little (a lot) 
colder than B.C. 
I think it started snowing around Oct. 15 and 
it hasn’t gone away. It-feels like living in a deep 
freeze - not used to the145 wind chill? -= 
Ashley is enjoying the snow but there is no real 
big snow hills here, but they are okay for her. 
She is getting big. She is in kindergarten and 
has made a lot of frieods. She misses B.C. a lot 
and can’t wait to go home for Christmas., 
We will be going to Salmon Arm for the holi- 
days and off to the Kamloops area. We rented 
cabins to do some ice fishing for a few days - 
should be fun. 
But I would like to take this time to wish the 
following Terracites a very Merry Christmqs. 
My brother Wayne Blighton and his family,‘ my’ 
brother Ray Blighton and family, my dearest 
friends Debbie Earl, Nikki Kovits and thcir fami- 
lies, Norm and Alice and family, and to the many, 
many friends May Santa bring you lots of goodies 
and a very happy new year. 
CHEER§!! 
With lots of love, 
Sandy,Greg, Ashley McCarthy 
Edmonton, Alberta 
, Grandbaby on the way 
Merry Christmas, 
A sincere Merry Christmas and Prosperous 
2007 to all our lasting friends in Terrace. We are 
returning home to be with family for the holi- 
days and to welcome our fourth great grandchild 
around Dec 27th. 
Ted & Sally Barry 
THE Burketts wish their family in Terrace a Meny 
Christmas and a Happy New Year. 
Burkett’s blessings 
Merry Christmas Everyone!!! 
Hope everyone in Terrace is doing great. We 
are happy in Chilliwack, enjoying the snow that 
we just got. The kids are doing fantastic. Hailey 
is in a play at school, with a lead part, and Cody 
is still scared of Santa, but is willing to let him in 
the house to drop off the gifts. 
WE: want to send a hello to Tegan, Eddie, Kon- 
nor, Alyssa, Artie, Alex, Chad, Cole, and Laura. 
We hope that Santa is good to you all, also a hello 
to all of our family and friends. 
WE: look forward to seeing you all sometime in 
the neiu future. 
Happy New Year ! 
Love, 
Tim, Kim, Hailey and Cody Burkett 
Chilliwack, B.C. 
Melissa Stroomer with her niece, Karissa Hall at the B.C. Children’s Hospital. 
Stroomers=missing family and friends 
Merry Christmas, 
Chad and I would like to say a vcry mcrry Christmas and happy new year to all 
of our family and friends in Terrace. 
Especially my mom (Sharon Jones), my dad (Roger Da Silva) and his sweetie 
Maria Russell, my grandma (Emilia Da Silva) and my sister and her family (Celina, 
Liam and Karissa Hall). 
I’ve been working very hard on trying to finish this PhD, and with any luck I 
should be finished in time for a nice, relaxing vacation in Terrace this summer. 
Here is a picture that I took of me and Karissa on her first trip to Alberta Chil- 
dren’s Hospital this summer. 
Merry Christmas and lots {Pl?v,;, 
Victoria, BC 
c 
, I  
1 1, 
Chad ‘and Melissa‘stroomdk ‘(D&{Ivdi” 
A , ( ,  
Warm wishes all the 
way from Florida 
Remember the best 
fries and pies? 
Season’s Greetings, 
How fast a year has gone and the season is 
with us again. 
Warmest wishes to all my old friends and fam- 
ily from balmy Florida. 
It’s hard to believe 22 years have passed since 
I’ve shared a Christmas with you all. 
I especially miss my dad, Alan Dubeau, and 
would like to take this opportunity to thank him 
for the gifts he has given me through the years, 
the gift of patience, respect of others, just to name 
a few. You are truly a wonderful man! And I am 
honored to be your daughter. 
There will be a big spot in my heart for each of 
you who have left a lasting impression in my life, 
you know who you are. 
~ 
Hello to all my friends and family in Terrace, 
Think of you and Terrace often. 
Don‘t miss the winters but this year the winter 
found me anyway, right here in Summerland B.C. 
Was remembering the dances that we used to go 
to at the old Community Center and then the hall 
on Lakelse Avenue that used to be across from the 
Travellers Cafe. Remember the Travellers Cafe? 
The best pies and fries ever! The kids would take 
a dime to school and get the small size brown pa- 
per bag full of fries to eat on the way home.’ 
Best wishes to all for a Merry Christmas and 
great new year. 
From Doe Bates 
1 Summerland, B.C. 
Nass valley wishes 
- 
new year be answered. 
May God bewith you, and your prayers for the 
Please keep in touch: 
y vonneczk@ yahoo.com 
Sincerely, 
Yvonne (Dubeau) Czarniak, and kids Eric 
20, Bennie (17), Marie (8) and Daniel (6) 
Trenton, Florida 
USA 
Holiday greetings, 
Merry Christmas to Family and friends all 
over. May your holiday season be memorable and 
I-lappy. 
Love & prayers, 
Rev. Paul, Arbutus, & Family 
Kincolith, B.C. 
MARTIN and Phyllis deHoog relaxing at their new home down south. 
Terrace’s honey man as buzzy as ewer 
Greetings from sunny and snowy Shuswap! 
are still making lots of honey. Have a blessed Christmas, 
Martin & Phyllis deHoog 
and elsewhere. Shuswap, B.C. 
We miss many of our friends from Terrace. 
We are enjoying a busy retirement - the bees 
It is great to keep having visitors from Terrace 
For more Christmas Greetings turn to Pages C6 and C7 
i 
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Beware of bad drivers 
Dear Sir: 
Today I almost rear-ended someone driving home from 
Timmy’s because they yielded to a vehicle at Wal-Mart 
heading to Thornhill. Now I don’t h o w  about anyone 
else, but you are not supposed to yield to cars coming out 
of Wal-Mart. They yeild to,you. 
Now, my hot coffee went all over my lap and the others 
all through my van. Now I have to clean it, get the coffee 
stains out. Meanwhile this vehicle will continue to yield 
and almost cause accidents. 
I don’t know about the rest of this town. Yes, some 
of you are good drivers, Considering it’s winter, people 
should be more cautious. I don’t care i f  there isn’t any 
snow on the roads. Don’t yield to people and stop in the 
middle of the road. I should’ve hit you. You know who 
you arc. 
I am sick of people driving like idiots, you shouldn’t 
have your licence. If 1 ever see this truck again, you will 
know it was me who was behind you. Trust me. 
So to the people reading this, you know where I’m 
coming from, you’ve had it happen to you before. And, 
I’m sick of it, and you are probably too. 
Thanks for letting me express my hatred for the people 
who drive like they are invisible. You are not. 
Caitlin Brown, Terrace, B.C. 
Hands off our pensions 
Dear Sir: 
Life is good under the Harper government. While most 
of us are still reeling from all the excess spending money 
the 10 per cent roll back in the GST has given us, here 
comes a bold new plan. Cut our pensions to provide for 
our future posterity. 
It appears that due to the fact that baby boomers are not 
yct retired there is a temporary surplus in the system,’more 
money coming in than going out, 
So things are a bit bottom heavy at present. Hence the 
bottom feeders, in their wisdom, have thought to seize the 
surplus and nudge, nudge, wink, wink, “Pay off the debt.” 
This way, in a few years as the baby boomers retire, and 
the pension system cannot sustain them, we can all sleep 
safely knowing that the money will have been already 
squandered. At which point we can quickly lock the barn 
door, happy in the knowledge that Elvis has left the build- 
ing. Next time, why not drink the tea? I’m sure we can 
think of something else worth throwing into the hrirbour. 
Scott Alexander Couie, Terrace, B.C. 
. 
All,about the Holy Grail 
Dear Sir: 
There’s been a lot of stuff and nonsense written about 
the Holy Grajl in recent years. 
In the medieval church it represented the platter upon 
which the hosts were carried in the Eucharist. The platter 
was depicted as large enough to serve a fish. 
Church symbolism referred to Jesus as the fisher king 
with the church as the fisher king’s daughter. This was de- 
picted in art as a woman rem-iuing the. blood of Christ on 
the cross - she ho1ditg.up , ~ e ~ ~ ~ , ~ i f e , o f . ~ ~ ~ ~ h , ~ ~ t .  , 
women saw the risen Christ at his resurrection. The person 
sitting at Christ’s right hand in the Da Vinci painting is a 
very youthful Apostle John the beloved who hasn’t grown 
a beard yet. All the others dudes have beards. 
In the painting John is conferring with Peter and Thom- 
as about matters of the last supper. 
The Bible calls the “doctrines” of those who wrest the 
scriptures to their own destruction as doggie-doo. Some 
people are so out to lunch they will never get to the Last 
Supper. The harlot queen Jezebel was eaten by dogs for 
her false doctrines, which Revelation 2:20 says plague 
churches in the last days. 
Some weeks ago the Standard printed a letter of mine in 
which the author’s name and the book title were garbled. 
It should have read, “The Da Vinci Code and the Se- 
crets of the Temple” by Robin Griffith-Jones, Master of 
the temple in England, ‘built by the Knights Templar. I 
.thank you for clarifying this error. 
Brian Gregg, Terrace, B.C. 
Nowhere in thk’cast Sup@ was a dorntin present. The ’ ’ 
- 
3 
’ Pool security lacking 
Dear Sir: ’ 
My daughter and I went to the city pool on Dec. 7 and, 
as usual, we locked our stuff in a locker. We had our keys. 
But somehow someone manage to break into my daugh- ’ 
ter’s locker and steal some of her belongings, including an 
iPod we had just given her for her birthday. 
I went to the front counter and asked the person if there 
was anything that can be done about it since the locker 
was locked and my daughter had her key. But the response 
he gave, with a bad attitude toward me, was that there was ’ 
nothing that they can do about it. 
.So with this I leave a warning to the public - do not 
bring anything valuable to the pool with you as there is a 
way that someone can get into the lockers without a key. 
You are better off leaving your belongings at home or 
in your vehicle or bring them with you because if your 
things go missing from your locker while you have your 
key there is nothing they will do about it. 
Tanya Barton, Terrace, B.C. 
L 
TOO I ‘  Ihu&-hush 
Dear Sir: 
-1.have been following the hush-hush buyout story of 
n-6 with considerable interest. A few questions ought to 
be asked and answered before any more extensions and/or 
tax breaks are issued by our representatives; 
First, why the secrecy? Who are these “mystery PO- 
ple?” Are they a front for TLC to placate the public with 
a dog and pony show while they try and avoid the legal 
ramifications of an unwise business decision? 
Why didn’t they buy the mill before it went on the auc- 
tion block? I’m sure it would have been easier for a po- 
tential buyer to do something with it before the sides were 
ripped off the buildings and the gas shut off. 
The taxpayers of Terrace have a right to know’all the 
details of any deal, because we’re the ones who will likely 
end up picking up the tab when all is said and done. 
Lisa Lasous, Terrace, B.C. ’ 
About the Mail Sag I 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our address 
is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. You can 
fruc‘us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail us at newsroom@ 
terracestandard.com No attachments, please. NM, 
address and phone number reqrdired for verification 
1 
JJ 
I 
I 
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Raising welfare rates 
not the only z 
to eating hea 
>nswer 
thy food 
Dear sir: 
I read with consider- 
able interest the article and 
editorial on healthy eating 
'which refers to the recent 
repon from the Dieticians of 
Canada on the cost of eatins 
in British Columbia ("Gov't 
fails to provide means to 
eat healthy" and "It's about 
food", Dec. 13). 
Your reporter and ikadyrs 
should be made aware that 
some reports, such as this 
one, have an illogical bias 
that believes the answer is as 
easy as raising welfare rates 
- simply an unrealistic solu- 
tion to a complex problem. 
For example, this repon 
cites a, call from an advo- 
cacy group for a 50 per cent 
increase in income assis- 
tance rates - an increase that 
is unreasonable and unsus- 
tainable - and would pay in- 
come assistawe clients more 
than some working British 
Columbians a. How bal- 
anced is that? 
That said, Premier Camp- 
bell has just committed to 
increasing shelter rates early 
next year for all income as- 
, parent has a disability or :e- 
rious barriers to employment 
,- they tvould be eligible for 
a total monthly assistance of 
more than S 1900. Two par- 
ents with disabilities raising 
two children on incl;rnie F- 
sistance receive assistance 
of more than S2fW each 
month. 
To piomore healthy liv- 
ing. 8s p ix  of government's 
.Ac~Xotv program. we*ve re- 
cently provided 5175.oOO to 
the Directorate Of .Agencies 
for School Health to supporr 
sistance clients in a tv3y that community-based agencies 
is sustainable and fiscally re- providing cooking and nu- 
sponsible. uitio<nal skill-building pro- 
I'd like to also mention m s  for low income adults 
that this report uses much &d families. 
hipher estimates for shelter Ey supporting projects 
costs than Statistics Canada such as community kitch- 
- making the situation look ens. we are providing our 
much worse than it actually most Lulnerable citizens 
is. with 3 friendly environment 
For example: .A family of in which to improve their 
four - with both parents able knowledge of nuuition and 
to,work - receive a host of learn how to prepare lou-- 
provincial and federal ben- cost nutritious meals. 
efirs that bring their monthly Claude Richmond. 
income to about S 1600 each hlinjster of Employment 
month. and Income Assistance, 
For families where one Victoria. B.C. 
Claude Richmond 
It's about Christmas, OK? 
Dear Sir: bans). kirpans. kara. kangha. beards of the 
The six o'clock evenins news last week 
carried a story of a Canadian judge order- 
ing that Christmas trees be removed from 
' rhe foyer of a courthouse. stating tqthe ef- 
fect that it was a religious symbol and that as 
such it could not be displayed in deference 
to other reIigions. 
Such a statement, followed by the st& 
having to remove them, is highly offensive 
to me. The founding of our country. and that 
of our neighbors to the south, was predomi- 
nately by Christian pioneers for several hun- 
dreds of years, both Catholic and Protestant. 
There are only two times per year where 
there are mass portrayals of Christianity 
Christmas, celebrating the birth of Christ: 
Easter, commemorating the execution and 
resurrection of Christ. Both of these are 
Holy Days, which centuries past k g a t  the 
present name "holiday'. 
However. we are exposed daily through- 
out the year to the symbolism of the later 
religions through their wearing of kesh (tu- 
men, salwar of the women Sikhs: the imarna. 
jubba. sinval of the men and the hijah and 
burka covered heads of the women of the 
Islamic faith: the black fedoras. black suits 
and dreadlocks of the militant Jeus: ;he Saf- 
ron robes and sandals of those of Bhuddism. 
as esamples. 
Sfany of the people of these other faiths 
also display Christmas trees. eschange sifts 
and join in with the season of g o d  cheer. 
not ;is celebrants of the Christian Holy Day 
but as free-people bearing good will to oth- 
ers and as participants in the season of chzer 
and hope for t1'5e new year. 
Over the last decadc decisions h3b.e besn 
made in our coum to force by law the over- 
turn many of our traditions and accept thesc 
examples o\f non Christian religious espres- 
sion wherever they tvant to go. 
!\%en are our courts going to show som? 
consideration for Christi'm tradition and es- 
pression? 
Ron Gowe. Terrace. B.C. 
nn - 
lf you huw information, call CRIMESTOPP€RS 
Mobile lbnes T r d  
UNTlL 5:OO EM. DECEMBER 23 
('06 STOCK o,wn - 
I! HIGH ACHIEVEMENT 
Success on attaining 
For 
Royal lePage 
Tvrace & Kitimat " 
r .  Congratulates 1 
Jim Duffy 
'' Plat i n u m " 
the month of November. 
2 locdims To servle You 
T i  & Kifimot 
C 
The Psebhop will be open 
December 1" - 24*, Noon - 5p.m. 
at the Clubhouse! 
Earfybird membership sale! 
Clothing, shoes, clubs, 
bal ls  all on sale! 
New items in stock! 
Stopby at 
3524 Golf Course 
Ice and snow have 
got to go! 
Gas Meter Safety 
Quick tips: 
2. Keep your eaves troughs clear 
for nuiniea 
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Fifty! 
THIS month marked 
the 50th anniversary 
of the Knox United 
Church’s hosting of 
a Christmas tea and 
bazaar. The event is 
staged by the United 
Church women and is 
an effort to raise mon- 
ey for church’s opera- 
tions throughout the 
year. Gayle Holtom, 
left and her mother 
Hazel Holtom tempt 
visitors with presents 
for the sweet teeth 
on people’s shopping 
list. Christmas crafts 
and used books were 
also being sold. Of 
course, visitors were 
also treated to tea and 
Christmas,carols. , 
DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Jobs, spending from mine 
will benef>it Terrace area 
TERRACE WILLgetashare jobs and business opportun- 
of the benefits to flow from ties. 
the planned massive Galore eastward to where Hwy 16 project. Spinoffs from this ar- 
‘Creek copper and gold mine rangement will also be >felt 
north ofhere, says an official “When i t  comes to sup- jected tirneline, NovaGold in Terrace becwse i t  is the 
from the company develop- pliers, I think you’ll find wants to start construction area’s service centre. 
ing the property. 
Carl Gagnier of Van- supply chain,” said Gagnier. Construction is to last 
couver-based Once Galore Creek is up ’ until 201 1 and, at its height, 
Resources says the city con- and running. Gagnier de- will require more than 800 
tains key byinesses such as scribed its relationship to people. 
Finning which are expected Terrace as similar to the one The work will begin with 
to be part of the company’s the city has with Alcan in the construction of a road 
supply system for the (U.S.) Kitimat. to Galore Creek stretching 
$1.2 billion operation ex- “Terrace has a lot of the west of Hwy37 North and 
pected to Jast for 20 years. suppliers Alcan uses.” he an intensive airlift operation 
decision by NovaGold to As for employees, Gag- NovaGold already uses 
open an office in Smithers, nier anticipates hiring as an airstrip at Bob Quinn on 
employing 12 people for many as possible from the Hwy37 North but wants to 
now. northwest. build another one closer to 
type of office in Terrace if it 
meant having to back track 
meets Hwy 37 North. 
to the company being able 
to line up financing for its 
Based on a current pro- 
Terrace will be part of the in the middleof2007. 
NovaGold ’ 
His comment follows a said. will be needed. 
Choose from our extensive menu o f  
designed t o  treat E delight the special people in your life. 
ImPgeroho hocow~&wrietyofbeautypducts 
p r k c t h r r t o d d l l g ~ t o u n d s r t h a ~  
It’s being taken in some “In a situation like this, the mine site. 
local circles as a loss for we’llgoout incoricentriccir- Aside from the main 
‘tion the office will become ers, Prince Rupert. Stewart will build a series of smaller 
Terrace but the percep- cles. I think Terrace. Smith- camp at the site, NovaGold 
NovaGold’s northern ad-, and First Nations communi- ones along Hwy37 to sup- 
ministrative headquarters is ties will be the draw points. port the main operation. 
wrong, said Gagnier. Hopefully we don’t have to As it is, the company has 
“During construction we go further afield.” he said. already spent tens of mil- 
have to establish a number NovaGold does have lions exploring and proving 
of temporary construction a participation agreement its ore body and in envi- 
camps and we really needed with the Tahltan on whose ronmental and engineering 
a staging area to start from traditional territory the Ga- work needed not only for the 
and chose Smithers as a lore Creek mine would be DhaseleadinguDtoconstruc- 
jumping off point,” he said. 
“As those construction 
camps get into place, we’ll 
put people right where the 
construction is.” 
Gagnier said Smithers is 
the logical place for the stag- 
ing office as it is on Hwy16 
on the way to the Hwy37 
North turn off leading up to 
the @ne location. 
That’ll be the same road 
route for construction and 
other material destined to be 
used at Galore Creek which 
is 200km from Iskut. 
Gagnier said it  wouldn’t 
make a lot of sense to put 
a constructionL management 
located. 
Gagnier said the planned 
closure of the Barrick Gold 
Eskay Creek gold mine. also 
located north of here. should 
provide an available pool of 
miners looking for eniploy- 
ment. 
“Hopefully some of thdse 
people will be able to tran- 
sition over and we can use 
those skill sets.“ he added. 
NovaGold is now going 
through a combined federal- 
provincial environmental re- 
view and expects to be given 
environmental approval by 
next spring. 
Thar approval is crucial 
C I  
tion but for various govern- 
ment approvals since active 
work began in 2004. 
Terrace has already ben- 
efitted through the flow of 
equipment, supplies and 
people being flown to the 
location, first in fixed wing 
aircraft to Bob Quinn and 
then by helicopter to the 
mine site. 
When in operation. the 
mine will need more than’ 
500 people working on a 
two-week in and two-week 
out schedule. 
NovaGold‘s participation 
agreement with the Tahltan 
includes for the provision of 
Always Right! 
l 
All Kingsdown Dorms Diagnositcs 
CLEAROUTSt 
4519 LAKELSE AVENUE, TERRACE 635-5555 * 4434 IAKELSE AVENUE, TERRACE 63&0555 
News In Brief 
Wanted man captured 
TERRACE RCMP report the successful capture of an- 
other person on its most wanted list thanks to a tip from 
area residents. 
Richard John Ferguson was apprehended after po- 
lice executed a search warrant on a residence on Hall 
St. just after 4 p.m. Dec. 3, say police. 
Ferguson appeared in Terrace Provincial Court Dec. 
5 and received a suspended sentence, with one year pro- 
bation for one charge of assault, a similar sentence for 
one charge of stealing a credit card and a one day jail 
term for failing to appear for a scheduled court date. 
Terrace RCMP thank the public for its assistance in 
locating this wanted person. 
0 
Chip truck damaged 
AN EXCEL chip truck driver escaped injury after the 
vehicle slid off Hwy 16 due to slushy conditions Nov. 
20. 
Terrace RCMP say the truck, which was loaded iind 
heading west, tipped onto its side near Flint Creek, 
about 70km east of town around 8: 15 am.  
No charges will bc laid against the TehiicC driver as 
road conditions were poor at the time of the accident, 
say police. 
90 speeders ticketed 
SPEEDING MOTORISTS received numerous tickets 
in higher numbers than what’s acceptable during the 
Speed Relative to Conditions campaign in November. 
“The last thing we want is people speeding in win- 
ter conditions,” said Const. Mike Lavric of the local 
lrighway patrol, adding that if motorists’ behaviour had 
been acceptable, officers wouldn’t have needed to write 
any tickets. 
Local highway patrol members issued 192 violation 
tickets, including 90 tickets for speeding, one charge 
for excessive speed (more than 40km/h over the posted 
limit) and 61 charges for seat-belt violations. 
Police- charged two impaired drivers, issued two 
alcohol-related 24-hour suspensions, two drug-related 
24-hour suspensions and made two drug seizures from 
motor vehicles for small amounts of marijuana. 
The goal of the campaign was to remind drivers to 
slow down in adverse driving conditions which signifi- 
cantly add to the risk of vehicle collisions, say police. 
Cause of death known 
A HAZELTON man who died while out mushroom 
picking north of Terrace died of natural causes, accord- 
ing to the B.C. Coroners Service. 
Martin Brock, 7 1, was found dead by search and res- 
cue crews Nov. 3 after failing to return from mushroom 
picking in the Cranberry Junction area Oct. 3 1. 
He was found after a formal ground search involv- 
ing his family, Stewart RCMP and search and rescue 
volunteers from Terrace, Smithers, Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert and Canadian Rangers from Hazelton and Stew- 
art. 
0 
Man sent away 
for psych tests 
by court order 
A COURT-ORDERED psychiatric evaluation will deter- 
mine whether a man charged with more than 20 criininid 
code offences is mentally fit to stand trial. 
Allan Nigh, 25, will undergo the evaluation at Forensic 
Psychiatric Hospital in Port Coquitlam within the nest 30 
days as ordered by Judge H.E. Seidemann I I I  in provinciid 
court here Dec. 13. 
Nigh has 25 charges against him, including multiplc 
counts of theft, fraud, possession of property obtilil\ed by 
crime against residents a_nd businesses i n  the greiitcr ’I’el*rilcc 
area, according to Terrace RCMP. 
Crown counsel Paul Kirk said late last week that  he h i d  
no objection to the application. 
” Hc said the psychiatric e\,iiluation wil l  tlotcrmine wllcthcr 
Nigh is fit to stand trial and whether or not he’s cri111i11iilly 
responsible due to i1 mentiil disorder. 
The assessinent is done by a psychiatrist iind is cxpcc~cd 
10 be completed in 30 ditys. If i t  ciin’t be finished during t11:Il 
time, iin extension for more time miiy hc gritlltctl. 
Tcmilce RCMP Staff Sgt. Eric Stllbbs iickno\\,lcdgetl Ihilt 
Nigh had been very active with idleget1 crime i n  towtl a11d 
that the comniunity showed extreme concern iibout his bc- 
hilviour to thc point where frustration was showing. 
“To be honest, we were concerned about his safety.“ silid 
Stubbs.. 
Several officers were assigned to solely triick Nigh’s 
movements and activities during the few weeks before his 
last arrest Dec. 10, he said. 
Stubbs credited those officers for their “excellcnt work.” 
While he wouldn’t name the specific people or businesses 
concerned about Nigh, Stubbs said that various sourccs who 
spoke to police expressed increasing frustration with an indi- 
vidual who was clearly a danger to the public ilnd himself. 
Nigh isn’t the first to allegedly commit a high numbcr of 
crimes. 
“Oh yeah, it’s happened before. People go on crime sprees 
and they only get away with it for so long,” Stubbs said. 
Police investigations continue and more charges may be 
brought against Nigh, added Stubbs. Nigh is due back i n  
court Jan. 9. 
. . .COIIIC scc LIS. 
’rhc past is alivc 
:Inti \vcll I1cl.c. 
e DO YOU WANT TO 
COACH LACROSSE? 4 cw2m, lrrc 
Come join Canada’s National Summer Sport - Mini- 
tyke, tyke, novice, pee wee, bantam and midgets 
recreational and travelling team (rep) levels. Junior 
B (17 -21 year olds) and juvenile recreational 
league are starting up too and we are looking for 
coaches! Training is  available at all levels. 
If int\erested please send your “lacrosse” 
resume, and a co y of your current coaching 
credentials to the ollowing address: P 
President 
Terrace Lacrosse Akiociation 
27 1 6 Tetrault 5treet 
V8G 2W8 
Terrace, BC +@h 
I j ;?, ’L (250)638- 8257 or 
Shelleyb anderson@telus.net th, zI;.tt-, /i :, ,I‘ i\. E3 
L-W 
: TUESDAY, JANUARY 2ND 
. It’s our BIGGEST Sale of*the Year 
Mark your calendats!’ ‘ 
Doors Open 9:30 a.m. 
during the evening hours of Dec. 5 returned to find two items 
missing from the vehicle. 
The person’s eight-month-old Jack Russell Terrier, who 
may answer to the name “Duke”, was stolen along with a 
black Fender guitar with a red Ruins sticker on it. 
Terrace RCMP are seeking the public’s help with ’Socat- 
ing the missing puppy and return,ing it to its owner. 
Crime Stoppers may offer a reward for information lead- 
ing to an akest. 
Anyone with information about Duke’s whereilbouts is 
asked to contact the local police detachment at 638-7400 or 
for emergencies at 635-49 1 I .  
These ouahta w 
make you melt. 
Hot performanee and a warm offer = 
NO PAYMENTS FOR 120 DAYS ON PURCHASE FINANCING’ 
2007 MAZDA3 SPORT GS 
hrrboch;lr&d engine that ’kicks out 244-horse- 
power. Nothing like it has ever crossed your path. 
b‘-GT model shown 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
FOR 36 MTHS 
PER MTH FOR 24 MTHS. 
$3 550 DOWN PAYMEM TOTAL LEASE 
& S A T O N  OF $8.326. ?AXES WTRA. I 
STARllNG FROM $22,220’* % SECURIM DEPOSIT 
STARnNG F R O M  $35,485” I $0 SECURITY DEPOSIT 
You want it  all. And you want it all now. The Mazda3 scdan 
comes well equipped with four-wheel Anti-lock Brake System c’ 
(ABS) with Electronic Brake Force Distribution (EBFD), front 
dual air bags, side Gir bags, ond side curtain air bags. 1 
GT Luxury puckoyo 
model shown i ,’
I 2007 MAZDAb SEDAN GS-I4 
LEASE FROM 
PER MTH FOR 24 MTHS. 
$2.995 DOWN PAYMEM, TOTAL W E  
OBUGAllON OF $9.691. TAXES EXTRA. 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
FOR ,36 MTHS I 
I S T ~ N G  FROM $25,770** I $0 SECURITY DEPOSIT 
2007 MAZDA &SERIES 
DUAL SPORT TRUCK CAB PLUS 
The appeal of this truck goes way beyond its payload 
capacity and removable tailgate. There‘s plenty of power and 
a full array of comfort and convenience features. Get behind 
the wheel and make the whale world your playground. 
LEASE FROM 
$1 79’ - A T -  ()9gSE 
PURCHASE FINANCING PER M W  FOR 24 MTHS. 
FOR 60 MTHS $2 595 DOWN PAYMEM TOTAL LEASE 
dUGATloN OF $6,891. ?AXES MTRP. 
STARTING FROM $20,785” $0 SECURITY DlPOSlf -
I 
www.mazda.ca 
. I  
EXPERIENCE EMOr/oM /N mOTh’+’N AT YOUR BRITISH COLUMBIA MAZDA DEALER. 
, ~ d % f Q b F $  3026 Hwy 16 E Phone 250-635-7286 D7041 
RwDYfaTO ROLL 52 POlllT PRE.DElIVW INSPECTION ROADSIDE ASSISTAHCE PROGRAM MAZDA LEADtRSHlP WARRANIY ASK ABOUT OUR OUTSTANDING COMPREHENSIVE AND POWERlRAIN WARRANTY COVERAGE. 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
Second airline. taking a lookl. 
1 at purchasing local carrier, 
rnai inciuaes a cnaner op- 
eration called Platinum Jet 
has joined thc chase, says 
Hawkair president Rod Hay- 
ward. 
The Platinum Jet group 
hasn't made a formal offer 
but has been requesting fi- 
nancial and other informa- 
tion, said Hayward. 
' ""There's no deadline 
with them. They've been 
coming back asking for more 
information," he said. 
Hayward said Platinum 
' Jet, which flies executive- 
class jets on charter opera- 
tions is also tied with an avia- 
tion services company called 
Avmax and another charter 
operation called Regional 1. 
The latter flies Dash-8 air- 
craft, just like Hawkair. 
Hawyard said the new 
group's reasons for wanting 
to buy his company are the 
same as Bar XH's in that 
both want to acquire a com- 
pany that has experienced 
people and equipment. to 
handle a growing aviation 
industry in Alberta. 
""It's really the people that 
are crucial. They just can't 
take the time to'train them," 
said Hayward. 
Bar XH surfaced in mid 
October just as Hawkair was 
headed back to Supreme ' 
Court for the latest in a series 
of hearings tied to receiving 
protection from creditors in 
Oct. 2005. 
It said it was willing to 
pay $200,000 for Hawkair 
A HAWKAIR flight taxis into position as it arrives at the airport. FILE PHOTO 
but only if it could either 
buy the two Dash 8 aircraft 
the company now flies from 
their Maritime owner or find 
alternate aircraft. 
Maritime-based IMP has 
resisted attempts by Hawkair 
since it received creditor 
protection in Oct. 2005 to 
negotiate lower payments. 
Hawkair had trouble 
meeting the original pay- 
ment schedule set in 2000 
and was one of the reasons 
it sought credit protection in 
the first place. 
Hawkair has said the air- Hayward said up to seven 
craft are now worth less than suitable replacement aircraft 
what they were when first have been found and that 
purchased and because of BarXH.is looking at those 
that, there should be lower prices *compared to what 
montly payments. they might be able to negoti- 
there should be lower pay- "I know that IMP is get- 
ments and has also been try- ting a third party evaluation 
ing to make that point with done on their aircraft," said 
IMP. Hayward who took it as a 
It's one of the reasons it sign it wants an independent 
has been scouring the Unit- opinion to consider. 
ed States to find replacement Hawkair returns to court 
aircraft should it not be able in January to provide an out- 
to reach a deal with IMP. line of how it is progressing. 
Bar XH also believes ate with IMP.. 
I 
Until Bar XH appeared in 
mid-October, IMP had been 
prcssing the B.C. Supreme 
Court for an order returning 
its two aircarft. 
does not have any exclusive 
deal with Bar XH, meaning 
that any new suitor is wel- 
come to make a better deal. 
High insurance costs 
and high fuel costs also put 
Hawkair into financial trou- 
ble. 
It has laid off people and 
trimmed routes in response. 
Hayward said Hawkair ' 
N O R T H E R N  
S A  V I N G S  
C R E D I T  U N I O N  
Northern Savings Credit Union 
Holiday Hours: 
December 25 and 26 - Closed 
December 27 to 29 - Regular Business Hours 
January 1 - Closed 
Jariuary 2 - Regular Business Hours 
meBianch i i Te rr 
+ 1 4702 Lazelle Avenue 
Delivered by Northwest Training Ltd. 
February 2007-June 2007 
Women who are accepted into the program 
are required to meet the following criteria: 
Employment 
Ski"s 1 
LifeSkills 
work 
Experience 
Computer Skills 
J Currently On Income Assistance 
J Want to learn new skills 
J Want to make changes in their life 
J Able and willin to commit to 
attending ever ay for 18 weeks 
J Are not involved in other 
i 
Math tt Ski'1s government funded programs 
Information sessions will be scheduled for early January 
For information, call Lynn Hughes 638-81 08 
Email: !ynnhucjhes@telus.net 
Applications can be picked up at Northwest Raining 
4622 Greig Awe., Terrace 
A program funded by the BWUH 
Government of British Columbia & CoLUMBtA 
SuperStove has 01' Bdchkr on the Run! 
A 
. . ,  . .  
northern health 
"It's time to c1eLm up tlg air in 
t hi  s t o  w n  '' c ha 1 le  n ge s 
Supers tove, a local Airshed 
Action Hero. "01'Belcher's been 
eating up your firewood and 
smoking up yoiir neighbourhoods 
for too long now. In some homes, 
he's responsible for wasting ail 
extm five pick-up loads of wood 
per season. And where is this 
extra wood going'? it's billowing 
out your chimney and polluting 
the air w e  all breathe." What can you do to help? 
Help is here. "There's never First make sure that you're 
beena better time to get rid of that burning split, well-seasoned 
o 1 d s in oky s to v e " s a y s finmood. "If you cut it tlus y-ear. 
SuperStove. If you live between then it's too green to bum ct&n." 
Terrace axid Bums Lake, then you SuperStovecautioIs. 
could q u a w  for a 5250 &sh And if you spot 01' Belcher in 
rebate, plus in-storc discounts at your home or neighbourhood 
participating retail storcs next then you or your neighbow shoufd 
Ma~clk favourable finaxing at sericksly consider upgrading to a I 
local Credit Unions, and no town cleaner buming appliance. "Join 
pennit feesfor stove upgrades. me this winter, and together we'll 
clear the 
air and gct the most out of your 
wood, SupcrStove urges." 
To find a registered retailer. or 
to help clear tlk air in your 
me i glib o u rho o d co 11 tact Cot hi 
Maclcod at thc 
Woodstow X-C hange Hotline: 
1 888 334 0335 
Or e-mai 1 Coli 11. MacL cod@ gov,bc.ca 
Y- 
I 
a 
I 
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Lmal feels vindicated 
ais guilty verdicts iisswd 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN of the Ellison’s victims that mean, it’s homble for him given me encouragement 
and it’s homble for his part- over the last few months,” 
DEjW3ETUPMAN says the ner and his daughter and I TuDman says, addinn she 
asked to have a publication 
ban lifted allowing her iden- 
- 
five: guilty verdicts handed 
down in the high profile sex 
crimes case of former teach- 
er Tom Ellison, has provid- 
ed her with relief and confir- 
t mation that her experience 
1 with the man was wrong, 
; Of the 12 original charg- 
; e:; against Ellison, he was 
: found guilty of two counts 
of  indecent assault and one 
count of common assault. 
14e also found him guilty of 
two counts of gross inde- 
cency - one of those charges 
lnvolving ’Tupman as thc 
: victim. 
’ Tupnian was, 17 years 
old and describes herself as 
geeky, shy and naive when 
Ellison first made sexual 
I ’  
1 ;  
I ’  
I 
I 
~ 
1 
I 
I 
I 
advance toward her. A nine- 
month long secret affair with 
the former Prince of Wales 
secondary school teacher 
began - a relationship he 
told her to keep secret. 
Tupman testified that El- 
lison threatened to have her 
father, an administrator with 
the Vancouver School Board 
at the time, fired if she told 
anyone about their relation- 
ship. 
She ended the relation- 
shipmafter she realized she’d 
lost friends and missed out 
on normal high school expe- 
riences as a result of it. 
“I know I was telling the 
truth but there is of course 
lots of doubt in other peo- 
ple’s minds,” says Tupman. 
“What [the judge] did for 
me, is he basically said, ‘yes, 
you told the truth beyond a 
skadow of a doubt and there 
was harm caused.” 
In his decision, Judge 
Mark Takahashi said Ellison 
is incapable of fully accept- 
ing that he was ‘‘a person of 
low moral character, partic- 
ularly when dealing with fe- 
male high school students.” 
“His evidence, generally, 
was neither believable nor 
capable of raising reason- 
able doubt,” Judge Taka- 
hashi said. > 
He did believe Tupman’s 
testimony and spoke to the 
fact that the effects of the re- 
lationship were serious and 
ongoing. 
“The complainant was 17 
years old, shy and naive,” 
Judge Takahashi said about 
Tupman. 
“She found his attention 
flattering but sensed that the 
relationship was wrong.” 
He went on to say that she 
felt seriously affected by the 
sexual encounters but spoke 
to no one. 
“The psychological ef- 
fects from the encounters 
continued over 15 years,” 
Judge Takahashi said. 
“Harm has been proven 
beyond a reasonable doubt.” 
Having that public ac- 
knowledgement that Elli- 
son’s behaviour was indeed 
illegal gives Tupman a sense 
of peace, but she admits she 
was surprised that Ellison 
was found guilty on five of 
the charges. 
“I’m in a little bit of 
shock,” said Tupman ,from 
her Terrace home Friday, 
Dec. 15, the day JudgeTaka- 
hashi made his decision. 
“I didn’t think that he 
would be convicted - I’ve 
been spending the week 
building it up, preparing my- 
self for a not guilty verdict.” 
Tupman was one of three 
Only 5 
ttatil Mon1,v~ 5- 
kissing 
Santa Clam! 
tity to be revealel 
Prior to lifting the publi- 
cation ban, Tupman was ref- 
ered to only as complainant 
number three. 
Tupman said at the time 
that she felt her story had no 
credence so long as she was 
hiding behind $e anonym- 
ity. 
In revealing her identity, 
she felt she became more 
credible as a complainant. 
Tupman says- she feels 
relieved by the decision 
and feels badly for Ellison’s ‘ 
family. 
‘ b I  don’t want to use the 
word pleased because that 
sounds like I’m happy. I 
feel very badly i n  their be- wa’s worrieh how people 
half.” would react to her testimo- 
been found guilty of several “You wouldn’t believe 
counts, she says the sentenc- how many people have 
ing doesn’t really matter, it’s stopped me in the street and 
the finding of criminal guilt shared very private memo- 
that matters. ries with me looking for ad- 
spanning Ellison’s lengthy “This is one of the dif- 
trial has been very difficult ficulties of living in a small 
for Tupman, particularly town but it’s one of the ben- 
when her name became pub- efits too, it’s like we’re a big 
lic. I‘imily and it’s amazing the 
She says living i n  Tcrracc support that I got.” 
has been a blessing. “ Tom Ellison’s sentencing 
, “1 just wanted to say a will occur in the new year. 
public thank you to all the The trial was one of the 
wonderful people in Terrace year’s major court hiippen- 
who have supported me and ings in B.C. this year. 
Now that Ellison has ny. 
The past several months vice. 
Video Games 
Punk, Hip Hop & Body 
Dawgs Shoes for all ages 
0, Shad Shirts & Hats $30.00 
Orec I Purifiers & Vacuums 
Swords & Army Surplus 
Guitars & Amps 
0 DVD’s & CD‘s 
VHS’s $ 1  .OO 
Jewelry (starting at $1 .OC) 
1 
ir, 
John Deere, 40’s & 50‘s 
Coke Collectibles 
4444 WKELSE AWE 63817943 7 
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but part-timers increase I throughout the region 
THE NUMBER of fullhime workers dropped but the 
number of people working part time increased from October 
to November, indicate the latest employment statistics for 
the region from the Queen Charlotte islands to just west of 
Vanderhoo f. 
The result was a slight increase in the overall number of 
people working, which helped cut the unemployment rate 
from 7.2 per cent in October to 6.2 per cent in November. 
The overall total of people working rose 300 to 42,700 
from October to November but the number of people who 
took themselves out of the labour force,grew slightly, from 
21,400 to 2 1,500. 
Full-time workers declined from 33,600 in October to 
32,800 in November. 
That was partially offset by the growth in part-time work- 
ers, which grew from 8,800 people in October to 9,900 in 
November. 
Last November, the unemploymcnt rate was 6.8 pcr cent 
but there were also more people working then - 45,200 - 
compared to 42,700 this November. 
Fewer people had also declared themselves not pan of 
the labour force - 20,000 in November 2005 compared to 
21,500 his November. 
Population statistics show a decline from 68,500 in No- 
vember 2005 ta 67,000 in November 2006. 
Federal employment analyst Patrick McIntyre says the 
November statistics reflect the seasonal nature of the re- 
gion’s economy. 
There was an increase in jobs in 2005 but that wasn’t sus- 
tained, he added. 
“A lot of the growth we had in 2005 isn’t there anymore,” 
said McIntyre in adding that peopje have moved out of the 
area. 
“If you instead look at the numbers from 2004, you’ll see 
relahely the same kind of behaviour,” he said. 
McIntyre’s worried about the sales and service seclor, 
saying there’s been a consistent drop in employment in that 
category over the past several years. 
In October, the northwest had the worst regional iinciii- 
ployment rate in the province, but in November that distinc- 
tion belonged to the Kootenays. Its rate was 6.6 per cent. 
The provincial rate for November was 4.4 per ccnl, iI dip 
from the 4.7 per cent in October, 
The Victoria area continues to show a strong performiince 
based on an unernploynient rate of3.9 per cent in November 
compared to 4.4 per cent in October. 
In Vancouver, the rate dropped from 4.3 per cent i n  Octo- 
ber to 4 per cent in November. 
City, school district ink deal 
1 l o  share numerous facilities 
the Coast Mountains School 
District) have done just that, 
agreeing on a joint user pact 
that formalizes how the two 
groups share their respec- 
tive facilities here. 
The deal, signed Dec. 18 
at city hall, formalizes what 
has been an informal agree- 
ment between the ,two bod- 
ies for years. 
“It’s been in place for 
a number of years,” said 
Carolyn Marleau, the leisure 
services programme coordi- 
nator. 
The two organizations 
share facilities and equip- 
, ment if the need arises.” 
The partnership has al- 
lowed and will continue to 
allow the school district to 
use the arena and aquatic 
centre, while the city uses 
one or. two buildings in h e .  
summer and one or two 
buildings in the falywinter 
for such activities as volley- 
ball. 
The agreement was 
deemed necessary because 
of liability issues for both 
parties, said Ross Milnthorp, 
who added the city hopes to 
expand the programs it of- 
fers in school gymnasiums. 
facilities is also a possibil- 
ity, said Milnthorp. 
Milnthorp said the agree- 
ment’s objective is to elimi- 
nate duplication and get 
maximum value of taxpayer 
dollars. ‘ 
Moms says the agree- 
ment is important for a num- 
ber of reasons. 
He said it shows an ear- 
nest desire to cooperate with 
the city and any other entity 
and it helps cover liability 
concerns. 
The joint user agreement Ross Milnthorp 
HIGH ACHIEVEMENT 
Royal LePage 
Terrace & Kitirnat 
Congratulates 
Success on attaining , 
For the month of November. 
Shannon McAllister 
”President‘s Gold“ 
I TERRACE 
Boarding, students Rebecca (Kitintat) and Karoha IPrince Rupertl 
Seeking Exceflen.ce - ’Apppy NOW 
far Boarding in 2007 
“Terrace Information Session 
Monday, January 8,630-8:30 pm 
The Coast Inn of the West,‘4620 Lakelse Avenue 
Please RSVP by calling 1-800-661-5199 or omailing admit@smus.bc.ca 
St. Michaels University School offers merit scholarships to 
students entering boarding in Grades 8 to 10 who demonstrate a desire for 
excellence, a sense of compassion, and a passion for learning and for life. 
For more information about our school, visit www.smus.bc.ca 
Victoria, British Columbia 
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on% Miss Out! 
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I 
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I Family Name: I 
I Baby’s 1st Name:, I ’ I Baby’s Birth Date: 
I  Mom’s 1st Name: 
I Dad’s 1st Name: I 
Postal Code I 
I 
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I Age of baby in pic. 
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FRED EUVERMAN 
30 YEARS 
,, LIEUTENANT 
SCOlT SPENCER ,j 
26 YEARS 
FlREF IGHTER 
LEE SNYDER DEAN PRlNS DAVE JEPHSON 
17 YEARS'" 15 YEARS 
I. I lEUTENA N T LlEUTENA NT 
17 YEARS 
NREFlGHTER 
ROB LARMOUR BART STRAW GEORGE LEBLEU 
9 YEARS 8 YEARS 7 YEARS 
FlREFlGHTER 2 " FlRERGHTER 
LOWELL HOLMQUIS _ -  
6 YEARS 
F /REF IGHTER 
GREG BEDWELL EARL STEWART ' 
LAWRENCE <STELLA 
14 YEARS 
FlREFlGHTER 
CAR1 WASSINK 
7 YEARS 
NREFlGHTER 
~- 
5 YEARS 
FIREFIGHTER 
4 YEARS 
FIREFIGHTER 
4 YEARS 
f IREF IGH TER 
ERIC VALDLZ 
10 YEARS 
F/R€F/GHTER ~ , 
IAN BUCHANAN 
7 YEARS 
FlREFlGHTf R 
BARRY SAMUELSOF 
4 YEARS 
F /REF lGHTER 
0 DAVE MCMURDO 
' ,10 YEARS 
FlREFlGHTER I' 
COLIN WILLONER 
6 YEARS 
FlREFlGHlER - 
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City cuts off tourism 
and backs one of its own 
group 
THE CITY of-Terrace has 
approved a $223,000 budget 
for Kermodei Tourism, a 
new group which is expected 
to take over all facets of 
toursim delivery in the 
coming year. 
The six-figure budget 
covers the roughly $120,00 
it already gives in grants 
and matching dollars toward 
tourism initiatives and in- 
cludes more than $100~OOO 
in case the lucrative two per 
cent sales tax on accommo- 
dations in the area is stripped 
away by the province. 
It’s the latest move in a 
series of conflicts over the 
past year which have seen 
the city and its supporters 
in conflict with the existing 
Terrace Tourism Society 
(ITS). The city and its s u p  
porters have disagreed with 
0 the tourism society’s ap- 
proach to tourism resulting 
in it creating its own group, 
Kermodei Tourism. 
’And the city has now put 
its muscle behind that move 
by cancelling any financial 
agreements it had with lTS. 
At issue is how the group 
did its job. While it focussed 
on attracting people ‘to the 
area, the city also wanted it 
to take a more active role in 
providing activities for tour- 
ists once they arrived, 
Terrace Tourism said it 
why the city is making pro- 
visions for a $100,000 boost 
to Kermodei Tourism. 
“The city is backing Ker-, 
modei Tourism because it 
has adopted the broader fo- 
cus the city is looking for 
and we are going to just have 
to deal with the budgetting 
process for 2007,” says city 
administrator Ron Poole, 
adding the city needed to 
set a spending target now 
in anticipation of its overall 
budget deliberations in the 
new year. 
The severing of official 
ties with Terrace Tourism 
Society amounts to $35,000 
a year plus matching addi- 
tional room tax revenues up 
to $40,000 each year. 
The entire $75,000 has 
been given to Terrace Tour- 
ism this year but it  is now 
being shifted to Kermodei 
Tourism for the 2007 fiscal 
year. The city also gives the 
Terrace and District Cham- 
ber of Commerce a $45,000 
grant each year to run the 
Visitor Information Centre. 
That money is also expected 
to be forwarded to Kermo- 
dei Tourism in the future, 
which is expected to give it, 
in turn to the chamber to run 
the visitor centre. 
All of this puts in jeopar- 
dy the lucrative two per cent 
room tax which was granted 
The one sentence which 
has caused the split between 
the city and TTS reads, 
“All parties agree that 
funds from the additional 
sales tax on accommoda- 
tion are to be used only for 
marketing and development 
for the benefit of the Terrace 
area.” 
The city believes that 
means the money can be 
spent on a broad spectrum 
of items including product 
development. 
“We are stating to them 
that they have breached the 
contract because they do 
not want to be any broader 
than a destincilion markel- 
ing organizn1ioi1,” silys Ron 
Poole. 
But TTS says the city’s 
withdrawl of funding con- 
stitutes a brcach of contract 
which “may result in the 
cessation of the two per cent 
hotel tax agrement.’’ 
The city and TTS have 
been at loggerheads since 
last year, when the city hired 
a consultant to assess how 
tourism should be handled 
here. That group recom- 
mended that a new tourism 
body be developed involving 
representatives from various 
sectors including the Terrace 
Economic Development Au- 
thority, the Terrace and Dis- 
trict Chamber of Commerce, 
was doing what it was sup- 
posed to do according to an 
agreement struck with the 
city two years ago. 
What’s crucial about all 
of this is the two per cent 
accommodation tax. It flows 
to the tourism society but 
now, in reaction to the city’s 
move, local hoteliers who 
(’ back Terrace Tourism are 
i ’ asking the provincial gov- 
i ‘  ernment to cancel the tax 
altogether. 
And if that happens, the 
city needs to come up with 
its own source of money to 
give to its own group, Ker- 
, 
by the province in- 2004. TTS and the city. 
It is collected from people “Basically you’re chang- 
who stay at area hotels. It’s ing from a member driven 
then redirected through the group to a stakeholders 
province and the regional group,” Talstra said. L 
1 district to the Terrace Tour- “The only body that said, ’ 
ism Society. An agreement ‘let’s not,’ is Terrace Tour- 
between ’ITS, the city and ism, but three out of four 
the Regional District of Kit- said, ‘let’s try a new ap- 
imat-Stikine was struck in proach,’ and we felt that’s 
Nov. 2004 as was outlined what we should do.” ’ 
in a memorandum of under- Almost immediately after 
standing. the city informed TTS that 
That document is intend- its 2007 money was gone, 
ed as a five-year contract the Terrace and District Ho- 
and shows how the money tel and Motel Association 
should be collected, by sent a letter to the province 
whom and how it should be, asking that it rescind the two 
modei Tourism.-And that’s spent. I 
p g o  as Ion as ou con. Long walks, hikes or j s would-be 
e ideal octi&es f!r these hvo. Both have a lot o%n together, 
however, don‘t core much br other dogs or cots for that moNer]. A 
YOU for hours. Would m o b  area} bmilv oets. A GIFT OF ADVICE 
good fenced yard, lots of love and ‘Bud d y & Paw‘ could entertain 
tROM US TO MOSE WH6 MSH Td PURCHASE A PET FORX 
MAS; PEASE ENSURE THE PERSON WHOM IS RECEIVING THE 
PET TRULY HAS THE MEANS TO CARE FOR THEM FAR TO MANY ARE. BROUGHT -id sHELrERs- ~ER..x~S-~As 
PAST. ME EXCITEMENT LEAVES AND REALITY SITS IN. BESIDES. 
-ITS MORE FUN WHEN YOU CAN COME TOGnHER AND PICK 
A NEW PET OUT THE REAL GIFT IS WATCHING THEIR SMILES 
BRIGHTEN WHEN THEY FIND THE PURRRFECT PET FOR THEM. 
FROM AU THE STAFF AT THE TERRACE A N l h L  SHELTER, MfiRV 
CtfRlSTMAS AND THE WARMEST WISHES FOR THE NEW YEAR. 
per cent tax in the Terrace 
SUPER SAVINGS ON 
EVERYTHING FOR YOUR PET 
Pet Carriers, Aquariums (all sizes), 
Pet Beds, Leashes & Collars ... Plus lots of other stocking 
I stuffers and ideas at... 
GREAT HOLIDAY GIFTS 
RonPoole ’ 
iireu. In ordcr for the tax 10 
remain it nccds the support 
of the majority of hoteliers 
and hotel rooms in the area. 
In a Dec. I O  letter, the 
association’s president Scott 
Miller says 7 I per cent of ac- 
commodation sector proper- 
ties, representing 56 per cent 
of all the rooms in the area, 
voted in favour of rescind- 
ing the tax. I 
“It’s a serious blow to the 
community, I can’t believe 
[the city is] kissing away 
nearly $100,000,” says TI’S 
interim president Randy 
Dozzi. 
JANUARY 12”.2007 JANUARY 11”. 2007‘ 
No Registration Free to the Public 
Forum hosted by the Honourable Pat Bell, 
Minister of Agriculture and Lands, MIA Prince George North -6 PRINCE GEORGE CIVIC-CENTRE I. 
- 
2 I, 
Hon. Gary LIJnn, 
MP for Saanich-Gulf Is!ands 
Bill Bennett, Premier James (Jim) A. Shepherd 
Presdient and Minister of Mining 
CEO, Canfor 
Gordon Campbell Minister of Natural Resources I 
Thursday, January 11 Friday, January 12 Thursday, January 11 Friday, January 12 
SCHOOL & OFFICE SISPPIIPI 
, 
regional district 
TERRACE MAYOR Jack 2003 and as vice-chair for 
Talstra has been returned the nine years prior to that. 
as chair of another elected The other change at the 
body, the KitimatTStikine December meetings was the 
Regional District. representation from the Dis- 
Talstra, who was contest- trict of Kitimat. 
ed by Harry Nyce, the direc- Gerd Gottschling was 
tor for the Nass Valley and elected to replace Monaghan 
Meziadin electoral area, en- and he joins Linda Campbell 
ters his fourth straight year as Kitimat directors. 
as the head of the regional Monaghan, along with 
government. Bob Corliss. is now an alter- 
He also held the position nate from Kitimat. 
from 1988 to 1991. The regional district’s 
Nyce, meanwhile, beat board of directors is com- 
out Stewart director Craig posed of seven municipal 
Caruso in the election for councillors or mayors, ap- 
vice-chair. , pointed annually from lheir 
Monaghan of Kitimat, who cils, and five directorsfelect- 
had cirher been chair or ed from rural electoral areas 
vice-chair since 1994. for threc-year terms. 
Nyce is no stranger to Regional district direc- 
the executive, having served tors and the chair receive sti- 
as chair between 2002 and pends for their attendance at 
He replaces Joanne respective municipal coun- the tnonthly meetings. 
Talstru, as chair, *eanls 
$535 per month, while Nyce 
and the remaining 10 direc- 
tors get $400 per month. 
This is in addition to any 
other stipends they may get. 
‘Tears’ CD is released 
A PRINCE GEORGE song- years between Prince George 
writer has put out an original That’s because a num- and Prince Rupert. 
CD containing sodgs about ber of the women who have The last was Tamara 
the Highway of Tears. gone missing were last seen Chipman from Terrace who 
went missing in the fall of 
of Ray Bessette go to the The proceeds from 2005. 
regional initiatives aimed at Besette’s sales will go to “Ray has the full support 
preventing more disappear- putting up no-hitchhiking of the Highway of Tears 
a c e s  and murders of women signs and raising awareness initiative and the governing 
along the stretch of Hwy 16 among residents. body. He has signed a con- 
between Prince George and Bessette ,first performed tribution agreement so we 
Prince Rupert. one of the songs this past know exactly how funds are 
It’s been dubbed the as spring at a Prince George allocated,” said Tears co-or- 
h e  “Highway of Tears” in symposium held to discuss dinator Lisa Krebs. 
response to the missinig and the cases of disappearing The CD costs $10 and the 
murdered women. and murdered women. 500 copies made are only 
Specifically, work is un- At least nine women have available at Prince George 
deway to reduce the number gone missing in the past 30 locations for the time being. 
of women who hitchhike. 
Proceeds from the work hitchhiking. 
2007 SIERRA CREW CAB 4WD 
BEST IN CL 
FUEL ECON 
Duel.zone climate control 
Power windows end lacks 
40/20/40 split front bench 
FIt steerinp COlUmtI 
Purchase Price 285hp 4.81. V8 VORTEC ENGINE 
Automatic transmission with overdrive 
t Remote keyless entry ,NCIUOES . 4-wheel drive wi th ABS brakes 
FAEIGHT Locking differential CD stereo 
AN0 POI Cruise control Deep tinted rear windows LEASEAPA130 MO. 0. WITH $4,370 DOWN 
AT 
THE GM 160,000 KM WARRANTY 160,000~~ 160,000~~ 160,000~~ 
5 YEAR BOWERTRAIN + 5 YEARS OF COURT5SY + 5 ASSlSTANCE YEARS OF ROtDSlDE THE BEST COVERAGE IN CANADA UMmD WARRANTYO TRANSPORTATION 
1 
:/ 
20Q7 AVALANCHE 
SMARTLEASE Purchase Price 
t 
INCLUDES 
mElGHT 
AN0 POI 
O/O - 
W E  APRIJO MO 
WITH Sju) DOWN 
0310 hp 5.3LV8 ENGINE locking differential Treilering equipment 
Convert-A-Cabm system Power windows, locks and lilt steering column I 
4-wheel disk brakes with ABS 
w i th  Active Fuel Management 
wi th folding Midgatem 
17’ bright aluminium wheals 60140 split-folding rear bench 
OnStaP with I-year Safe heated mirrors 
&Sound planA Remote keyless entry 
&speaker CDlMP3 stereo with 
I enhancement system auxiliary input cm 1SMnmun 18mmp~ 
. Stabillrrakm vehicle stabiliv D u a l - m e  climate control 
FEATURING A COMPLETE LINEUP 
OF CHEVROLET, PONTIAC, BUICK 
AND GMC VEHICLES 
T h e  D r i v e  i s  O n  VISIT YOUR LOCAL GM DEALER (((*mill 
OR grncanada.com TODAY. QtlwclWgeXllrarlg- & k s b a R a a ~ m a m o  
1 
Call UaeCarthy MQ~WS at 250-635-4941, or visit us at 5004 Highway 16 West, Terrace. [License #5893] 
1 
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A proposed bike skills park could help the region produce top-flight mountain bike 
‘’ , riders such as pro Ryan Leech, who was here last summer. FILE PHOTO 
‘I , c t  h 
1 Bike training park 
wanted in Horseshoe 
By DUSTIN QUEZAbA 
IF EVERYTHING goes according to plan, 
mountain bikers and BMX riders could be 
honing their skills at a new bike park in Ter- 
race as early as next summer. 
The City of Terrace says it supports an 
initiative presented by a local cycling club 
to build a bike skills park here. 
The Terrace Off Road Cycling Associa- 
tion (TORCA) presented its proposal to Ter- 
race council Nov. 27 requesting support for 
Councillors were receptive to the idea 
and asked the club to work with city staff to 
identify the best possible location, lo final- 
ize a design and to speak to area neighbours 
about the proposal. 
“We’re looking at city-owned park land 
and park-designated land and city-owned 
vacant land,” said Ross Milnthorp, the city’s 
director of leisure services, of possible sites 
for the park. 
Though Milnthorp wouldn’t be specific 
about any location, he did say there are a 
number of possible ones, adding the size of 
property and what would neighbour are con- 
siderations TORCA would have to make. 
But Kate McCarron, TORCA president, 
says the group has its eyes on one spot, a 
treed area immediately north of the Rotary 
tennis courts on the comer of Straume Ave. 
and Thomas St. 
“This (location) is pretty much the only 
one in terms of size and location and it’s vis- 
ible enough for safety reasons,” said McCar- 
ron, who cautioned the group still has con- 
sult neighbours by going door to door. 
mountain bikers and BMX riders to learn 
structures such as bridges and skinny wood- 
en structures. 
The idea is to provide a venue to learns 
skills in a progressive manner before gradu- 
ating to more difficult trails. 
McCarron says people need to develop 
skills before going up to ,trails on Terrace 
and Copper mountains where they may be 
riding alone. 
Besides the safety issue, McCarron says 
! 
I 
’ 
! 
I 
I the project. 
, 
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I A biking skills park would be a place for 
skills such as jumping, landing and riding on 
i 
I 
i 
1 I 
the proposed park is greatly for kids who are 
currently using the skateboard park where 
there isn’t enough room for both mountain 
bikers, BMX riders and skaters. 
The club has enlisted the help of Jay 
Hoots, a well respected high level biker 
and skills park designer who has been inte- 
gral in the building of similar parks in West 
Vancouver, MacKenzie and Canmore, Alta. 
The proposal asks the city to provide a 
venue, cover liability issues and mainte- 
nance once it is complete. 
The club has offered to work with the 
designer, to secure in-kind donations for the 
park’s construction and to solicit financial 
assistance to cover the expenses. 
Parks such as this can range in cost form 
TORCA has already secured much of the 
equipment time required to build the park 
from UNI Construction and has the support 
of a number of retailers and sports organiza- 
tions in Terrace. 
Following a decision on a location, Mc- 
Carron says the main thing holding the proj- 
ect back is the availability of dirt. 
The park will need an estimated 50-160 
dump truck loads of fill and at $100-$150 
per load it is prohibitively expensive. 
Milnthorp said it’s possible TORCA 
will be able to use some dirt extracted from 
roadworks in 2006 but the city must first use 
what it needs for the sportsplex project. 
The leisure services director says the bike 
park could have future benefits, too. 
Improved riders could lead to the area 
hosting regional or provincial events, he 
added. 
“We already have good riders but (with 
a park) kids will progress to an amazing 
level,” said McCarron, who agreed the park 
could bring benefits to the area with locals 
competing here and around the province. 
TORCA hopes to have its door to door 
consultations done by mid-January with a 
final design proposal back to the city by the 
end of the month. 
The group is aiming to have the park op- 
erational by the end of July provided every- 
thing goes according to plan. 
among others. i t  
$15,O00-$30,000. 
Even though our offices and call centres are closed on 
December 25, 26 and on January 1, 2007, our emergency 
crews will be on hand 24 hours a day to keep your holiday 
bright. In the event of an emergency, call 1 888 POWERON 
(1 888 769-3766). 
For general inquiries you can call 1 800 BCHYDRO 
(1 800 224-9376) Monday to Friday, 7 a.m. to 8 p.rn., 
and Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. except for the dates 
mentioned above. 
We wish you a safe and happy holiday. 
www.bchydro.com F O R  G E N E R A T I O N S  
e 
A UTC Fire & Security Company 
HChubb 
The Terrace office of Chubb Security Systems is pleased to announce the donation of 150 
smoke detectors to the Terrace Fire Department where they will be provided to households of 
low income seniors and single parents. District Manager Chris Sitter makes,the presentation to 
Terrace Fire Department Chief Peter Weeber explaining that the donation is but one of many 
made across the country so that smoke detectors can be made available to those that need 
them most. “A smoke detector can be a life saving device and we are just delighted to be mak- 
ing this donation on behalf of our employees who live and work within our communities know- 
ing they just might save a life one day”. Chubb Security Systems is a world leading security 
alarm company specializing in electronic intrusion alarms, access control systems, and digital 
video systems. Established in 1818, Chubb has been securing people and property for almost 
200 years, it’s Terrace office is represented by Fred Peters and Scott Mcteod, both whom 
have extensive - technical experience and are long time Terrace residents. 
- 
Those interested in receiving a smoke detectors or know of someone deserving are asked to please 
contact the Terrace Fire Hall. 
Chubb Security Systems 
#5 Pohle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Tei: 638-8321 Fax: 638-1 338 ---- ....”-_ 
BChUb A UTC nn d s c ~ u n t y  Qmmny 
I www.chubbsecurity.com 
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EV BISHOP 
Merry Christmas! 
f there’s a time of year that tries to make 
people feel dissatisfied, Christmas might be 
it. High expectations are raised even higher I by glossy magazines, insane sale flyers, and 
torturously sentimental television. 
Even when you know full well that material ~ 
things don’t bring happiness, that the holiday re- 
ally isn’t about cookie exchanges, card binges, 
presents, etc., it’s really hard not to buy in. We all 
want the Christmas morning from old movies and 
storybooks. We all want our kids to have niemo- 
ries of holidays that put Hallmark to shame (which 
was a very clever marketing ploy by Hallmark, I 
mustsay). We all want to give our families and 
friends everything. We want.. . Well, we want. 
K$at pretty much sums it up. 
And I’m no different, although I thought I 
was. 
I thought I was the kind of person who was do- 
ing a pretty good job of fighting commercialism. I 
try really hard to focus on family and friend time 
during Christmas (and the rest of the yerar, of 
course!). I enjoy simple things and my idea of a 
great night out is going tobogganing or playing 
dark house. And although I love gourmet food, I’m 
happy with soup and buns. I’m not really fussy. I 
generally don’t get stressed out about things that 
don’t matter in the long run. 
I’ve since discovered that it’s amazingly easy 
to be self-deluded! 
Apparently>I am fussy and house proud. Appar- 
ently I do judge the activities I do and find them 
lacking. Apparently I do stress about ridiculously 
shallow things. 
All this was revealed through what should’ve 
been the best news ever. One of my best friends 
called me a few weeks back to say that she and her 
husband were corning for Christmas. I was (AM!) 
ecstatic. That’s why it came as a terrible shock 
when I started to get worried. 
I love my house. It’s cute and cozy, and fits us 
well. But is it too shabby for houseguests? I love 
our family’s low-key traditions, busy decorations, 
Boxing Day bash, and general silliness. But would 
they seem boring? We always have more than 
enough of our needs met and quite a few of our 
wants too, but we’re always a little tight ... W6uld 
they think we were cheap? 
My planned visitors are two of the most down- 
to-earth, fun-loving, adaptable, kind people you’ll 
ever meet. They would be hurt and appalled by 
my worries. But this really isn’t about them. It’s 
about me. And Martha Living. And aozillion other 
magazines that show just how everything should 
look and be and smell and taste and cost and look 
and be and smell and taste and cost and look and- 
Well, you get the picture. 
~ 
“I’m going to stop looking at 
magazinesthat make me feel like 
what I have isn’t enough, and I’m 
going to celebrate Christmas the 
way I always do, no changes. ” 
So I was berating myself for being a shallow 
dimwit, when 1 suddenly remembered the Christ- 
mas Story (not that I had forgotten it, just it came 
to mind really clearly). I didn’t recall a pretty, 
ceramic version-It was Mary’s thumping nine- 
months pregnant donkey ride, with Joseph stressed 
out about taxes that first came into my brain. Her 
poor pelvis! 
Then there was the lovely stay at the Inn-Oh 
right, sorry. No reservations. They finally managed 
to land a spot in a barn. With the livestock. Artists 
like to recreate it all cute and cuddly and clean, 
but come on-It was a barn. It smelled. There 
was poop. Mary had to put her brand new little 
son in a container that cattle ate out of. I’m sure 
there were moments of extreme unhappiness with 
how things were coming to pass. And you know 
her family and friends’ impressions couldn’t have 
been good. 
I didn’t have a long epiphany, just a few sec- 
onds of images. Enough to make me laugh rue- 
fully and to cure my stupidity. 
The first Christmas involved horribly uncom- 
fortable travel, worry about money, insecurity, 
and, very possibly, family strife. Yet it was also 
the time, for a lot of the world, when the concepts 
of peace, love, and compassion were born-what 
Christmas is really about. 
T’m going to stop looking at magazines that 
make me feel like what I have isn’t enough, and 
I’m going to celebrate Christmas the way I always 
do, no changes. I’m going to enjoy my family and 
friends and express gratitude for all the good things 
in my life. I know my friends; they’ll like that. 
Edibles make gre,at gift 
By DUSTIN QUUADA (i 
IF YOU don’t want to run 
the risk of giving something 
this Christmas that’s 
destined to be re-gifted, Ben 
Genaille suggests a culinary 
gift basket. 
Unlike those traditional 
duds like socks, a tie or a 
bath set, the culinary instruc- 
tor at Northwest Community 
College says the gift of food 
is always welcome. 
“Gift baskets (of food) 
arc not opened up and for- 
gotten about,” said Genaille, 
adding culinary gifts allow 
people to try things they’ve 
never had before. 
And the gift baskets don’t 
have to be time consuming, 
either, if the contents are 
pre-made. 
These are some three hol- 
iday gift basket ideas: 
Italian dinner 
basket 
pesto sauce, homemade 
or from your local store (Ge- 
naille says a pestle and mor- 
tar could be added for future 
use to make pesto) 
gnocchi or your favorite 
pasta 
biscottis 
bottle of Bar010 or anoth- 
er kind of wine 
add: fresh focaccia bread, 
radiccio for salad or brais- 
ing, heavy cream for sauce 
Sushi dinner 
basket 
sushi mat 
nori paper 
Japanese rice 
School 
savours 
a lunch 
tradition 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
THORNHILL PRIMARY 
School teacher Alpha 
de Leon sure was on to 
something when she invited 
seniors to the school for a 
free luncheon 17 years ago. 
Last week, 30 or so se- 
niors from the Happy Gang 
Centre happily kept the tra- 
dition going. 
De Leon says originally 
she proposed to the school’s 
then principal to make a 
lunch for seniors at Ter- 
raceview Lodge but logisti- 
cally it would have proved 
too difficult. 
“He said, ‘Why not invite 
the Happy Gang Centre?”’ 
de Leon said. “I’m happy he 
suggested it.” 
The principal also sug- 
gested the seniors form the 
audience for a rehearsal for 
the school’s yearly Christ- 
mas concert. 
So not only do the seniors 
get a lunch consisting of 
roast beef, steamed veggies, 
mashed potatoes, gravy and 
coleslaw, followed by des- 
sert, they get the nervous, 
contagious energy that can 
only come from 2OO-plus 
children wearing Santa 
Claus hats. 
Current principal Barry 
Eyjolfson is a believer in the 
event. 
He says it’s important to 
honour the community’s el- 
derly in any way. 
“Seniors have been in our 
community for years, they’ve 
helped in paying taxes and 
we’d like to do something 
for them,” he said. “Their 
spirit is still there - they’re 
willing and excited.” 
This year’s event had 
pickled ginger 
rice wine vinegar 
wasabi paste 
add: cucumbers, avocado, 
crabmeat, sniokcd salmon 
r 
Brunch 
basket 
Champagne 
orange juice 
chocolate 
home made cookies 
1 I add: fresh’ strawberries, assorted cheeses 
Genaille cautions if it is 
close to gift opening day you 
could add the perishables, if 
it is several days to gift open- 
ing to omit those items. 
“These are the gifts that 
keep giving,” said Genaillc. 
“Your friends or family will 
think of you when they are 
preparing the basket for din-’ 
ner, and who knows you 
may’ get invited over to en- 
joy with them.” 
AS a last m i h e  shop- 
ping idea, Genaille suggests 
a cookbook because there’s 
something for everybody. 
On the home front, Ge- 
naille says he’ll be spend- 
ing time with his family and 
- you guessed it - preparing 
food. 
“Brunch on Christmas 
Day is big for us,” he said. 
Likely on the menu is om- 
elette, champagne and or- 
ange juice, strawberries, 
bacon, French toast and 
waffles. 
As for Christmas dinner, 
Genaille says he’ll probably 
be making it but it’s a family 
affair. 
“Everybody have a good 
Christmas and a prosperous 
mw Year,” said Genaille. 
CULINARY arts instructor Ben Genaille, centre, with students Nicole Demers of 
Terrace and George Sampare of Kitwanga, display some gift baskets that are sure 
ABOVE: Alpha de Leon, centre, with Tina Brouwer, left, 
and Jeanette Siemens from the Happy Gang Centre. 
Thornhill Primary School hosts people from the seniors 
centre each year in December for a luncheon followed 
by a preview (at right) of the school’s Christmas con- 
cert. DUSTIN QVEZADA PHOTO 
special significance because they’d prefer roast beef and 
de Leon will retire following so it has been ever since. 
the school year. And the lunch has been 
“I’ve really enjoyed do- staged every year but one, 
ing it,” said de Leon, origi- when de Leon’s“son was suf- 
nally from the Philippines. fering from Meningitis. 
She used to do all the Shehopesitwillremaina 
work but increasingly, she’s tradition in the schocrl. 
been helped with the shop- “I hope this continues as 
ping and parents of children long as the school goes on,” 
in her class help with the sheadded. 
cooking. De Leon can rest easy 
The menu has stayed the - for the near future as fellow 
same since de Leon deviated teacher Ryan Chapman has 
from roast beef the second agreed to take over the event 
year. Her guests told her next year. 
~ . _  . , - -  . . . . . - .- . . . ~. .. . . . 
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i CITY SCENE 
features photography from local David Watson. 
is located in the basement of the Terrace Public 
Clubs & pu’bs n e  show runs through ian. 2s. n e  a~ g d e r y  Music 
ARTFUL CUP: Sunday 9-noon drum jams Librat)t building. Hours CC -----:-- --a ‘1r-J CAFENARA: Acoustic jams ever), second _--- .- , - 
Tuesday. 
GEORGE’S: Sugarfoot Dec. 22-23; 
sessions Sundays 3-7 p.m.: Thursday night $01 
touniaments 
29-3 
HANKY’S: Tues. karaoke. free foosbalflved. 
karaoke, free pool/rhurs. college games night/ 
Fri.-Sat. dance music BS door,prizes/Sunday 8 
p.m. to midnight music jams. All you need is your 
instrument because there’s sound equipment, 
lighting, a drum kit and all the amps you’ll need. 
THORNHILL PUB: Crib Sundays 6-9 p.m.; 
free pool Sun. 3-6 p.m.; fiee pool Wed.: pool 
tournament Tues. 6-9 p.m. 
LEGION BRANCH 13: Meat draws Saturdays 
starting at 4 pim. Jam sessions. music to dance to, 
every Saturday from 7-1 1 p.m. 
8 
Visual arts 
The Terrace Concert Sociev presents 
acclaimed Canadian musical duo Leonard & 
Sample. “A Life in Music” would be an apt 
title for a biography of either singer/songwriter 
Sue Leonard or” composer/pianist/producer Bill 
Sample. two Canadian veterans who have done 
it all. Sue, one of the most in-demand vocalists 
on the West Coast, has recorded and performed 
with a rolodex of top stars including Bon Jovi and 
k.d. Lang and performed on Saturday Night Live 
and David Letterman. Saturday. Jan. 13 at 8 p.m. 
at the Dr. R.E.M Lee Theatre. Tickets available 
at the George Little House. For more info go to 
www.terraceconcertsocietv.org 
J I  UlJCIdUUU LUC. WCU, 
iilur ~ I I U  3dL IIUUII LU -t pm.: Fn noon to 6 p-m.; 
Sun 1 4  p.m. 1; jam 
The Terrace River Kings host the Kitimat 
Ice Demons in action from the Central Interior 
Hockey League. Thursday. Dec. 28 at Terrace 
Arena. Doors open at 7 p.m. Game starts at 8 p.m. 
Tickets available at Beverly Hills Trading Co., 
r 
H The Terrace Art Gallery remains closed in 
December but opens the new year with two exhibits 
that will be unveiled in an opening reception 
Friday, Jan. 5 from 7-9 p.m. In the upper gallery, 
it’s “Fruit of the Vine” mixed media 
Cecelia. In the lower gallery, a yet unnamed show 
<’ by host the rival Kitimat Ice Demons DeC. 28in 631-66w)* 
CiHL action. F I E  PHOTO 
I 
% 
Give the gift 
of  Laughter 
$84 Dinner Theatre Select 2-Dinner theatre vouchers, 
2-regular season vouchers, & 
2-memberships. You save $22! 
Dinner Theatre Vouchers: $34 each 
While you are at, why not just 
regular season vouchers? 
Each voucher can be 
redeemed for a ticket to one 
of our upcoming Spring plays ... 
A 
“The Drawer Boy” I 
“The Secret Garden” ’ 
These coveted gifts 
are available at 
Uniglolje Courtesy Travel a 
~ 7 
The Secret ‘Garden 
C A S T I N G  C A L L  
Male actor - 13 to 15 years old 
Call Chris 
635-3334 
Our official ticket outlet is 
Standard W W E .  
Courtesy Travel T m  
#113 - 4716 Lazelle Ave A 
offer Legal Ease Workshops for women on a 
van’ety of topics. These workshops are free and 
refreshments and snacks will be served. For the 
month of January the following workshops are 
scheduled: peace bonds, restraining orders and 
domestic violence - Jan. 10, 7-10 p.m. at the 
Women’s Resource Centre (4542 Park Avenue): 
family justice overview - Jan. 16, 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m. at Kermode Friendship Centre; welfare and 
tenancy - Jan. 2 3 , l l  a.m. to 2 p.m. at Kermode: 
debt and bankruptcy - Jan. 30, 7-9 p.m. at theq 
women’s centre. Call Kim Besharah at 638-1863. 
THE TERRACE WRITERS Guild meets the last 
Tuesday of every month at Cafenara. Network with 
other writers, and share goals, markets and tips. 
Newcomers welcome. Call Sarah at 638-8899. 
Society, 3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup 
BRANWYN’S CLOSET HOSTS “empowering 
and a bun! Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
ourselves as women” on the third Thursday of each 
month. Call Penny 638-8989 for more information 
or email: branwynscloset@monarch.net 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION needs members 
and their spouses for auxiliary volunteers to help 
prepare veggies and pie crusts once a month for 
steak night and with dishes. Call 635-4862. 
SWEET ADELINES PACIFIC Mist Chorus holds 
practices at Cassie Hail School’s music room on 
Subway 
Tempo Gas Bar 
f Sim-Oi-Ghets Terrace Builders Rona 
Terrace Rublic Library 
The Terrace Standard 
Tim Hortons 
HERITAGE PARK MUSEUM has new fall hours. 
It will be open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday to 
Thursday. For a guided tour call ahead 635-4546. 
GIRL GUIDES OF Canada in Terrace is looking 
for volunteers! If you would like to be a Girl Guide 
leader or on district council call Lia at 635-3868. 
TERRACE ANTI-POVERTY GROUP offers 
education on tenancy rights. Rent increase more 
than appr. 4%? Rent increased with less than 
three months notice? Been evicted for not paying 
increases? Given a damage deposit/paid rent for 
a unit you still have not been able to occupy? 
Been wrongfully treated? Had rent increase 
because of new ownership? Feel you have been 
unfairly treated by a landlord? Find out if your 
rights are being violated. If any or all of these 
scenarios applies to you, contact the society at 
635-4631 or come to 4628 Park Avenue. 
TERRACE BIG BROTHERS and Big Sisters 
are people who have found a rewarding and 
meaningful relationship with a child. They spend a 
couple of hours a week opening up a new world of 
experiences for a child. It’s easier than you might 
think to get involved. For info call 635-4232. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS MEETS on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month at 
730 pm at the firehall building conference room. 
New members are always welcome. Call Bob at 
638-0923 or Rolf at 635-6911. 
SKEENA SQUARES INVITES the public to 
drop in at the Carpenter’s Hall on Monday nights 
between 7 and 930 p.m. during September and 
October. Call 638-831 6 or 638-1 626 for info. 
THE HEALING TOUCH Association of Terrace 
resumes its service to the community the first and 
third Mondays of the month from 7-9 p.m. starting 
on Sept. 18 at the Knox United Church (4907 
Lazelle Ave.). For bookings call 635-8892. 
ROTARACT CLUB OF Terrace Skeena Valley 
is now up and running and is looking for new 
members between the ages of 18 and 30 who are 
interested in making a difference in Terrace and 
around the world. The club will meet on the first 
and third Wednesday of each month at 7 p.m. at 
the Coast Inn of the West. Call Kelly at 635-8843. 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST MUSIC Festival holds 
monthly committee meetings every third Tuesday 
of the month. Meetings at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Academy of Music (upstairs in the Tnicum 
building). Phone Tracey at 615-2227 for info. Plus, 
the 2007 music festival syllabus is now available 
at Sight and Sound - Keith Ave. Phone Irene Kuhar 
at 635-321 5 for info. 
THE THORNHILL FIRE Department is looking 
for volunteer fire fighters. Training and safety 
equipment is supplied. Call 638-1466. 
SUPPORT AFTER SUICIDE support group 
monthly meetings have been cancelled. 
THE NORTHWEST M h l S  Association meets on 
the third Wednesday of each month at #206-3228 
Kalum Street. Call 638-1 199 for information. 
THE SKEENA VALLEY Railroad Association 
meets every Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the railroad 
coach on the Millenium Trail: Visitors welcome. 
Call Willy 635-2522 for info. 
THE CANADIAN CANCER Resource Centre at 
207-4650 Lazelle Ave. is open Monday to Friday 
from 12-2 p.m. lntemet access for cancer research 
is available. For info about emergency aid or peer 
support programs, call 638-8583. 
DOES YOUR LOVED one have a brain disorder 
such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, 
depression, panidanxiety disorder, personal@ 
disorder or E D ?  For free info and /or support 
d l  Northwest B.C. Schizophrenia coordinator in 
Terrace at 635-8206 or toll free: 1-866-7877 (FAM- 
SUPP). Or attend the Terrace Support Group on 
the third Tuesday of the month (except December) 
at 730 p.m. at #102- 4450 Greig Ave. 
AUHEIMER’S SUPPORT qND Education Group 
meets on the second Wednesday of each month 
at the conference room at Terraceview Lodge. If 
Alzheimer‘s or other gefiatric dementias touch 
your life, you are welcome to attend. For more info, 
call Aveline at 798-2581 or Doris at 635-0223. 
ALCqHOUCS ANONYMOUS MEmNGS every 
night of the week. Call 635-6533. N/A meetings 
730 p.m. Saturdays at the education room at the 
hospital. Call Tony at 798-2598. 
FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE (genealogy) at the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is 
open Wednesdays from 7-9 p.m. Free counselling 
and access to ancestry.com available. 
SINGLE PARENTS, COUPLES, grandparents, 
foster parents, babysitte rs... everyone is welcome 
when lunch is served at the Parent Connection 
Group. Every Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
at the Skeena Kalum Housing building at 4616 
Kalum. Toys, transportation and crafts provided. 
Call 635-7087 for more information. 
THE ARTFUL CUP hosts Stitch ‘n Bitch, a co- 
ed knitting circle Tuedays from 7-10 p.m. Sewing 
and crochet also welcome with people on hand to 
teach. For more info call Renee at 615-9383. 
AMNESTY IMVERNATlOPlAL TERRACE Action 
Circle meets on the last Monday of each month 
at 6 p.m. at The Kiva. The public is invited to join 
a discussion of upcoming events and current 
issuec 
I 
I 
I ’  
Baby‘s Name: 
bland James Mson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
November 24,2006 at 6:16 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 5 02. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Caurtney Pritchard & 
Kelsey Blake Wilson 
Baby’s Name: 
Kyler J e q  She Quock 
Date & Time of Birth: 
November 26,2006 at 11:05 
p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 12 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Darcie Louie 8: Francis 
Quock 
Baby‘s Name: 
Claire Alexandra Luis Makowski 
Date & Time of Birth: 
December 4,2006 at 8:30 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 2 y 2  02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents Grace & Reynond 
Makowski 
‘little sister f o r  bleb’ 
I 
Baby’s Name: 
Aurora Jade Angus 
Date & Time of Birth: 
December 4,2006 at 7:27 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 7 oz. 
Sex: Feniaie 
Parents: Sheri & Chester Angus 
Baby’s Name: 
Ethan Wytt Wilson 
Date &Time of Birth: 
November 30,2006 at 10:07 
p.ni. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 8 02. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Linda & Brendan Wilson 
, Baby’s Name: 
Archer Lacroix 
Date & Time of Birth: 
November 18 2006 at 12:49 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 102. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Misty McCalluni & Jason 
Lacroix 
1 
congratulates the 
parents on the new 
additions to their -4 
families, 
c 
i 
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Legion has a calendar girl 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA dett features a photo of her in her Legion uniform and a WE ARE CLEARlNG 
write-up. 
WITH 52 weeks in the year and one woman featured for each In it, she downplays her historic election: 
seven-day period, the Herstory 
calendar has a lot of women to 
choose from in Canada. 
And for the second straight 
year, a local person has made 
the grade, appearing in the 
2007 edition of Herstory, the 
Canadian women's calendar. 
Terrace's Mary Ann Bur- 
dett, who in 2004 became the 
first woman to be elected Do- 
minion president of the Royal 
Canadian Legion, is fea- 
tured on pages 46-47. Freda 
Diesing was featured in last 
year's edition. 
That honour was the lat- 
est in a series of firsts for 
Burdett, who became the first 
female local president and, 
later, the first female presi- 
dent of the province's branch 
of the Legion. 
Burdett's affiliation with 
the national organization 
goes back to 1969 when she 
joined the Terrace Legion 
Branch 13 after she finished 
her cheer as a military police 
officer in the Royal Canadian 
AirForce. 
The page featuring Bur- 
ON THURSDAY, Nov. 9, a 
group of fhends gathered at 
the George Little House for 
an 80th birthday party for 
Anne Molitor. 
Her friend Elaine Temple 
arranged the special party 
and what a beautiful after- 
noon it was. Debbie Le- 
tawski and staff at the house 
looked after everyone so 
graciously. 
Anne's parents. Joseph 
"The Dride is in havins the nosition. 
Sidewalkevs 
UNIQUE aomiw AND FOOTWEAR 
E& On LaDelle 4548 Lclzelle AMW, 638-1711 
Smithers has a lot 
on its plates Resident of 60-plus ' 
years celerates 80th T m  A BITE 
Anne and her sister Elsie 
(Froese) still live here to- 
day. 
After completing Grade 
10 to 12 at the Old Kitsum- 
went to work in the office 
for E.T. Kenney Real Es- 
tate and Insurance Co. for 
six years. She later went to 
work for social services for 
30 years and retired from 
there in 198 I ,  
and Effie Molitor and their When the Molitor family 
two older children, Ethel and first came to Terrace, they 
Byron, came from Idaho in lived in a little house at the 
1909 to the Queen Charlotte bottom of Kalum Hill. They 
Islands. Joseph had heard later bought a house at 3309 
a lot of talk about gold, so Kalum, the current location 
he thought he would try his of Copperside 111:- 
luck at prospecting. While the Molitors livcd 
But because prospecting at this-locntion, they plant- 
proved not to be so profit- Snowmobile Cabins " ed many fruit trees: apple, 
able, while his family kept plum, cherry and pear. Plus, 
they liad lots of flowers and growing, they went into 
farming. The family grew to a vegetable garden. 
11 children - 9 girls and two lived at loca- 2 cabins on Onion Mountain 
boys. The girls were: Ethel, tion until 1988, when the 
Gen, Pauline, Rose, Jose- property was sold to Lavoie 
phine, Ruth, Elsie, Anne and for the Copperside store. At rice Meadows Cabin 
Grace, the two boys Edwin that time, many local people 
and Byron. came and moved truck loads 
All the children, except of fruit trees and other plants 
Ethel and Byron, were born away before clearing for the 
at home at Lawn Hill near new building. 
Skidegate on Graham Is- At 80 years, Anne keeps 
land. active in the community; she 
Anne said they had a walks to the pool for her dai- 
wonderful life growing up ly Aquasize class. We wish 
on the Charlottes. They ful- Anne will be blessed with 
lY lived Off the land* They 
had lots of animals, goats, 
"Molitor Street in Terrace chickens, pigs, cows, oxen, 
sold cream and butter and CoNTR'BUTED 
is named for Anne's brother 
had their own beef. They ate Eyron Molitor": Byron Mo- 
deer meat, fish, clams and litor, E.T. Kenney, Benny 
other seafood right from the Their older son Byron had Agar, surveyor Will Robin- 
ocean nearby. already settled in Terrace. son were responsible in the 
The children had plenty The Molitor family arrived, subdividing of the Keith Es- 
of room for play, with the in Terrace on April 9, 1942. tates. 
, 
gallum High School, Anne 
Christmas Vacation '06 
Come to Smithers 
' 
YVONNE MOEN 
5 cabins operated by the 
Smithers Snowmobile Club 
Dome Mountain Cabin 
Microwave Cabin - Telkwa 
Winterland Sport 
, 
ANNE Molitor blows Out 
the On her 80th good health and best in the Climbing Wall 
birthday celebration Nov. new yeru, 
House. 
Fitness Centers ' 
at the George Little 
THEARTS 
< 
rs - The Old Church 
New Year's Dance - Glenwood Hall 
New Year's Dance - Ski & Ride Smithers 
x : ocean so near, they spent - 
: many hours on the beach. 
She even taught herself to 
swim in the ocean. 
1 The family grew a large 
: garden, with all the children 
: helping on the farm. Anne 
: says when she was five years 
old, her father told her she 
: was a good weeder and was 
; given the job to weed the 
ISubscribe Today 
: carrots. 
Between the Molitor 
6 family's 11 children and 
the nearby Mather family 
: and their 10 children, the 
1 two families had the right 
:- number of students to start 
:e a school. The eldest of the 
f Mather children was ap- 
:. pointed teacher. 
;: The Molitor family later 
-: moved to Skidegate, where 
-: Mr. Molitor worked at the 
: airforce base as a engineer. 
Later, the family decided to 
moved to Terrace for better 
: schooling for their children. 
: I The War Amps pays tribute to I 
&xMs 
Military 
Heritage . 
a- - . 
3210 STAY~FARD Clinton Street Terrace, B.C. VSG 5R2 (250) 638-7283 Fax (250) 638-8432 
Keep on t ~ p  of all the news and views 
with the paper that leads the way in 
QuaUity News Coverage 
that are important to %he northwest (Outside of province) 
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MARGARET SPElRS SPORTS 638~7283 
Irish trout 
n Norway, the country where salmon farming 
got its start and where the major fish farm cor- 
porations began growing into the giants they I are today, there is no debate over whether or 
not sea lice populations that have grown excessive- 
ly large m response to the proximity of net pens 
full of fanned salmon pose a threat to wild salmon 
stocks. 
Mowd to action decades ago by the collapse of 
stocks in some of its internationally famous salmon 
rivers; the Norwegian fisheries authorities began 
e x d i n g  disease transference from tame to wild 
salmon and other possible links between fish farms 
and Norwegian salmon. 
This initiative led inevitably to the recognition 
of h e  deleterious effects of lice on wild salmon 
juiedes.  After that discovery, the Norsemen be- 
gan monitoring lice populations. As result of this 
program, d e y  issued warnings and levied fines to 
those farms ,whose nearby lice infestations were 
deemed to be excessively high. 
In 2002, the Norwegian government examined 
the‘ evidence and listened to the findings of their 
fisheries scientists and decided that even more ac- 
tion was necessary to maintain the health of their 
wild salmon. 
’ To that end they identified 34 vitally important 
salmon fjords and salmon rivers (out of 405 wild 
salmon areas) then banned fish farming in all of 
than. Now, four years later, the Norwegian Par- 
liahent is ’now proposing to increase the protected 
areas to over 50. 
!While all this was happening, the fish farming 
cdrporations went global, settling in critical fish 
habitat in Chile, Scotland, Ireland, and Canada, 
where they could conduct business unfettered by 
the tightening restrictions being imposed by their 
homeland, and buy time by re-engaging in the de- 
bates long laid to rest in Norway, at the expense 
of wild fish utilizing the habitat adjacent to their 
farms. < 
’ The sea-going brown trout or sea trout has long 
been highly prized by European anglers. Some of 
the most robust populations existed in Scotland 
and Ireland alongside indigenous Atlantic salmon 
populations. ,. 
Like our sea run cutthroat trout, the sea trout of 
the British Isles divide their lifetime between the 
rivers and sea, spending much of it in the fertile 
river and creek estuaries and nearby bays. 
Salmon fa@ng began on the west coast of Ire- 
land 20 years ago. Very soon after its advent, sport 
fishermen started to notice a marked decline in 
salmon andsea trout fishing. 
Simon Ash, fishery and estate manager 2 the Bal- 
lynahinch Castle Hotel, noted that the wild salmon 
and sea trout stocks on the west coast of Ireland are 
the lifeblood of a vibrant tourist industry. 
“Wild fish populations can bounce back if we re- 
move the obstacles in their path - and that means 
not just removing drift nets but having better man- 
agement and more sensitive locations for aquacul- 
ture farms. 
“Why is a Norwegian-owned company like Ma- 
rine Harvest being permitted to discharge untreated 
wastes and spread sea lice around Lough Swilly 
and’Mulroy Bay, both natural resources belonging 
to the Irish people, and at times in breach of spe- 
cific licence conditions, when salmon farms are be- 
ing banned from fjords and rivers up and down the 
Norwegian coast? 
“Everyone is entitled to make a living but not at 
the expense of other users, nor indeed of nature. In 
Ireland, it seems, the polluter pollutes, and every- 
one else pays,” asks John Mulcahy of Swilly Bay. 
Don Staniford, European representative of the 
Pure Salmon Campaign - a global project of the 
National Environmental Trust that has partners in 
the United States, Canada, the European Union, 
and Chile all working to improve the way salmon 
is produced - went to the heart of the issue when 
he observed that “to save wild salmon and sea trout 
stocks in Ireland, Scotland and Norway we must 
close the net on open net cage salmon farms. 
A scientific paper published last week by the 
National Academy of Sciences revealed that sea 
lice from salmon farms can cause mortality rates in 
wild salmon of up to 95 per cent. 
If &at is not a wake up call nothing is. Control- 
ling sea lice and introducing closed containment 
systems is the only safe and sensible solution to the 
sea cage salmon farming problem.” 
It appears that Irish fisheries scientists have con- 
firmed the Norwegian experience with fish farms 
and have identified areas of particular concern for 
Irish wild trout and salmon. 
The protection of these critical areas is now be- 
fore the Irish Parliament, backed by the weight of 
science, -and unrest of Irish residents, sportfishers 
and environmentalists. The BC govenment should 
take note of the proceedings. 
I m(Sweet victories 
CLARENCE MICHIEL Grade 7 girls and boys volleyball teams went undefeated to victory at the district championships over other lo- 
cal elementary schools. Girls team captain Colleen Haddad, boys team co-captains Stephen McColl, left, and Kenneth Monture show , 
off their winnings above. Haddad, who was on the winning Grade 6 team last year, said it felt goad to win again. The boys team beat- 
Centennial in the final this year, after losing to the same squad in the Grade 6 championship game last year. 
’ 
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By MARGARET WEIRS 
THE CHALLENGES keep on 
coming but the Bantam Reps 
take them in stride with winning 
results. 
The squad snared third place 
at a tournament in Prince George 
to finish off the year. 
In their first game, the Ban- 
tams came from behind to beat 
Prince Rupert 4-3. 
“Their goalie of course stood 
on his head again. He played re- 
ally well,” said coach John Amos 
about the Rupert team. 
Ben Reinbolt scored two, Will 
Fisher made an assist on every 
goal, Aaron Bergey netted one 
and Reid Turner scored the win- 
ning goal. 
The squad went on to beat 
Prince George 5-3 in its second 
gam e. 
Reinbolt, Fisher and Cory 
Hubbard netted one each. 
“We tied them earlier in the 
season so it was a good hard- 
fought game,” he said. 
Whitehorse proved to be achal- 
lenge with a “really hot goalie.” 
“I hate it when that happens 
but it happens,” said Amos. 
Terrace lost the game 3-1. 
Fisher scored the lone goal. 
At the end of the round robin, 
Terrace was tied with Whitehorse 
and Prince George. 
All three teams had identical 
records so penalty minutes deter- 
mined first place, which turned 
out to be Terrace. 
In the semifinals, the squad 
met Smithers and lost 5-3. 
“We just couldn’t score,” said 
Amos. 
Joey Cormano did find the net 
for one as did Fisher and Turner. 
Reinbolt had two assists on a 
new line combination with Fish- 
Junior curlers battle 
for the title of best 
er and Turner. 
The Bantams met Prince 
George in the match for third 
place that proved to‘be a “very 
spirited game.” 
“It was a rough one,” said 
Amos. 
“We tied them 
,earlier in the season 
SQ it was a good 
hard-fought game,” 
-John Amos 
Sheldon Smaha got slammed 
in the head by a Prince George 
player who probably outweighed 
him by 55 pounds, said Amos. 
Smaha was rattled but other- 
wise okay. 
Prince George received 49 
minutes in penalties. 
Terrace had 24 penalty min- 
utes in that game, about half of 
their total penalty minutes in the 
r o y d  robin, said Amos. 
Terrace prevailed for the 6-2 
victory. Turner netted, two, while 
one goal each went to Jeremy 
Vandenbroek, Fisher, Chris Ber- 
gey and Corbin Legros. 
“They are a AAA team so they 
don’t like losing ‘ to  AA teams,” 
said Amos, adding Prince George 
was Terrace’s only AAA, oppo- 
nentslat the tourney. 
Smithers beat Kitimat 6-3 in 
the final. ’ 
The Bantam Reps will contin- 
ue to practice during the Christ- 
mas break and plan to participate 
in a mini-tournament before re- 
turning to regular season play, 
next month. 
inn the province 
5y MARGARET WEIRS since he was 10. 
Terrace didn’t send a girls team to 
CURLING FANS get their chance to the Zone 6 qualifier and the local boys 
see the future Canadian champions team, skipped by Jordan Johnson, lost 
compete next week as the curling out, so fans here can cheer for the 
club hosts the BC Junior Curling winning Prince Georgemtimat boys 
Championship Dec. 27 to 3 1. team, coached by former local junior 
Organizer John Evans, who partic- curler Michael Dahms, and a girls 
ipated the last time the event played rink from Kitimat. 
here in 1982, is proud to welcome the The boys rink is skipped by Chris 
eight girls’ and eight boys’ teams rep- Calder, who will be joined on the 
resenting the zones from around the sheets by fellow Prince George curl- 
province. er Cody Montheith and Kitimatians 
Evans promises the event will Darryl Bourque and Ryan Bailey. The 
showcase some of the best action girls team will be skipped by Breanne 
curling fans have ever seen. Muzylowski. 
“We have our bonspiels and people The first’draw of the Junior Provin- 
come out and have fun but these are cials goes at 9 a.m. Dec. 27 with sub- 
the future curlers playing in the Brier sequent draws going at 2 p.m. and 7 
and the Scott,” he says. p m .  that day and on Dec. 28 and 29. 
The‘ full weekend of events in- Draws start at 8 a.m. and 11:30 
cludes a banquet on Saturday night 
followed by a casino night and other 
off-ice fun. 
“We don’t have many opportuni- 
ties to do this so we want to show 
them a good time,” he says. 
Curlers will be piped onto the ice 
for the opening ceremony. 
The first rock will be thrown by 
Gordie Olson, 59, who’s been curling 
a.m. Dec. 30. 
Tiebreakers, if needed, are sched- 
uled for Dec. 30 and Dec. 3 1. 
The f i n 4  draw goes at 2:30 p.m. 
Dec. 31 with closing ceremonies to 
follow at about 5 p.m. 
Fans who can’t come out will be 
able to check out the results of each 
end online at playdowns.com as each 
draw progresses. 
C Q ~ C &  of the year 
TERRY MONTURE receives a Special Session 
Coach’s Award for Zone 7 from the BC Lacrosse As- 
sociation from Terrace Minor Lacrosse Association 
president Shelley Anderson. The award is designated 
as special session because it was decided at the 
BCLA annual general meeting. 
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DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 F.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
THURSDAY AT 4 P.M. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET, 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.ccm 
RECREATlONAL 
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348 Mudc Lessons 
350 Painting 
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358 Plumbing 
358 Pooidspas 
360 Roofing 
362 Snowpiowing 
364 Travel 
366 Trucking 
368 Yard a Garden 
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432 For Rent Or Sale 
408 Bachelor sun8 
436 HalldAudfioriums 
440 Houses 
444 Miscellanetus 
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Accommodallons 
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Tlw Tenace Standard r e w e s  the right to classify ads under appropriate 
l l ~ ~  Terrace Standard mminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human 
Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and employment 
when placing "For Rent" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Tern Standard msewes the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any 
adverbisemant and to retain any answers directed to tha News Box Reply Service, 
and to mpay tha customer the sum paM for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "HoM" Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be destmyed unless mailing instructions are received. Those 
answering Box Numbers are mquested not to send original documents to avoid 
All claims of worn in advertisements must be mceived by the publisher within 30 
days after the first publication. 
It Is agmd by the advertiser requesting space that the llabillty of the Terrace 
Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published shall be 
limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one inconuct h.ertion for the 
portion of the advertising space occupied by the incomet or omitted item only, and 
that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
hsadings and to set rates therefom and to determine page locatlon. IOM.  
'CLAS,SIFIED DISPLAY RATES 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS ARE PLACED IN The Terrace Standard, 
Northern Connector plus the Northern Daily. 
1 Week (Standard, Connector 81 5 Daily) $2l.2Ot(inc.l.2O GSf) 
2 Weeks (2 Standard;P Connector 81 10 Daily) $31.80*(inc.1.80 GST) 
3 Weeks (3 Standard, 3 Connector & 15 Daily) $39.?5*(inc.2.25 GST) 
Additional words (over 20) 30$ PER WORD PLUS GST 
EMPLOYMENT WORD ADS ADD $1 PER WEEK 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL FILE SERVICE 
Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excluding obituaries N.52 col.in 
OBITUARIES INTERNET POSTING ($10.00)-&.52 colh  
LEGAL ADVERTISING $16.80 per column inch 
EMPLOYMENT ADVERTISING $17.12 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$6.86 per issue, plus GST ($13.72 per week). 
14.56 per column inch 
1 
VANCOUVER TICKET 
SERVICE 
Located in the Hampton Inn 
Hotel. Concerts, Sports. Aer- 
osmith i Motley Crew, Christina 
Aguilera, Snoop Dogg, Evanes- 
cence, Billy Talent, Seahawks, 
Canucks. Hotel accom avail- 
able 1-800-920-0887: 
FLOORING IMPORTER 
NEEDS $$$ 
FLOW BUY DIRECT 
8&12ml laminate from..$.49sq/ft 
6" Pine ....................... $1 ,'29sq/ft 
3 114" Oak, Maple or Exotics 
pre-fin ....................... $1.99sq/ft 
Bamboo pre-fin solid or 
engineered from ....... $2.99sq/ft 
5" handscaped Oak, Maple, 
Alder pre-fin ............... $3.99sq/ft 
3 1/4"&5" Japanese Cherry 
or Black Walnut pre-fin from 
$3.99sa/ft 1 ., . 
FLOORING IMPORTER 
NEEDS $$$ 
FLOW BUY DIRECT 
8812ml laminate from..$Agsq/ft 
6" Pine ........................ $1,29sq/ 
3 114" Oak, Maple or Exotics . pre-fin ........................ $1.99sq/ 
L.D. I 
April 27, 191 7 
December 20,1986 Bamboo pre-fin solid or 
engineered from ........ $2,99sq/ 
ft 
5" handscaped Oak, Maple, 
Alder pre-fin ............... $3.99sq/ft 
3 1/4"&5" Japanese Cherry 
or Black Walnut pre-fin from 
1-800-631 -3342 
$3.99~q/ft 
TONSMORE ~1 
Father to,Robert (Linda) Fisher 
Grandfather to Trudi Cross, 
Nicole peannot) Guillemette, Sheryl (Steve) 
Great-grandfather to Rodney Roy Cross, 
Robert Cross, Saphire (Rene) Cross, Joey 
and Jamie Guillemette, Tyler Ruigrok. 
Greatgreat-grandfather to Shayla, born 
Oct  4,2006 to Saphire and Rene. 
Also sister Ann (Leo) Willis of Parksville 
and many nieces and nephews and their 
Predeceased by his mother Golda 
Miller, brother Tom, sister Emma (Albert) 
Schmuland, sister Helen Bergen and niece 
Though gone riOm our 
sight, 
. Our loved one lives 
here in our hearts; 
sak in the arms 
O f G o d  
SKI 8 STAY at SUN PEAKS 
RESORT! VACATION RENTALS 
OF NEW CONDOS & CHALETS, 
ENS, FIREPLACES, HOT TUBS, 
1-4 BEDROOMS. FULL KITCH- 
SLOPE-SIDE LOCATIONS. 1 - 
800-81 1-4588 
WWW.BEARCOUNTRY.CA 11 
, Decernbir 22,2603 
When we are sad and lonely '\ 
And everything goes wrong, 
We seem to hear you whisper, 
"Cheer up and carry on." 
Each time we see your photo 
You seem to smile and say, 
"Don't cry, I'm only sleeping, 
We'll meet again someday." 
Love from 
\\ Mom, Dad & Familv 
siM 2 computer game. $110 nev- 
er used. SlMS gamecube game ' 
$10. Misc. computer games - ' 
bag for $20. Call 250-635-3191 
evenings (51 p1) 
' TONS MORE 
1-800-831 -3342 
HAIRDRESSING EQUIPMENT 
Lovingly remembered 
by wife Sylvia, and 
children 
Barbara, Douglas, 
Richard and Louise 
' FREEZER BURNT meat, fish, 
and bones for sleddogs. Will 
pick up. Please call 250-635- 
3772 (42~3) 
WANTED FOLDABLE walk- 
er (2 wheels), shower pole & 
bench commode, raised toilet 
seat with support railings, bed 
S U D D O ~ ~  bar. Call 250-635-2522 
for sale. 'Stations, floor mats 
(rubber for back support) hydra- 
ulic chairs, mirrors, sinks, front 
desk, cash register, wax chair, 
shelving untis, some product, 
DINING TABLE, 4 chairs, hutch 
and buffet $350; water cooler 
with 2 water containers. $1 00; 
transport chair $100; Large Pan- 
asonic microwave $50. (51~2) 
perms, big box of color charm 
color (chemical product will only 
be sold to licenced stylist only) . 
To inauire about any of this stuff, 
Harry was employed by Ocean Cemen 
for many years and the City of Terrace unti 
retirement when he moved to Campbell 
(Si 62) ,b1 River to fish. H e  was a member of Br. # 
In Loving Memov'ef 
Phomrrs Junior Ghgles 
October 16,1945 - December 22,2004 will b e  sadly missed by everone- 9 : q  but i s  a t  peace and out of pain. 
A special thank you to Charlie & 
Eleanor and Bob & Lisette f o r  all 
their support and caring. 
Also thank you to many friends and 
family around the province. 
SCUBA GEAR. VC. Complete 
outfit. Mens medium wetsuit, 
2006 recertified tank, vest, fins, 
mask, weightbelt and lots more. 
Asking $2,500. Will consider 
trade for native artwork, collect- 
ables or firearms. Phone 250- 
635-9602 (50~3) 
And if I go, while you're still 
here.. . 
Know that I live on, 
Vibrating to a different measi 
Behind a thin veil you cannot 
through. 
You will not see me, 
So you must have faith. . 
I wait the time when we soar 
together again, 
-Both aware of each other. 
Jre 
' see 
Join us in congratulating 
~ Jean & Jack Hadllbn 
I @Idat Wedding &znkmuzqp! 
December 32/06 
I ' Many more to come 
~ 
~ 
I .  
MacKay's Funeral Servise Ltd, 
Senring Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
I I 
Until then, live your life to its fullest. 
And when you need me, 
Just whisper my name in your heart, 
.... I will be there. 
Junior it has been almost two years and we cannot get 
used to you being away from us. 
We miss you and love you so much. 
sors. The place to go to buy or 
sell a business. World's largest 
Business Broker. Confidential. 
Professional. Serving your com- 
munity. Toll-free. 1-877-289- 
0969. wwwsunbeltnetwork. 
codcentralbc 
ADVERTISE YOUR Business 
Opportunity Nationally to ap- 
proximately 11 million house- 
holds in North America's best 
suburbs by placing your clas- 
sified ad in over 900 suburban 
newspapers just like this one. 
Call the Suburban Classified Ad- 
vertising Network at 888-486- ' 
2466 wwwsuburban-news. 
, 
were gone so far & so long 
see you again was our wish 
Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
knrdsm& Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 - 24 hour pager 
Bronze Plaques 
I 
orgiscan 
WELL ESTABLISHED busvcon- 
signment store. Serious -&qui- 
ries only. 250-61 5-1 006 (50C3) 
Unlque oppomnity to own and operate a 
2068 Fete with zero down. Xust have 1 
year flat dsck highway expenence. willing/ 
references. D.vner/Operators 8 Company 
drivers welcome. Up lo $3000 slgnlng 
bonus. WEST RIM EXPRESS LINES LTD. 
able to N n  CANAOANSA 8 possess good 
Resort Manager 
North Barriere Lake Resort is 
seeking a managerfor May-Sept 
2007. Must have experience in 
cabinkampsite bookings, run- 
ning equipment (generators, wa- 
ter system, back-hoe). Respon- 
sible for managing all aspects of 
a seasonal resort. Self motivat- 
ed, organized and exceptional 
customer service skills manda- 
tory. Married couple preferred. 
Mail detailed resume to: N.B.L., 
c/o 959 Lincoln Court, Kam- 
loops, BC V2B 8K2. 
NOW YOU CAN FIGHT CANCER BY PHONE. 
Our Cancer Information Service can help you make 5 
informed decisions about prevention, diagnosis, 
treatment & more. Talk to someone you can trust - 
and it's the only service of 
i ts kind in Canada. 
, it's free, it's confidential, a Canadian 
Cancer 6 J Society 
""lnl" COL"U.IA 1 h D  ,"..Ol 
Free Cancer Information Service 
1 888 939-3333 
*< 
The Terrace Standa 
terracestandard.com 
ch.dc wt OUT .Jt. or call 638-7263 for edvsrtlslng informdon 
Rapidly growing building supply 
in the Shuswap is accepting 
resumes for contractorifloor 
sales and yard foreman. Please 
fax resumes to (250)832-2589. 
i 
I i 
I 
- < I 
Representative 
' Senior Advertising 
Nanaimo News Bulletin 
The Nanaimo News Bulletin has an opening for an experienced newspaper 
advertising account executive to serve the Nanaimo area. 
We are seeking an individual with a proven successful newspaper ad-sales track 
record. You should be comfortable calling on clients, be familiar with accaunt 
ad planning, have a knowledge of ad design, and an understanding of media 
marketing. We are looking for an enthusiastic people-person; someope who is 
self motivated and has the desire to be a high achiever amongst their peers. 
If you are customer-driven and success-oriented, the right candidate can 
expect a rewarding compensation package including full company benefits. 
You will also appreciate a very enjoyable working environment with great 
staff members. 
The Nanaimo Bulletin has annually been the top award winner within 
its Vancouver Island Black Press group of community newspapers, and 
has achieved many CCNA awards including 2nd Best Overall Community 
Newspaper in Canada in 2005. The Nanaimo News Bulletin has a 
circulation of over 33,000 copies every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, 
and is complemented by the free Daily Monday through Friday. 
Black Press is Canada's largest privately held, independent newspaper 
company with more than 100 community newspapers and associated 
publications and 19 dailies, located in B.C., Alberta, Washington State, 
Ohio and Hawaii. 
Forward resume and cover letter by Friday, December 22,2006 to: 
Mr. Tom Thomas, Advertising Manager 
Nanaimo News Bulletin 
777 Poplar Street, Nanaimo, B.C., V9S 2H7 
e-mail: admgrQnanaimobulletin.com 
I 
7 fax 250 753-0788 
V 
N h  
hl 
N h l M O  
' &M8ulletin 
9 Black Press 
H www.blackpress.ca 
MEDICAL STENOGRAPHER 
Part Time Temporary, Terrace, BC 
The Medical Stenographer performs general reception duties as well as dicta 
typing of Nuclear Medicine procedure reports aild correspondence. You will 
book and receive patients for Nuclear Medicine procedures, answer phones, 
dicta type and file reports, prepare billing forms for the department and 
Qualifications: 
Minimum Grade 12 education 
Successful completion of an approved course in medical stenography ~ 
One year of recent, related experience 
Wage Rate: 519.23 per hour 
Work Hours: 
Closing Date: January 18,2007 
Please refer to Competition Number XOdNW1084 and -j  fonvard resumes 10: 
Corporate Recruitment Services 
600-299 Victoria Street 
Prince George, BC V2L 588 
Email: hrOnorthernhealth.ca 
Apply on-line: www.northernhealth.ca northern health 
We thank all applicants, however only those short./isred will be conracred. 
, 
J 
Monday to Friday - 4.5 hours per day 
If/ 
Fax: (250) 565-2251 -=\(. 
External 
Take a closer look. 
Elections Canada is. seekina a b 
for the electoral district of: 
S keen a-Bu I kl ey Va I ley 
Returning officers are responsible for administering the electoral process in' 
a federal electoral district. The work is varied, challenging and rewarding. You ' 
need to have management experience and strong skills in the areas of project 
management, finance, human resources, contracting and public) relations. You 
must also possess computer skills. 
To qualify for the position of returning officer, you must: 
be a Canadian citizen 
be at  least 18 years of age 
reside in the electoral district for which you are applying 
I Returning officers are appointed for a 10-year period and are responsible for ensuring the integrity of the electoral process. They must remain non-partisan throughout their period in office. 
Returning officers generally work in the community where they live. In some 
exceptional cases, however, returning officers may be asked, during an election, 
to establish an office and work in another community where a greater proportion 
of the electorate would have access to the office. Relocation costs would be 
covered by Elections Canada. 
Remuneration is governed by regulation. Current fees for an election period 
average $1 8,OOQ. The hourly rate is $37.88 per hour for tasks assigned between 
elections. These rates are subject to revision for each election. Between elections, 
returning officers must be available to complete preparatory .assignments on a 
part-time basis (approximately 200 hours 
per year), paid a t  the set hourly rate. 
Visit Elections Canada's Web site at w.elections.ca. Click on Returning Officers - 
Employment to identify your electoral district and to download the application 
form, the job description and other relevant documents. For more information or 
for a copy of these documents, you may also call 1-800-463-6868. 
Applications must be ght mjanuary 5,2007. 
Elections Canada is an independent body set up by Parliament to conduct federal elections, 
- I 
by-elections and referendums. 
I 
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SATELLITE ORTHODONTIC PRACTISE 
requires a 
(ortho module or orthodontic experience an asset but not essential/ 
One four day week per month 136 to 40 hoursj 
Salary based on experience 
Please call 635-941 4 for an interview. 
CERTIFIED DENTAL ASSISTANT 
Superiop 
Propane 
I r  
PLANT SHIPPER CLERK 
TERRACE, BC 
Reporting to the Satellite Supervisor at the Terrace location, 
the Plant Shipper Clerk will be respoiisible for a variety of 
duties including computerized information processing, 
clericaVaccounting duties associated with customer credit 
applications And account collections, payables, and 
providing customer service functions such as counter and 
floor sales, merchandise handling and inventory control. In 
this role, you will be responsiblqi for rail car unloading and 
monitoring, dispensing propane to a variety of end user and 
performing cylinder inspection/re-qualification/filling and 
auto propane dispensing. 
The successful candidate will have a minimum Grade 12 
education, a valid Class 3 driver's license with air brake, 
excellent customer service, communication and interpersonal 
skills, and basic computer literacy and competency. Because 
this job requires some physically demanding work, the 
successful candidate will be in excellent health with the ability 
to handle the physical aspects of the job. Experience in the 
propane or related industry is required, along with knowledge 
of industrial parts, sales and service. 
If you are interested in this position, please forward your 
resume and letter of interest, by December 28, 2006, to: 
John Praticante, Satellite Supervisor' 
Superior Propane 
4516 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 1J8 
Fax: (250) 635-4794 
www.superiorpropanelcom 
Hiickleberv Mines Ltd. is a 19,500 TPD open pit copper 
molybdeiiurii rnirie located 120 kin solidi of Hoitstori in wesi 
ceiitral British Columbia. We are ciirreiitly rrcniitirig for the 
following position to join oiir Engbieering teain: 
Mine Surveyor 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. i s  seeking a M i 6  Surveyor. Reporting 
to the Chief Mine Engineer, this position i s  responsible foi 
providing technical support to the Mine Engineering Group and 
Mine Operations. The Mine Surveyor performs all routine and 
specialized surveying, blast designhyout, and ore control. 
The ideal candidate will: 
Have a diploma in Mining Technology 
Able to use a total station and Trimble GPS survey 
equipment 
Be computer literate and have a working knowledge of 
Genicon, Microsoft Office and Autocad 
Be a self starter, able to organize and plnn their work to 
meet time constraints ,, 
Preference will be given to applicants with open pit 
mining experience 
As this position i s  required to regularly liai$e with mine 
Operations personnel and senior management. the successful 
candidate must have excellent English ord communiciitions 
and interpersonal skills id must be able to work in a teillii 
environment. 
Huckleberry Mines i s  a remote niine whre i ts  employees 
live in a ciiliip environment on their days of work. The work 
schcdulc for this position is 1 dags on followed by 4 days off. 
Transportation to and from Ihc niine site i s  provided. While at 
the mine site, all meals and accommodations ;ire provided free 
of charge to employees. 
I-iucklebeny Mines Ltd. offers B competitive salary and a full 
range of benefits including medical, life, disability income and 
RRSP savings plan. 
We thank all applicants for their interest in Huckleberry 
Mines Ltd., but only those in corrsideration will be contacted. 
Candidates must be eligible to work in Canada. 
Qualified candidates can forward a completed resume to: 
Human Resources Department 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. 
P.O. Box 3000 Houston BC VOJ 1ZO 
Fax 605-517-5701 
Email: HR@Huckleberrvmines.com 
I 
Q 
L 
Education Program 
College of Arts, Social & Health Sciences 
Senior Laboratory Instructor 
aboriginal Teacher Education Bridging Initiative 
The' Eduktion Program invites applications for a Senior iaboratory Instructor to coordinate and teach in the Aboriginal Teacher 
Education Bridging Initiative in the Northwest Region (subject to budgetary approval). This position is a one-year full-time term position 
with an anticipated start date of February 1, 2007, which involves teaching, program development and program administration. 
Candidates for this position will have experience teaching in two or more of the following areas: First Nations Studies, Mathematics, Science, 
or Teacher Education. In addition, candidates must have knowledge of, and experience with, Aboriginal learning contexts and communities. 
The ideal candidate will have a relevant graduate degree at the Masters level (doctorate preferred), post-secondary teaching experience 
at the undergraduate level, familiarity with the Kindergarten to Grade 12 British Columbia education system, familiarity with Teacher 
Education Programs, and knowledge of the community college system. This position will be based in Terrace, British Columbia, and 
involves travel across the Northwest. 
Competitlon:FAED38-56 Closing Date: December 31,2006 
Bachelor of Education Program Coordinator 
Assistant /Associate Professor Tenuretrack Position 
The Education Program invites applications for a tenure-track position at the rank of Assistant or Associate Professor with anticipated 
start date of March 1, 2007. Primary responsibilities will be to implement, administer, and teach in UNBC's new Bachelor of Education 
Elementa4 Program beginning in the Northwest Region at UNBC's Terrace campus in September 2007. UNBCs Northwest Region 
also offers Masters of Education Programs in Counselling and in Multidisciplinary Leadership, the Education Diploma in First Nations 
Language and Culture, and the Aboriginal Teacher Education Initiative.The potential to contribute to one or more of these programs in 
addition to the BEd Program would be an asset. 
We are seeking teacher educators who are able to teach BEd courses in two or more of the following areas: Language and Literacy, 
Nurrneracy, Social Studies, Science, Fine Arts, Learning and Instruction, Foundations, Curriculum Development, Aboriginal Education, 
Classroom Assessment, Special Education, or Educational Technology. Experience at practicum supervision is also desirable. The ideal 
candidate *ill have a PhD or EdD, demonstrate leadership skills, show evidence of strong research productivity, and have experience 
teaching in teacher education programs as well as at the K-12 level. The level of appointment will be commensurate with experience. 
Competition:FAED3246 Closing Date: January 3,2007 3 
Assistant Professorhstructor 
Two full-time Two-year Positions 
The Education Program invites applications for two positions at the rank of Assistant Professor or Instructor with an anticipated start 
date of July 1, 2007. Primary teaching resyonsibilities will be in the Bachelor of Education Elementary Program which will be 
implemented in UNBC's Northwest Region at the Terrace campus in September 2007. UNBC's Northwest Region also offers Masters 
of Education Programs in Counselling and in Multidisciplinary Leadership, the Education Diploma in First Nations Language and 
Culture, and the Aboriginal Teacher Education Bridging 1nitiative.The potential to contribute to one or more of these programs in addition 
to the BEd Program would bean asset. 
We are seeking teacher educators who are able to teach BEd courses in two or more of the following areas: Language and Literacy, 
Nurmeracy, Social Studies, Science, Fine Arts, Learning and Instruction, Foundations, Curriculum Development, Aboriginal Education, 
Classroom Assessment, Special Education, or Educational Technology. Experience at practicum supervision is also desirable.The ideal 
candidate will have faniliarity with teacher education programs as well as experience teaching at the K-12 level. These are two-year 
appointments, and will involve teaching 15 to 18 credits of coursework per year, contributing to the implementation of a new program, 
plus other duties as assigned. 
CompetiHon:FAED33.06 Closing Date: January 15,2006 
Instructor 
One-year full-time Position ( I 
The University of Northern British Columbia, in conjunction with the Education Program, is seeking a candidate for a one-year full-time 
term position at the rank of Instructor for our MEd in Counselling program located in Terrace, BC. A Masters in Counselling with 
counselling experience is required for this position (a doctorate is preferred). A Masters in Social Work with extensive clinical experience 
may be considered. The term position is from July 1, 2007 to June 30, 2008. 
Significant experience working as a counsellor in education, health, or community settings is required. The successful applicant will 
teach the Practicum course, coordinate with on-site counselling supervisors, and provide periodic direct supervision to counselling 
practicum students working at the Masters level. The position also entails teaching two courses in areas such as Clinical Counselling, 
Human Development, Interpersonal Communication, Learning and Motivation, or Quantitative Research Design and Data Analysis.The 
candidate will liaise on a regular basis with faculty in the Masters in Counselling program already established at the Prince George 
campus. A current Criminal Record check is required. 
Competition:FAED3446 Closing Date: February 1,2006 
This is an exciting opportunity to be part of a dynamic university that encourages interdisciplinarity and community collaboration. 
Terrace, the site of UNBC's Northwest Regional Campus, is a city of 15,000 with outstanding outdoor recreational opportunities. 
All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply: however, Canadians and permanent residents will be given priority. The Universily of Northern British Columbia is committed to 
employment equity and encourages applications from women, aboriginal peoples, persons with disabilities and members of visible minorities. 
NAKVSP F!GURE 8Kating Club 
needs a certified coach for our 
club. Please send a resume to 
Box 46, Nakusp, BC VOG 1RO. 
Attention: Coaching Position or 
email: chbrought@hotmail.com 
LeMare Lake Logging Ltd. is 
now accepting resumes for a full 
time secretary for our office in 
Port McNeill. Applicants require 
experience that includes: Office 
procedures, Word Perfect, key- 
boarding, use of copiers and fax 
machine and being able to mul- 
ti task. To apply please fax re- 
sume to 250-956-4888 or email 
pbowater@lemare.ca 
CLASS 1 or 3 with AIR to pack 
drywall in the Comox Valley. 
Hiab exp an asset but not nec- 
essary. Heaw liftina reauired. 
Email resume: life@wowmail. 
corn 
PATHFINDER TRUCK LINES 
, is looking for experienced Class 
1, COMPANY DRIVERS and 
owner operators to run Canada 
and US. For more info contact 
George 604-882-0006 or 1-800- 
565-2440 or email: pathfinder' 
-trucklinesOshaw.ca 
ROAD BUILDERS Wanted. Hol- 
brook Dyson Logging Ltd. oper- 
ates a year-round union coastal 
logging operation offering a 
full benefits package. We are 
accepting applications for the 
following positions: Grade Exca- 
vator Operator, Deactivation Ex- 
cavator Operator, Dril ler/Blaster 
Driller's HelperApplicants must 
be experienced and in good 
physical condition. This opera- 
tion requires a daily commute. 
Please Forward resumes to: 
Holbrook Dyson Logging Ltd., 
113-1720-14th Avenue, Camp- 
bell River, BC, V9W 8B9 FA: 
SOKlL EXPRESS LINES 
250-287-9259. 
REQUIRES "CLASS 1" 
HIGHWAY DRIVER 
To run BC &Alberta. Must have 
min. 2 years experience. Fax 
copy of current abstract and re- 
sume to 1-780-474-9325. 
'Lernare Lake Ltd. is seek- 
ing full time Heavy Duty Ms- 
chanics for our North Island 
logging company. Successful 
candidates require no less than 
3 years experidnce in the me- 
chanics field, up to date tick- 
ets and experience with heavy 
machinery and logging equip- 
ment a must. Welders ticket 
an asset but not required. To 
apply please contact Peggy @ 
250-956-31 23 or fax resumes to 
Experienced Buncher Opera- 
tor required for Merritt area. 
Phone Brian after 7pm 378- 
6984 or fax to 378-6930. 
HEAW EQUIPMENT Training. 
Excavator, Grader, Dozer, Load- 
er Oil field tickets, industty rec- 
ognized, Full-size equipment, 
Class 1. Job placement. No 
comparison. www.iheschool. 
com. 1-866-399-3853, 250- 
MAN. Shallow utilities f/man. 
Full time, okanagan based, pri- 
marily Kelowna-Vernon. Experi- 
enced in Hydro, tel, catv and 
traffic signal installations. Race- 
way ticket required. Full bene- 
fits, union rates, good company. 
Fax resume 250-765-1961. 
BORED? CHRISTMAS Bills Pil- 
ing Up? ls Winter Getting you 
Down? RGlS Inventory Spe- 
" cialists is now hiring Auditors & 
Team Leaders For January in All 
Parts of BC. Training Provided. 
Call Today 1-666-979-1304. 
DICTA-TYPIST required for 
small business. Although this is 
initially part time involving typ- 
ing at home, it could lead to a 
part time or full time (in-office) 
position depending on the can- 
didate's suitability and the busi- 
ness volume. Fast and accurate 
typing, excellent spelling and 
grammar, and good proofread- 
ing practices are essential. Must 
have Microsoft Word on home 
computer and be proficient in its 
use. High speed internet also re- 
quired. Knowledge of insurance 
terminology would be an asset. 
Confidentiality must be main- 
tained at all times. The office po- 
sition requires good telephone 
manners and interpersonal 
skills, also proficiency in use 
of business machines. Please 
send resume with references, 
including both hourly (part time) 
and monthly (full time) wages 
expected, to Box 250 c/o The 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clin- 
ton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
Although all resumes and sup- 
porting documentation will be 
reviewed, only those applicants 
considered for an interview will 
be contacted. (49~3) 
GOURMET HOUSE Restaurant 
is currently looking for servers 
and kitchen helpers. Previous 
experiencehelpful but not neces- 
sary. Send your resume to 4554 
Greig Ave., or email to gourmet- 
house@monarch.net. No phone 
calls pbease. (51 p3) 
LIVE IN nanny/housekeeper/ 
cook needed. Single father with 
10 yr. old son and 12 yr. old 
special needs daughter. Must 
have valid driver's licence. Send 
250-956-4888. 
766-3853. 
SHALLOW UTILITY FORE- 
resume to Box 8, Terrace,B.C. 
V8G 4A2 (49~3) 
LOCAL MOTEL has a combined 
chambermaid/desk clerk posi- 
tion available. We are looking 
for someone who is mature, re- 
liable, hard-working and able to 
work Unsupervised. Experience 
an asset but not necessary. Ap- 
ply in person with a resume to 
3867 Hwy. 16 East. No phone 
inquiries please. (49~3) 
SENIOR GENTLEMAN needs 
live in housekeeperlcaregiver, 
N/D, N/S, drivers license. 250- 
842-531 6 or 250-842-6433 
(48P3) 
WANTED: MANAGER for new 
downtown Prince George cloth- 
ing store. Very competitive sal- 
ary, incentives, profit sharing, 
independence, responsibility. 
Start March, 2007. Amy (604) 
202-21 84 or bakeramy77Qhot- 
mail.com 
Automotive Mechanic 
If you are interested in working 
in a clean, professional and safe 
environment and have at least a third 
year apprenticeship or better please 
send resume to: 
250-692-3839 fax or 
eaaleauto@telus.net or 
call Tim at 250-692-3805. 
k t  HELP WAWTED v- --- 
Sight 6i. Sound Music has a position 
for a temporary full-time 
person in our office at our Keith Avenue location. 
The successful applicant should be familiar with the 
Simply Accounting Software package, able to work 
8:30 to 530, Monday to Saturday with one day off 
during the week. A pleasant telephone manner and an 
ability to be flexible is essential. Salary is dependent 
o f  experience. 
Apply by e-mail to madlvn.ken@s&bt-and-sound.cq, 
or drop your msume on at our 4716 Keith Auenue 
location. No phot& calls please. On& those short- 
listed will be contacted. 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/PAYROLL 
The right applicant will have great 
interpersonal skills, you will be able 
to plan, organize, direct and control 
daily operations. Implement operadonal 
procedures and ensure, health and safety 
regulations are followed. The right 
candidate must achieve our restaurants 
expectation of quality, speed of service and 
cleanliness while maintaining a friendly 
atmosphere. Various shifts involved. 
SOMETHING DIFF RENT @ Terrace, 4643ParkAvenue B.C. ' 
Plmre apply in person 
with resume to: 
ELECTRICAL INC, 
Large local cOmpany with wello established cliental 
has immediate opening for Journeyman Electrician 
with experience in Residential/Commercial work 
permanent full time 40 hours per week, Wages and 
benefits commensurate with experience. 
The successful candidate will be self-motivated , able 
to work on their own and will b e  prepared to put in the 
time needed to finish time sensitive projects on time, 
Professionalism in customer service is a must, 
Additional job skills include Keeping maintenance 
reports and documentation, Instruct apprentices, 
Supervise other workers. 
All applicants must be Bondable, and supply 
Criminal record check (abstract), and Driving record 
check (abstract). 
To apply email: sterlingelectrical@hotmail.com 
subject line - job application or drop off resume to 
461 2 Greig Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Applications may also be faxed to 250-635-1 805. 
Operating since 1976 with 23 locations in Western Canada, 
Ci Furniture is Terrace's largest furniture outlet. The retailer 
with confidence. City Furniture, Terrace has immediate 
openings for sales personnel. The right individual for this 
position will have: 
Excellent communication skills with customers and peers 
Ability to multi-task in a fast paced environment 
Work will under pressure 
Compjter literacy is a definite asset 
Possess good negotiation skills 
wit ?: the best branded products allows the consumer to shop 
' 
Salary is negotiable based on experience. 
lu~(ll l1~rIONI~r 
I)BZlJM3lW lB1llk!!ONNE J,
(Part-Time) 
Must have ood cornmunication/phone skills 
0 Must be ab e to multi-task B 
Valid Class 5 B.C. Drivers license 
0 Some heay  lifting required 
Must be ab e to work weekends 
0 Self-motivated 
Must be able to work  unsupervised 
Apply in person 
No phone calls please. 
? 
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2 BEDROOM. clean, newly 
renovated, laundry facilities, 
available Jan. 1. $450/month 
AVAllABLE IMMEDIATELY 
very nice, 2 bedroom apartment, 
secureentrance,on sitemanage- 
rnent, within walking distance to 
Wal-Mart and Superstore. Refer- 
ences required $50O/month plus 
damage deposit . Call after 4:OO 
Phone 250-638-1 622 (48~3) 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $425 $5GO, 
$600 Hot water included. Se- 
curity on premises. Please call 
250-635-6428 or 250-61 5-0345 
(4ctfn) 
SANDPIPER APARTMENTS. 
Quiet buildings with elevators, 
covered parking, balconies, 
in-suite storage unit, security 
entrance & hot water included. 
250-615-9772 (50p3) 
' 
250-632-4254. 
SIDE BY side duplex, F/S, W/D, 
3 bedroom, Available Jan. lst, 
$750/month. No pets. 250-638- 
' {, 
N O R  T N f  R N 
S A  V I N G S  
C J f !  I l l ?  U : < I O * J  
PROJECT MANAGER 
Northern Savings Credit Union requires an experienced 
project manager to oversee the building of a new Financial 
Services Branch located in Terrace, B.C. Information packages 
are available from Northern Savin s Credit Union's Bra'nch at 
4702 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace or P rom NSCU's Head Office, 
138 3rd Avenue West, Prince Rupert, B.C, or by calling Ellen 
Little at 627-365 1. Expressions of interest to be delivered to 
the Credit Union by December 22, 2006. 
Ideal retirement location. Ex- 
clusive 3 bdrm, riverfront home 
in gated community in Quesnel. 
Home warranty, appliances 
included. Interested Phone: 
1X7e provide full accounting 
services (including data 
entry and filing government 
reports on time) under the 
supervision of an accountant 
with over 30 years of financial 
management esperience. 
Management consulting and 
accounting system redesign 
available 011 request. 
CFR Management Inc 
250-635-7819 
900 sq. ft. Office/Sales 4624 Greig Ave 
[Ground Level Store front Downtown) 
1,800 sq. ft. Office/Sales 4624 Greig Ave 
[Ground Level Store Front Downtown) 
7,100 sq. ft. RetaillSales 4734/4736 Lazelle Ave 
(Could be leased separately as 4,100 sq. f!/3,000 sq. ft.) 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES DOWN TOWN 
WILL BUILD TO SUIT 
(604)607-5970. 
TIRED OF PAYING HIGH COM- 
MI~~IONS WHEN SELLING 
YOUR HOME? Would you like 
a rebate on commissions when 
buying a home? George Madi 
Amex-Fraseridae Realtv 1-800- 
976-8744. .. ~ 
BEAUTIFUL EXTENSIVELY 
renovated 4 bedroom, 2 bath- 
room house. large fenced yard, 
fruit trees, hardwood floors and 
many 250-635-5905 custom details. (50P3) $1 58,500. 
WANTED 3 bedroom home, 
1 112 bath In ThornhilVTerrace 
area. $80 - $120 K range. 250- 
635-3484 (49p3) 
14 X 70 Meadowbrook. Recent- 
ly renovated and ready to move 
in. Located in Terrace Trailer 1 
Park. Asking $24,900 250-635; 
4672 (50~3) 
basement,for rent in Thornhill. TWO BEDROOM trailer In 
Shop. fenced vard. Available Thornhill. Very clean, f/S, WID, I 
N/G, large addition. $18,OOO 
'250-635-2946 NO WtS. 150~3) 
POSITION OPEN II 
t 
The Terrace Public Library requires o Sandalwood Apartments. Low 
rent, security entrance, balco- 
nies, in-suite storage and more. 
Quatsino Apartments. Closest 
to downtown, security, in-suite 
storage.250-632-4511 www.kiti- 
matapartments.com (ctfn) 
TWO BEDROOM apartment in 
good condition with geat views 
on third floor of Summit Square. 
$550/month includes hot water. 
For an appointment to view, 
please call 250-615-91 16 or 
1-250-703-4727 references re- 
quired. (50~3) 
250-632-APTS (2787) BOOKKEEPER 
This position i s  for 14 hours per week. 
The successful candidate should haveboo, n,sre yearsof bookkeeping 
experience including working experience with Sim IyAccounting and 
and may include evening and weekend work. 
Please submit resume with a letter of applicalion in confidence to: 
Ed Curell, Chief librarian 
Terrace Public Library 
461 0 Pork Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1'46 
or email to: library@monarch,nef 
The closing date for this competition is Saturday, December 30 at 
500 p.m. Only shory listed candidales will be contacted. 
with Microsoh Word and Excel. Library duties wil P also be required, 
A 
YOU Are Approved! 
! 
Bad Credit? Collections! 
Bankruptcy? Discharged? 
First Time Buyer? Slow Payer? 
Credit Counselling? Reporsesrioni? 
DO IT NOW! CALL 24/7! 
1-866-987-0912 
, 
established since 1924 
# I  IN AUTO FINANCING 
."-I". I 
256 frz - One office 
250615.7543 SECoNDFLooR or 6354475 I immediately. $65O/month Call SMALL TWO bedroom trailer 250-635-2335 (50~2) f PARK & CLINTON 1 for rent. Copper Mountain area. 
Washeddryer. Rent $425/month. 
References required. 250-635- 
7025 evenings. (50~3) 
SUNNYHILL 3 bedroom, F/S, 
WID, $600/month. 250;635- 
2504. Available immediately. 
MANOR APTS. 
Unfurnished and furnished opts. Eathelor 
mils, one bedroom and two bedroom. Beridt 
'1 swimming p o d  One of the best maintained 
opts. in town. No pets or smoking. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED 
h o s e  phone tell: 
\6Y 5-7543 or ,635-3475 
IRRIGATION SYSTEM 5 ; hose 
reel, 1,100 ft. Sek retracting, ' 
165 shp. diesel Miubishi Turbo 
'6 cqL w/pump equipped with 
Murphy safety system $15,000. 
AVAILABLE JANUARY 1ST. 7 
Partially furnished, One bedroom Vandenberg Hay Farms Ltd. 
executive suite, includes Utili- Nobleford, Alberta selling and 
tips, F/S, W/D. On bench, ClOSe trucking all sizes and types of 
to college. $650/mo. 250-635- hay and straw. Office (403)824- 
1767 (49~3) 3010 or 1-877-824-3010, Kent 
TWO BEDROOM Suite, fridge, (403) 330-7853, Hal (403) 330- 
stove, dishwasher, washer 9824. 
and dryer plus natural gas fire m.vandenbe@W'.ca 
place. Fenced yard overlooking HAY FOR sale. round, square 
the Skeena River. Cablevision haylage, silage. Please call 250- 
included. Available Jan. 1 st 846-5855 147~63 
$550/month. Call 250-635-3101 
250-847-91 75,2501877-2499 
0 : - -  9 
(51 D3) 
LIKE NEW condition. 3 bed- 
room condo, F/S, WID. Avail- 
able immediately. References 
and 250-635-2932 damage deposit required. 
(50P3) 
1 BEDROOM unit, upper Thorn- 
hill, wld on site, $450/month 
includes utilities. No pets. 250- 
635;5992 or 250-631 -3206 
(50pl) 
GOOD LANDLORDS looking 
for good tenants to rent 3 bed- 
room duplex. New flooring, 
new paint, clean inside and 
out. $700/month 250-635-3466 
' MECHANIC REQUIRED " 
GM Dealership in Terrace, requires a 
Qualified Journeyman Mechanic with Diesel 
experience preferred. We are a flat rate shop 
with an excellent remuneration package for 
the successful ap licants.' Please reply to: ) 
Gary MacCar i y: General Manager 
AUTO L,OANS * FASX FREE 8 SECURE k 
*No Obligation * 
*No Hassle* 
You Wbrk, You Drive I 
hw LWwy !a 
B.C. &AB "0" DOWII ! O*C 
APPLY ONLINE 
DreamTeamAuto.com 
SummitSquare 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wai-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
,Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Call: 635-4478 
151 p3) 
LOCATED IN UpDer Thornhill. 3 I 
Schnauzer puppies, miniature, 
adorable, S&P and Blacks. 9 
TOY 8 Mini poodle puppies 
9-1 1 weeks, ready to go. Fam- 
ily raised with kids and other 
animals. These hmoallemenic 
Januaj 1/07 (possibly sooner). 
Call 250-635-6905 (50~3) ' 
THREE BEDROOM upper du- 
f Lookina for] f 
!? 
plex unit available. Walking dis- 
tance to downtown. Working 
couple preferred, W/D, F/S in- 
cluded. $700 + security depos- 
it. Reliable references required. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex. CMI 
Fridge and stove. Close to down- - 
town. References required. 250- 
250-635-2250 (49~3) 
635-5587 I5003 
Enjoy listening? Helping others? 
Grt  ynid to do thr work yorr looel 
Pirrstre R cnrcrr in Corrrtsclliirg 
> 
THE VANCOWER COLLEGE OF COUdSELLOR TRAINING OFFERS: 
Free Information Sessions - every Wednesday ( l l a m )  
* Di loma of Professional Counselling 52-week program 
* Dicloma'of Co"u&ellin$ Practice 
* Family Support Worker Certificate 24-week program 
* Addictions Worker Certificate-24-week program 
* Specialized Areas of Interest 6r Individual Courses 
p.,L.c . *...,,7*.-- ' ' "' '*-* * ' 
* 
U 
THIS THIRD floor end unit in pups are adorable; smart-and 
Summit Square has been ex- easy to train. Tails docked, 
cellently maintained with new dewormed, 1st shots and vet 
fridae and like new carpets. checked. $500 250-638-8877 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care: ' 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
Mon-Fri 1 Oam-4pm Now 
or call 638- 1 1 13. 
Taking Applications 
for 1 & 2 
Skeeno CCRR Bedroom suites is lunded bv the Province of B.C 
* Clean, quiet renovated suites 
Ample parking 
Laundry facilities 
* Close to schools & downtown 
On bus route 
On site management 
No pets 
References required 
To view call 
638- 1748 a 
It i g a  2-bedroom strata apart- 
ment with a large living area, 
areat mountain views, security 
(51~3) 
intrance, low strata fee which 1- 9400 International hood & 
includes hot water, laundry fad- rad 2 rads $1,000. Hood $1,000 
ities, a 112 court basketball & 2 obo. 2002 Detrofi series 60 D 
2 , BEDROOM ,home upper racquetball courts and manager Deck 4,500,ooo kms. ~ecords. 
Thornhill, f/s, w/d. dishwasher, on site. Unit can be rented out. $8,000 obo. 2005 Re-bearinged 
large fenced yard, garagdshop, Priced to sell at 839,900. For an rear diffs 1 locker c/w banjo's 
smokers and pets welcome, appointment to view, please call Rockwell 4.33 $5,000 obo. 2005 
$750/month. 250-635-6254 250-61 5-9116 Or 1-250-703- re-beadnged 18 sp Rockwell 
evenings or leave meisage 4727 (50~3) transmission $2,200. Phone 
250-395-521 5,250-395-6659. 
2 Call 604-683-2442 OF 1-800-667-3272 
F.P 
~ 
www.vcct.ca mfo@vcct.ca , 
(49p3) - 
3 BEDROOM in Horseshoe, f/s, Become a Psychiatric Nurse in your own community 
REAL-ESTATE 
\ .I , 
Psychiatric Nursing' Diploma w/d, nlg fireplace, fenced yard, pets ok, available irnmediate- ly, $650/month. 250-635-6352 
FOR RENT Small, private 3 bed- 
room house, gas heatlwater, 
fenced yard. Quiet street, south 
side Terrace. Available January 
I 2007 $550/month + utilities. 
(49p3) 
NOW YeU CAN CUT OUT THE 
MIDDLEMAN AND SAVE THOUSANDS 
Q F  DOLLARS BY CALMNO us F l m !  
' 
Available rent. F nced Jan. 01/07. backyard Call $630. 25 -
c635-8898 (49~3) 
mnW.-8.C- 
Toll Free 1-866-348-7253 
In Stewart Donna at 636-9130 
In Kitimat ~ I W  at 632-2316 
In Terrace anirqn at63s- 
In Prince Rupert Lonnm at 624-4218 
Your Private Sale Solution 
FOR SALE 1981 Skidoo Cita- 
tion 4500. Low hours. $5OQ. 
250-635-5086 (50~2) 
GET BACK ON TRACK! 
BAD CREDIT? BILLS? 
UNEMPLOYED? NEED 
MONEY? WE LEND!! IF YOU 
OWN YOU OWN HOME - YOU 
QUALIFY. 1-877-987-1420. 
0 WWW.PIONEERWEST.COM 
MEMBER OF THE BE-TTER 
BUSINESS BUREAU. 
NEED MONEY NOW? 
IF YOU HAVE EQUITY IN 
YOUR HOME, WE CAN HELP! 
CAN'T PROVE INCOME, SLOW 
CREDIT, BANK SAYS NO! CALL 
"We have a serious shortage of nurses, and the problem is going to get 
bigger.. . B.C. now has 2,400 registered psychiatric nurses and the 
number is diminishing every year as the number of retirements exceed the 
number of new graduates. There is zero-per-cent 
unemployment in this profession. " 
- Donna Higenbottam, Drecufive-Director & 
Regishr of the Corlege of Registered Psychiatric 
Nurses of BC (CRPNBC) 
Train Locally -The only program of its kind in BC, 
our Regional Psychiatric Nursing Diploma program 
allows students to learn within their local communities 
via distance education, local clinical placements, and . 
some regional classroom delivery. This 22.5 month 
program is recognized by the CRPNBC. 
Program starts April 9. 
Government Student Loans & other financial 
assistance is available to qualified applicants. 
A- 
A 
A 
. I  - - - -  
Call 250-638-0923 (50~3) 
TWO BEDROOM house for 
3 BEDROOM home in Thornhill 
RICK AT RICKGRAVES & ASSO- 
CIATES. 1-604-306-0891. 
THERE IS MONEY IN YOUR 
2 BEDROOM home on school 
bus route, 15 minutes east of 
Terrace in Copper River subdi- 
vison. Fenced front yard, large 
back yard with fruit trees, in- 
cludes FIS, WID and water. 
$465/month. Available January 
15 or possibly earlier. 250-696- 
3293 (50~3) 
2 BEDROOM Mobile home F/ 
S,W/D, $450/mo. No dogs Lo- 
cated in Skeena Valley Trailer 
Park, Thornhill. 250-635-1998 
151 p3) 
2 RENTAL units available on 
Queensway. 2 bedroom trailer, 
F/S, gas heat, $550. Studio suite 
F/S, utilities included $550. Ref- 
erences required and damage 
deposit. 250-635-9040 (51 p3) 
CLEAN 2 bedroom trailer in 
Thornhill. F/S, W/D, N/G, no 
pets. $500/month. References 
and security deposit required! 
250-635-2946 (50~3) 
$590 per month. No pets, no 
smoking. 250-638-8639 (45~2) 
FULLY FURNISHED 2 bedroom 
WALLS!! You can make your 
home equity work for you! We 
lend even if the Bank's say NO!! 
1 -866-531 -5050. MortgageDi- 
rectCanada.com 
suite. F/S, W/D, heat, hot water 
and basic cable included. NIS, 
NIP, no parties, on town bus ro- 
ute. Suitable for working couple 
or singles. $600/inonth. Dam- 
age deposit $300. References 
required. 250-635-71 57 (49p3) 
THREE BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath 
above ground basement suite 
in Horseshoe. $600/month 250- 
638-8639. Available Dez. 15 
149nRI 
' DRYWALL, PAINTING, bath- 
room renovations, small repairs. 
You name it, no job's to small. 
Experienced, reliable, reason- 
able rates. Call Larry. 250-635- 
7705 (48~3) 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
large 1 bedroom cabin. Quiet 
area in Thornhill, small pet ok, 
$300/month. 250-638-8607 
(45P3) 
MOVING? Long hauls or short 
destinations. Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. I1 5ctfn) SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in 
between. Pick-up and delivery of goods in 
Terrace, C.Q.D. and courier sewice. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
Ph: 636-2622 F W  636-2633 
I'fhe quality shows in every move we make 
I' BC NORTH SQFMJB 
Dalton Reid 
Thornhill BC VSG 3V5 
250 635-3364 / 210 615-1872 
Serving you in Terrae, K i t h a t  
U Prince Rupert 
Alicia Kryklywyi bad&monarch.net 
JuslDogsTmining @ hoimail.com 
certified DW rmiw * him01 eehorwr tdkge 
immaculate home ' 
3 bdrms 
pellet stove & fireplace 
0 976 sq. h 
lots of updates 
4 bdrms, 2 baths 
new laminate flooring 
frid e & stove 
qui3 possession 
LOTS OF POTENTIAL 
$1%4,900 3111 Blakeburn, Terrace 
( 7  ._ . I .  . . .  . . .  . ' ,  . .  . . . . . . . . , - - .. . - . .  . .  
It 
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NEWSPAPER CARRIERS are out there 
PLEASE LIGHT UP THEPATHWAY TO 
1 YOURDOORWHENDARKNE~S $ET$ IN 
/ I  
To place your 
Community Classified 
call this newspaper or 
toll free 1-866-669-9222 
classifieds@bccomrnunitynews.com 
- www.communityclasrifieds.ca 
11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,666 REACH 2S MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FORS395 OR CHRISTMAS AT 
CARWLLE AUTO CREDIT 
'Santa is visiting the Village of 
Opportunity." Tis' the season 
of giving & we are giving you 
your iirst payment. Valid until 
Dec. 31st, 2006. Largest deal- 
er group in Western Canada. 
Rates from 0%, $0 down pro- 
grams available. Huge inven- 
tory. If you're employed, you're 
approved11 Talk to us first we are 
the biggest & the best!! We guar- 
antee established credit within 1 
year1 Apply online, www.carvil- 
leautocredit.com or TOLL-FREE 
WWW.CARCREDITBC.COM 
Automobile Loans. Trucks / 
Vans / Cars / SUVs. Turned 
down? Rates too high? Trad- 
ing In? Instant money available 
online. Complimentary delivery. 
No down payment. Apply on- 
line, Call anytime 1-877-513- 
9564. 
AUTO LOAN NOW! 
CREDIT MAXX 
No Credit - Slow credit - Bank- 
mpt? First time buyers program ' - no refusals @ Sport VW "Cred- 
it Maxx" New - used - ALL 
MAKES. Tel: 1-888-270-71 99. 
DL 3026 On-line: wwwxred- 
itmbuilders.net 
1996 F-250 4x4 21 1 K, Canopy, 
VGC, 2 Spares. $6,000 250- 
1 -888-508-4628. 
638-0949 (50P2) 
2QO1 FORD Windstar, 83,000 
km, auto, PMI, P/L, seats seven, 
winter/summer tires. $1 1,000 
THORNHILL MOTORS 250-635-6224 (50~3) 
_ _  STEEL BUILDINGS 
S T E E L  B U I L D I N G  
SALE ... Huge savings. 
Manufacturer direct, 
26 years. Withstand 
high wind and heavy 
snow. Limited quantities. 
LEGAL SERVICES CARS EMPLOYMENT AUTO FINANCING 
A - ALL-WAYS APPROVED. CHRISTMAS AT CARVIW- --OPPORTUNITIES ERASE YOUR CRIMINAL 
We finance everyone, Auto Credit. Tis' the PHONEDISCONNECTED? RECORD.  C r i m i n a l  
Canada's finance leader. S~aSOn of giving and Super special: only P a r d o n s & U . S . 
'Rates 0% & 0% down. we are giving You $10 for first month plus en t ry  waivers.  F r e e  ._ - - 
6000 new & used 
Ford, Dodge, GM cars, 
trucks & SUVs. Good, 
b a d ,  n o  c r e d i t .  No 
p a y m e n t  u n t i l  t h e  
new year. Free Vegas 
t r i p  i n c l u d e d .  Y o u  
work, you drive. Instant 
te lephone approval .  
CREDITQUEENS.COM. 
New & pre-owned 
automotive financing, 
domestic and import. 
Terms to fit your 
b u d g e t .  S a m e  d a y  
approval. Call Barrie - 
1-866-832-0156 or go to 
www.creditqueens.com 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
STORE - Country Depot, 
Truevalue Hardware, 
1-866-987-0915. 
--I-- 
o w r j  Y O U R  O W N  
your first payment. Valid 
until December 31, 2006. 
Largest dealer group 
in Western Canada. 
Rates from 0%. $0 
down programs available. 
Huge inventory. If 
you're employed, you're 
approved!! Free delivery 
BC/Alberta. Call us 
first, we are the biggest 
and best!! Apply online 
www.carviIleautocredit.com 
o r  c a l l  t o l l  f r e e  
1-888-508-4628.  
A - ALL-WAYS APPROVED. 
We finance everyone. 
Canada's finance leader. 
Rates 0% & 0% down. 
6000 new & used 
Ford, Dodge, GM cars, 
trucks & SUVs. Good, 
bad, no credit. No 
payment until the new 
y e a r .  F r e e  V e g a s  
t r i p  i n c l u d e d .  Y o u  
work. vou drive. Instant 
assessments.  Apply  
before Christmas & save 
30% off! Visit us online 
www.canadianpardons.ca 
Call 1-800-298-5520. 
RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES __ 
O V E R  200 N E W  & 
used motorhomes, diesel 
pushers, 5th wheels, 
trailers, vans, campers. 
T o t a l  RV C e n t r e .  
Special RV financing. 
Since 1984, Voyager 
RV - Hwy 97, Winfield, 
w w w . vo y a-ge r R V . c a 
SERVICES -- - - 
THE LAWYER REFERRAL 
SERVICE is  a public 
service that matches 
p e o p l e  w i t h  l e g a l  
concerns to a lawyer 
in  the i r  area. A ha l f  
-___--- 
BC. 1-800-668-1 447. 
h o o k  up .  E v e r y o n e  
welcome. Guaranteed 
approval. Free long 
distance package. Call 
Easy Reconnect now 
C H E A P E R  T H A N  
SCROOGE - telephone 
reconnect! Switch for 
free - call for details! 
D isconnected? On ly  
$24.95 for first month 
t c o n n e c t i o n  f e e !  
Phone Factory Reconnect 
w w w , phon e f ac t o r y' 
FOR SALE MISC. 
HOME TELEPHONE 
D I S C O N N E C T E D ?  
Reconnect today and 
s a v e ,  Low m o n t h l y  
rates. No credit checks. 
No deposits. Receive 
f r e e  l o n g  d i s t a n c e  
1 - 8 7 7 - 4 4 6 - 5 8 7 7 .  
1 - 8 7 7 - 3 3 6 - 2 2 7 4 ;  
t i t i  k h 3 rt t iu  5 t in  n 
For specials call Pioneer 
1 -800-668-5422'or visit 
www.pioneerstee1.com. 
TRAVEL 
TIMESHARE RESALES -- 
60-80% off retail! 
Best resorts & seasons! 
Call for free Timeshare 
M a g a z i n e !  O p e n  7 
d a y s  a w e e k !  
1 - 8'0 0 - 5 9 7 - 9 3 4 7 ,  
B r o w s e  o n l i n e  t o r  
over 400 worldwide 
p r o p e r t i e s  - -  
w . ~ * N r W P : C -  
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
$899.00/month. Escape 
NO f r a n c h i s e  t e e  - 
earn dividends. Call 
p l u s  t a x e s ,  a n d  
regular lawyer fees follow 
i f  y o u  b o t h .  a g r e e  
t o  p r o c e e d .  P h o n e  
1.800.663.1919. Can 
t h e y  d o  t h a t ?  I s n ' t  
that against the law? 
Call DIAL-A-LAW to 
f i n d  o u t .  L a w y e r s  
have provided prtictical 
i n f o r m a t i o n  a b o u t  
different areas of law 
in scripts. These scripts 
tell you what your 
legal rights are and 
what the law says 
.._. 
NEW LOADED COM?UlER 
o n l y  99 c e n t s l d a y !  
Everyone's approved'. 
Get a loaded MDG 
Computer with an 
Intel Core2 Duo only 
99 cents/day. Includes 
everything you need: 
1 GB RAM, 250 GB HD, 
19" LCD Flat Panel, 
Windows XP and a free' 
PrinterlScannerlCopier 
('Call for conditions) 
SAWMILLS FROM ONLY 
1-800-236-2504. 
NEED A CAR or truck? 
Good credit, bad credit. 
Want a Visa? #I success 
rate. Delivery in 6C. 
www.drivehomenow.com 
o r  888-501-1 148.  
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
R E A D Y  F O R  A 
LIFESTYLE CHANGE 
on the Sunshine Coast? 
L i c e n s e d  g a s f i t t e r  
required with experience 
installing fireplaces 
and W E l l  certification. 
F a y  r e s u m e s  t o :  
Land Act: 
Notice of Intention to 
Apply for a Disposition 
of Crown Land 
TruServ Canada today - 
ww w . t r  u s e  r v . c a  
T IRED O F  SCAMS? 
Start a real home-based 
business. Work when 
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 6 5 - 5 0 8 5 .  
Take notice that 
mako application to the Integrated 
Land Management Bureau, (ImB) 
Ministry of Agrihlture and lands, 
ers - Skeeno subr- 
Regional Client Services-Division, 
for a W i a l  Recrsa 6Qtr. 
on-motorized River 
situated on Provincial 
Crown land located along the 
Kitrumkalum. 
~ O .  Kitimat, 
-re and Exstew 
The h n d s  File number that 
has been estoblished for this 
application i s  File Number 
w01801.. Written comments 
concerning this application should 
be directed to the Senior land 
Ofh'cer at PO Box 5000. Sm ithers 
lPa!Qua. 
Cammenk will, be received by 
IlMB until m r y  3. 200 7. 
I lMB may not be able to consider 
:ommenk aher this date. Please 
visit our website at: //www. 
frontcounterbc.gov.bc.ca under 
C r o w n  b n d  Applications for 
nore information. 
3e \advised that any response 
o this advertisement will be 
:ansidered o part of the public 
acord. For informition, contoct 
he Freedom oflnkrmation Advisor 
1 Integrated land Management 
h~reau's regional office. 
mdors, 
winter at The Summit 
Condo. 600 private beach you want. Apply online 
a n d  s t a r t  t o d a y !  
w w w . w f h b c .  c o m .  
100 M I L E  H O U S E ,  
C o u r t e n a y ,  N e w  
Westminster, Port Albemi 
a n d  o t h e r  e x c i t i n g  
gulf-front. Great Snowbird 
Club. Private balconies, 
furnished condos. Heated 
pool, indoor spas. Nearby 
BC TIMBER SALES Ulnoby at 
NOTICEIINVITING APPLICATION FOR K" 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A80877 
Take notice that, punuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale licence 
A80877 is being offered for sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, Terrace 
Field Team. 
Closing Date/Location: January 4. 2007 @ 830 am. Applications will be accepted 
by the Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office. Skeena Business Area. 
200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace. Bntish Columbia V8G 1Ll. 
Geographic Location: 5km on T-Bird FSR 
Estimated Volume: 
Species: Balsam 556m' (5%). Cedar 17261113 (16%), Hemlock 8250m' (i'8Yo) 
Licence Term: 18 months 
Upset stumpage rate S5.94/mi The upset stumpage rate was determined In 
accordance with the Interior Appraisal Manual and is applicable to all sawlog 
grades. 
Tenders will be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a BC timber 
sales enterprise in Category 1.2 or 3. 
The successful applicant will be required to implement and conform to the Skeena 
Business Area Environmental Management System. 
Comments: 
This timber sale llcence has been designed for harvest using ground based logging. 
The use of other systems may be subject to the Forest and Range Practices Act 
and its regulations. 
This licence requires the building of approximately 1.5 kilometres of on.block 
mads. . 
There is additional material that the applicant must consider In theirapplication. This 
material which includes application forms and other information about the TSL can 
be obtained from the above BC Timber Sales Office by contacting the receptionist at 
(250) 638-5100. Contact Trevor Shannon at (250) 638-5135 for Field enquiries only. 
Electronic version of this notice 8 tender pkg is available a t  
httpJ~/lwww5.for.gov.hc.calnoticeslinit.dolno~~ce 14-3092 
10.532 cubic metres, more or less 
BC locations available 6 0.i'- 8 85-48 64 0 
now with Great Canadian 
*@- 
Dollar Store. Call us 
WIS INTERNATIONAL, 
www.dollarstores.com. a g l o b a l  i n v e n t o r y  
BUSINESS SERVICES solutions provider, is 
INCREASE SALES! Get l o o k i n g  f o r  y o u  t o  join their team. 'No 
a great website for a experience necessary. 
Great web packages f o r  a d v a n c e m e n t .  
include design, hosting positions av ai 1 a b l e  
www.Yourname.com, t h  10 u g h  0 u t  B C.  I f  
e m a i l  m o r e .  N o  interested, fax resume 
set-up or hidden fees. Call to (604) 473-921 1 or 
1 - 8 0 0 - 8 8 2 - 7 2 2 6 , (250) 491-0419; email to: 
www.greatwebpackages. cgunther@wisintl.com, or 
am. visit: www.WISINTL.com. 
today 1-877-388-0123; $9*501hour  t o  s t a r t *  
low cost of $9.99/month. 'paid travel. tOppo~unity 
$3,495.00 - Convert  about it. This service 
Your logs to valuable is  free and is available 
l u m b e r  w i t h  Y o u r  in English, Chinese, 
own Norwood portable & P u n j a b i ,  P h o n e  
b a n d  s a w m i l l .  L o g  1.800.565.5297 o r  
skidders also available. W .  d i a 1 a 1 aw. 0 r g- 
CRIMINAL RECORD? 
www.norwoodindustries. 
com. Free information: 
C a n a d i a n  p a r d o n  
s e a l s  r e c o r d .  U.S. E x t  : 400OT'. 
waiver  permi ts  legal  
HELP WANTED American entry. Why risk 
A J 0 6 A T  H 0 M E .  employment, licensing, 
F T o r P T . N o travel, arrest, deportation, 
exper ience requir,ed. property confiscation? 
Visit our website now, C a n  a d  i a n - U . S . 
www.thesecretjob.com, Immigration specialists. 
code A78. 
1 - 8 0 0 - 5 6 6 - 6 8 9 9  
1-800-347-2540. 
dinner cruises & more. 
1 - 8 0 0 - 8 2 4 - 5 0 4 8 ,  
~w.resetvehesummitm, 
TRUCKS 
- 
EX-TRANSIT VEHICLES, 
mini buses R raised roof 
vans. Some wheelchair lift 
equipped. Gas, propane 
or diesel. Siarting at 
$3,300. Toll free: 
1-888-416-9333. 
. , . 12,  I the Right Person c -\7 
Deliver your missage throuy h a classifid ad in al - or just one - of our 78 papers across 
British Columbia and you'l be > sold on the power f2 of a s ~ ~ p l ~  word ad. 
0 Vancouver Island 
$1 45844" 
> 18  communi^ papers plus 6 Dailies rJ 
31 Or71 9 combined circulation 
lN Alberni Valley News 
ti! Campbell River Mirror 
Bi Comox Valley Record 
I Duncan News Leader 
M Cowichan Pictorial 
Is Ladysmith Chronicle 
Ill Lake Cowichan Gazette 
IB Nanaimo News BulSetio 
Parksville Qualicum News 
Esquimalt News 
Goldstream News Gazette 
Peninsula News Review 
I Saanich News 
Sooke News Mirror 
Oak Bay News 
Victoria News 
i! North lslsnd Gazette 
I North Island MidWeek 
s145.44 for 25 words. Additional words ".69 
Monday Magazine 
* 
I 
Lower?Mainland . 
$126.20* (I 
> 17 community papers 557,524"cml1ined circulation 
1 Abbotsford News, 
i AgassiJHarrison Observer 
Aldergrove Star 
8 Bowen Island Undercurrent 
Burnaby Newdeader 
I Chilliwack Progress 
1 Mission Record 
I North Shore Outlook 
I Peace Arch News , 
II] Richmond Review 
I South Delta Leader 
I Surrey/North Delta header 
> 
I Hope Standard s I Tri-City News 
I Langleyfimes 01 Vancouver WestEnder 
$1 26.20 for 25 words. Additional words $2.69 
Maple Ridge News I 
* 
l 
l 
1,. .? 
Q' BC Interior I 
G 
32 community papers plus 5 
Arrow Lakes News 
Barriere Star Journal 
0 
Dailies - 
31 7,355 ,combined circulation 
R Ashcroft Journal 
I 6 Bums Lake District News . 
> 
I 
B Castlegar News B Clearwater limes 
I Houston Today I Fort Saint dames Courier 
I lnvermere Valley Echo P Golden Star 
4 Kamloops This Week I Kitimat Sentinel 
1 Kelowna Capital News 111 Prince George Free Pfess 
8 Kootenay News Advefliser I Quesnel Cariboo Obsarver 
1 Quesrel Wide Classifieds ID Merritt Herald 
1 Merritt Valley Express II Revelstoke Review ' ' 
81 Smithers l b r i o r  News II Penticton Western 
91 Salmon AmlObserver I Terrace Standard 
E Sicamsus' News 1 Vanalerhoof Express 
H Similkameen Spotlight 8 Williams Lake Tribune 
B Summerland Review II Shuswap Markh News . 
II Vernon Morning §tar lisp The Northen View 
I 108 Mile House Free Press 
c 
* 
$152.95 for 25 words. Additional words $2.15 
- .  I , 
// 
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sports 
Menu 
December 27 to 28 
Novice house hockey 
teams host a tournament at 
the arena. 
December 27 to 31 
The Terrace Curling As- 
sociation hosts the Junior 
Curling Provincials. Spec- 
tators are welcome. Adrnis- 
sion is free. 
December 28 
The River Kings play 
host to the K h a t  Ice De- 
mons. Doors open at 7 p.m. 
and the puck drops at S p.m. 
December 29 to 30 
Atom house hockey 
squads welcome visiting 
teams to a tournament. 
January 5 to 7 
The Ladies Zone 5 and 6 
playdowns come to the curl- 
ing club for a weekend of 
top curling action. 
*January6 
The River Kings host the 
Smithers Steelheads at the 
arena at 8 p.m. - 
Correct ion 
In the Dec. 6 issue1 of the 
Standard, it was incorrectly 
reported that the kitchen 
renovations at the curling 
club were made possible 
by money from a provincial 
government grant. 
The kitchen renovations 
and equipment were paid 
for separately by the curl- 
ing club, according to club 
president Lynn Gascon. 
- .  
I> 
ALL NEW 2007 DODGE CALIBER SE 
148 hp 1.8L DOHC VVT 4 cylinder 
Advanced multistage front air bags 
5-speed manual transmission 
,* AM/FM/CD stereo with 4 speakers 
Electroluminescent front cup holders 
Sliding armrest with rubber lined cradle to 
hold your MP3 player, PDA, or cell phone 
Touring suspension 
ALL NEW 2007 DODGE CALIBER SXT 
l ~ 158 hp 2.0L DOHC VVT 4 cylinder 
Automatic Continuously Variable Transaxle 
Air conditioning MusicGate PowerTM 458-watt 
Boston AcousitcsaO 9 speaker sound system 
ABS brakes Power windows, mirrors & locks 
AM/FM 6-disc CD stereo with MP3 capability 
Side-curtain air bags Touring suspension 
Electroluminescent front cup holders 
Chill ZoneTM beverage storage bin 
c 
I Side-curtain air bags 17-inch machined-face aluminum wheels 
CHOICE $2g7+ a5~go,o 
per month for 48 months with 
$1,500 down or eqivalen t trade 
$258 511go,o 
per month for 48 months 
with $0 down payment 
or purchase for or purchase for 
$15,995* Z,g%** purchase financing $20,85 5* 3.9%'. purchase financing 
for 36 months for 36 months 
I 'L. _I 
plus freight of $1,100 plus freight of $1,100 
Wisecustomers~adthefine print: t. '."~eselim~edtirneoHersapplyfo relaildulveriesfor pewnal useonlyon selectedna~'in~siack2W7 models.Offerssubjecttochangew~~outnotice.Seepatticipatingdealerfwcwnpletedelailsandcondi~~.~loffenexclude ~ ~ ~ e , i ~ u ~ e , r ~ i s t r a t i o n , ~ ~ e r a d m i n i ~ t i m  
f~andappl icab~~~.F~~ight~1~100l isexdudedexceptwhere indcated.~~r~erhra~may~necessary.Anancingandl~s ingaresuhject loappro~lbyC~er~nancia l .Seedealer foc~~deta i lsand~~.Oea~~are~~t~~t ind~ual~. tLeasesbased~448m~\ lh le~and~ly to2OO7DodgeCal iber  
SE (234: tow lease obligalion is $1 2,384 @ 5.9% lwse APR with SO daM, (includes freighU and Caliber SXT ( 2 4 D + A T J + C L X i W + N H M t R + ~ : l o ~  leasecbligah i;Sl5,756 @ 5.9% lease APR wim Sl.500 down (includes freight). First month's payment. dowo payment mere 
applicable).any&aler adrninbtram feesand s50 PPSAare due a1 lease inception. Kilometres limitedlo 81.600: chargeof SO.ts/km for excess kilometres. ' Purchase prices apply only lo 2007 Edge CalibersE(Z3A) and Caker SXT (24D+ATJ+CIX+W+NHM+W\o (nodels. 
*- 3.9% APR purchase fimnting for 36 months on all 2007 Dodge Caliber models. Dmn payment may be required. Example: $1 8,oOO fimnced at 3.9% for 36 months. mmthly payment is $530.63, cusl of boriviving is S1.102.68 and the total obrigalim is $19,102.68.0 MSRP 
for 2007 me Caliber PIT model shown: $23,995. @I BOston Acoustics is a registered trademark of hslon Acoustics. Inc. Chill Zone and UurjcGate Power are tra6emarks of DairnlerChrysler C&ofaljo~. @ Jeep is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corpwation. 
4916 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
1- 
wwwr.terraceautomdl.com Dm. 5958 I 
I 
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‘INGS, FRIENDS! 
h 5 ’ ,WE’D LIKE TO DELIVER A LOAD‘OF 
”?EST, WISHES TO OUR PATRONS ALONG 
WITH A BUNDLE OF THANKS. 
t 6 HAVE A GREAT HoLiDAY! 
That includes the Christmas of 2002 when he was ap- 
proached to play S h t a  for the McLean family, which was 
still mourning the unexpected death of their four-year-old 
The fahily had seven children and were struggling with 
their loss. 0 
A group of people got together to find goodies for the 
family for Christmas, filling a box with food and another 
with gifts for each of the family’s remaining children and 
dad George, and mom, Marlene. 
Arnold and his wife, Mel, filled another box with goodies 
and delivered the items unsuspecting family. 
“Because each one got a present they were so excited 
they had to open each one right there in front of Santa,” Ar- 
nold recalls. 
Among the gifts were hand painted Christmas ornaments 
-bells with each of the family members’ names on them. 
One was painted in pastel colours with Vicki’s name on it 
with an angel attached to it. 
“One of the‘special parts was when they pulled out’the 
bells and that really got to the parents, of course, and they 
were really happy,” he says. 
Marlene McLean remembers that Christmas fondly and 
says Santa’s unexpected visit brought a lot of joy to the 
grieving family. 
“To us that was really good, the kids were happy and it 
was hard that year and it was surprising that he came by,” 
McLean says. 
, “I thanked him them and I want to thank him again, but it 
was a really big surprise and it was good for everybody, es- 
pecially with the ornaments. I still have those ornaments.” 
It was ju$ as special for Arnold and his wife who added 
that visit to’their Santa journal. 
He also recalls visiting Terraceview Lodge one year while 
a snow blizzard raged outside. 
Every time he and hhs. Claus tried to leave, another resi- 
dent would come out of his or her room, stopping them in 
’ daughter Vicki that summer. 
’ 
0 
. 
1 
The gang at Terrace Chrysler would like to wish all their I dients and Friends a safe and happy holiday this merry season! 
4916 Highway 16, Terrace 
635-7187 0 1-808-31 I 
A COMPLETE LINE OF EQUIPMENT FOR 
CONSTRUCTIOM, HOME & INDUSTRY 
2903 Kalrum Street, Terrace 
I 
63513038 
their tracks. 
By the time they left the building the snow had really 
piled up. 
“As we were backing out we got stuck,” Arnold recalls, 
laughing. 
“So there is Santa Claus behind the pickup pushing and 
Mrs. Claus behind the wheel trying to get unstuck.” 
All the while he had a captive audience of Terraceview 
residents watching from inside as they uied to make their 
getaway in the stuck sleigh. 
And a special visit to Prince Rupert by Santa just last 
week will likely be added to the Santa journal. 
Arnold donned the costume and gave out gifts at that 
city’s holiday party for foster children and families. 
As a behavioural specialist he works closely with a peo- 
ple with disabilities and at that particular party a little boy 
who is autistic came forward. 
“He was probably seven or eight and most of the kids in 
front of him would throw themselves at Santa but he walked 
up cautiously,” Arnold says, adding often autistic children 
can have difficulties expressing themselves. 
“Before 1 passed him the present he very carefully stuck 
his hand out to me and in it was a little snowman sugarcook- 
ie he had iced earlier that day,” he says. 
“He looked at me very seriousliand he said, ‘Santa, I 
made this cookie for you.’ 
“Oh, man, he was so serious about it, that it was really 
sweet.” 
And that’s why the tradition called Santa Clausing has 
continued for nearly three decades. 
“When you think about the real meaning of Christmas it 
is such an easy thing to do,” Arnold says. 
“Every time you went out, even if you were tired or 
rushed because it was-Christmas one of these little things 
happens and it just gives you the warm fuzzies. 
“Every year there is something neat that happens that 
makes you want to do it again the next year.” 
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BRENT WEBB looks on while Dave Materi uses a 21st century device to put to- 
gether a first century market stall as the Terrace Alliance Church gets ready to pres- 
ent a walk-through tour of Bethlehem this week. 
Take a walk back 
in time to first 
century Bethlehem 
A LOCAL, church is transforming itself into 
the Bethlehem village of the first ccntury by 
drawing upon the skills and imaginations of 
its members. ’ 
It’s taken weeks to plan and asscmble 
what will be i1 walk-tliroilgh featuring vari- 
ous aspects of  village life all located within 
the Terrace Alliance Church. 
There’s be a bustling marketplace, a 
playground ant1 a gathering place amongst 
The marketplace will feature traditional 
Jewish baking and give pedestrians a chance 
to make crafts and watch first-century char- 
acters i n  action. 
The playgro~~nd will provide the op- 
portunity to cnjoy games from 2,000 years 
ago and tlicre’ll hc carols in a gathering 
place. 
“How iiiairy people? I’d say hetween 35 
ant1 40,“ silys Kirstcn Tabcrt who has stccred 
the project through from the start. 
“There’ll be plenty of opportunity for in-  
teraction from those who cotlic,” she sa)rs. 
otlicr stops. 
Tlie idea was adapted from a vacation 
“We thought about it and decided to 
make it fit into a Christmas event and pres- 
ent i t  over two days.” says Tabcrt. 
”Our hope is this’ is something all fami- 
lies can enjoy.” 
There’s no charge for admission but do- 
nations are wclconie and they’ll be going 
toward local resident Heather Bellamy .who 
now works with widows and orphans in Af- 
ghanistan. 
Bellamy was home on furlough in the fall 
and returncd to Afghanistan the first week of 
Decembcr. 
Tlie Bethlehem Village’s first night is 
Dcc. 22 from 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. and its 
second night is from 6 pm. to 8:30 p.m. 
Portions of the village experience will 
also be fcaturcd at the Alliance churc1~’s 
Christmas Evc service which takes place 
from 6 p.m. to ‘7:30 p.m. 
The Terrace Alliance Church is located at 
bible school progrilltl. 
4923 Agar AVC. 
TERRACE 
TERRACE TOPEM FORD SALES LTD, I 463 1 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE 635-4984 1-800-463-1 128 
c 
INLJTE 
UFFLE 1400-561-7707 1700.Nalabila Blvd, 
Kitimat, B,Co & 6 RA )< E io348 Greig Ave,, Temce 
To all our patrons, neighbors a 
friends, we wish you and yours 
best wishes for a season that’s 
filled with delights. It’s been a 
real treat serving you this year. 
THE HOW TO PEOPLE Proudly Canadian. 100% locally owned & operated! 
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In concert 
CASSIE HALL 'Elemen- 
tary students put on their 
Christmas show Dec. I4 
with a variety of perfor- 
mances thanks to the 
efforts of music teacher 
Daryl McDicken, Up top, 
a hip St. Nick jives to the 
t w e  of Zoot Suit Santa 
while on the right, Grade 7 
drummer Bjorn Strimbold 
provides the rhythm for 
one of the, band perfor- 
mances. Schools all over 
either had or are having 
Christmas concerts as 
the big day approaches. 
\ 0 '  
Make 
it one / 
green 
Yuletide 
AND HERE are some ways 
to celebrate a greener Christ- 
mas. 
1. If you are buying a 
Christmas tree, look for 
one grown-in-B.C. to en- 
sure freshness and support 
local producers. Also, con- 
sider a'potted tree that can 
be replanted outdoors i r r  the 
spring. If you are unable to 
replant your Christmas tree, 
try composting it instead of 
taking it to the dunip at the 
end of the Christmas sea- 
son. 
2. Select gifts that have 
environmental benefits, such 
as energy smart appliances. 
3. Reuse materials by cre- 
ating Christmas tree decora- 
tions or substitute strings of 
tinsel with popcorn. 
4. If you are putting up 
Christmas lights, use LED 
lights on your tree and house 
in order to reduce energy 
consumption, and turn them 
off during the day. 
5. Wrap your gifts in re- 
cyclable wrapping paper or 
in comics, paper grocery 
hags or newspaper, and use 
reusable gift bags. 
6. Reuse, when possible, 
all packaging and paper af- 
ter Christmas. 
1 7. Recycle all packag- 
ing, beverage containers and 
wrapping paper after Christ- 
mas. 
8. Dispose'of old elec- 
tronics through praper fa- 
cilities instead of using a 
landfill. 
9. By using public transit 
you can reduce your GHG 
emissions, reduce fuels costs 
and avoid having to search 
for a parking space. 
10. Buy gifts with little or 
no excessive packaging. 
1 1. When shopping, bring 
along a canvas bag to carry 
gifts home. 
12. Consider gifts of out- 
doors recreational equip- 
ment to encourage people 
to take advantage of B.C.'s 
great outdoor opportunities. 
DOWNTOWN LB(ATION 
In The World.." 
_ _ _  _-_---.--- 
M i c e  Location 
With joy and glad tidings of those we hold "deer" 
Have a wonderful Christmas and a Happy New Year! 
, -  
I .  ,. 
&'''HANKY% 
4620 Lakelse Ave. 638-8 1 4 1 
/ 
Here's hoping that your holiday exceeds your expectations 
I ,  
~ in every way! We really appreciate your visits this past year: ' 
On biha16 of Alcan Kithat Works, we would like to wish all EmplOy&s, 
Retirees and their families a Merry Christmas and..a Happy New Year! -: 
* 1: h *\ Q I -  ~ LA.: .. *- 
-?- 
IN NAVAL talk it’s called an RHIB, short for rigid hull inflatable boat, and it’s used to ferry Canadian sailors from 
their vessels to civilian ships in the Persian Gulf so they can be searched for guns and drugs. 
DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL DEFENCE PHOTO 
Christmas on hiah seas 
for New Aiyansh sailor 
KATERINA STEWART 
will spend Christmas day 
with friends, have’ a tradi- 
tional meal and then open 
her presents. 
She’ll also watch a 
Christmas movie - only== 
it will be projected on the 
door of a hangar containing 
a helicopter on board Her 
Majesty’s Canadian Ship 
Ottawa somewhere in the 
Persian Gulf. 
That’s’ because Stew- 
art, from New Aiyansh in 
the Nass Valley, is a Lead- 
ing Seaman on HMCS Ot- 
tawa and her job, along with 
nearly 225 shipmates, is to 
stop the sea-borne trade of 
people, weapons and drugs 
that’s part of international 
terrorism. 
Stewart will be 22 in 
January and has spent four 
years i n  the navy, joining 
almost imniediately after 
graduating from Caledonia 
Senior Secondary. 
‘‘I enjoy the travelling 
because you can see the 
world.” said Stewart i n  a 
satellite phone conversation 
late last week. 
Her first contract with the 
navy was for three years but 
Stewart has just signed on reputation of having the best secures a dhow and makes 
for 20 more years. It does trained and most capable it safe and Bravo. also made 
contain provisions for her to boarding parties. up of 10 people, which does 
leave if shcwishes. If The boarding parties typi- ’ the actual searching. 
HMCS Ottawa, which cally search dhows, regional HMCS Ottawa has been 
celebrat& its 10th anniver- cargo or fishing vessels of in the Persian Gulf since 
--- s a ~ y  of service earlier this 40 to 80 metres in  length. mid-September and is more 
year, has been hohie to Stew- “It was something to do than halfway through its 
art almost from the time she when I was not doing my scheduled six-month de- 
finished basic training. regular duties and I liked the ployment before returning 
“My very first ship was .jdea,” said Stewart of her to its Esquimalt B.C. home 
the HMCS Vancouver and choice of an additional chal- port. 
that was for about four lenge. - Stewart has asked to be- 
months,” said Stewart. ’ By now, she says she’s come a recruiter as her next 
Both Ottawa andvancou- become familiar with the occupation in the navy. = 
ver are frigates, part of the various nooks and crannies And although HMCS Ot- 
Halifax-class of warship. of dhows. tawa is half a world away 
Stewart’s job is that of a The boarding parties from northwestern B.C., 
bosun (boatswain), meaning work hard and some days satellite phones make it pos- 
she spends a lot of time out- can do up to 20 searches. sible to keep in touch thanks 
doors driving the Ottawa’s It also means Stelvart to 10-minute phone cards is- 
various boats and keeping and the other boarding party sued every three days. 
her weapons skills sharp. members have to keep their As for Stewart’s Christ- 
But she’s also a member skills honed. mas presents, they’ve been 
of the Ottawa’s boarding “Each morning we’ll do tucked away - still wrapped 
party contingent, an all-vol- PT [physical training] and go - for the past two weeks af- 
unteer and highly-trained through tactics and weapons ter making the long journey 
group which searches ships training, including shooting to her. 
on the high seas for signs of and have refresher lectures,’’ Her parents are Yvonne 
people-smuggling, weapons said Stewart. Stewart who lives in Fort 
and drugs. There are 20 people in a St. John and ‘Trevor Stewart 
boarding party and Stewart who is in New Aiyansh. 
lenging jobs among the in- is one of two women. “I’d like to wish my 
ternational naval contingent There are two groups friends and family a Merry 
patrolling the Persian Gulf within a boarding party, Christmas and a Happy New 
and Canada has gained the Alpha, of 10 people which Year. I miss them and can’t 
wait to see them,”.she said. 
It‘s one of the most chal- 
Stewart was promoted 
from able seaman this fall. 
can’t weight to see yon i~ 2007. 
The power to amaze yourself.@ ‘ 
,, 
Greetings o f  t h e  season  and Best 
Wishes for the New Year! 
A 
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We’d like to join ‘our good friends everywhere in 
a wish for peace on earth and goodwill towards ‘’ 
all this holiday season. For the goodwill you’ve 
shown towards us we are deeply grateful. 
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4 Cath o lic Independent Schoo Is 
of the Diocese of Prince George 
CELEBRATE THE MOST IMPORTANT 
BIRTHDAY OF THE YEAR 
Sacred Heart School, Prince George 
St. Mary’s School, Prince George 
Annunciation School, Prince Rupert 
St. Anthony’s School, Kitimat 
St. Joseph’s School, Vanderhoof 
Immaculate Conception School, Prince George 
St. Joseph’s School, Smithers 
Veritas School, Terrace 
Notre Dame School, Dawson Creek I 
GReeTnNGB 
At the close of another year, we gratefully pause to wish you a warm and 
happy Holiday Season and a peaceful and prosperous New Year! 
. 
N 
, 
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I remember the “Big Flood” 
Merry Christmas, 
I spent 1’5 years’living and growing up in 
Terrace. 
One of my most vivid memories ‘was the 
“Big Flood” in the late ~ O ’ S ,  I believe. 
Our family lived in Jackpine Flats and we 
couldn’t believe the damage done in the Ter- 
race area. 
, 
,, I now live in Victoria and the picture I 
am sending is with my two teenage daugh- 
ters Tasha and Taylor LaChance. 
Happy Holidays to all our friends still liv- 
ing in Tcrrace. 
Lisa LaChance (Ziraldo) 
Victoria, B.C. 
-- 
High Level hello 
Greetings, , 
It’s hard to believe that two years has 
already gone by since we left Terrace. Life 
in the north is treating us very well and we ” .  . NEWLYWEDS Harold and Trudie Arm- 
strong send greetings from Dubai. ‘ have met some great rrienas. 
We didn’t make it TeFa_ceJhis summer _. to - . ._ . - v  
see family and friends but are planning a trip 
Big news in Dubai this Easter, and look forward to see you all. We would like to wish a Merry Christ- 
,Terrace Downfown: 
4542 Lakelse Avenue .. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P8 
Tel: (250) 635-6855 
Fax: (250) 635-5665 
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J FROM left, Shelley Harris, Keysha Tyers and Heather Harris keep their gift wrapping 
skills sharp as they help wrap more than 500 gifts Terrace Anti-Poverty will give out 
to local children and teehs this holiday season. DUSTIN OUEZADA PHOTO I 
enerosity never fails 
at this.time,of year , 
’ ByDUSTlNQUEZADA tions,” said organizer Sandy Moulton said they would 
Glendenning. be accommodating close to 
, THE CHRISTMAS season The Downtown Mer- 1,600children. 
is all about giving and .chants Association - about The group will also offer 
I receiving but every year, 30 small businesses - also a Christmas dinner on Dec. I everywhere, there are some held in-store contests that 25 for those who would rath- 
’. who depend more on the saw customers winning er that than a hamper. 
generosity of others. 
’ Terrace is no different. 
Local charities and cam- 
paigns have been going on 
here for years, depending on 
the generosity of individu- 
als, groups and businesses. 
This season, especially, 
businesses have really filled 
“We’ve had a lot more 
business sponsors but less 
individuals,” said Stacey Ty- 
ers of the Terrace Anti-Pov- 
erty Group Society. “Busi- 
Normally, the group has 
about five sponsored fami- 
lies but this year that rose 
to about a dozen. Those 
families get dinner and gifts 
for everyone, including the 
Additionally, 62 children 
or teens were sponsored at 
the six trees spread’through 
In all, Tyers, who orga- 
nized this year’s campaign, 
andi Anti-Poverty staff had 
t’s a lesser number 
the past, says Tyers. 
“It’s nice to see a lower 
number,” she added 
Businesses have also 
been integral this year for 
Standard Broadcasting’s 
35th annual Sharing Tree 
“The (Sharing) tree is go- 
ing very well, there’s been 
1 lots of corporate contribu- 
prizes and the stores match- 
ing those in donation to the 
, Terrace Totem Ford is al- 
ways a big contributor with 
its sharing truck. 
Part-owner Mitch Shinde 
says donations were on par 
with previous years. 
“It’s good, it’s always 
been a good event,” he said. 
“It’s just giving with no 
strings attached.” 
The Terrace River Kings 
also got into the sharing-spir- 
it, hosting a toy toss at their 
game Dec. 16, where they 
discounted tickets to those 
donating, and later, tossing 
One hundred per cent 
of what is gathered for the 
Sharing Tree is turned over 
to the people at the Salvation 
Army as part of its Christ- 
mas Hampers program. 
Captain Rosa Moulton 
with the Salvation Army 
says those donations will be 
part of 500 hampers that will’ 
be distributed tomorrow and 
the next day. 
The organization has also 
received a huge number of 
donations from individuals 
and businesses. 
The hampers are filled 
with toys and gift cards. that 
can be redeemed for food 
only. 
“From what I understand, 
we’re down in hampers 
(from previous years) but 
the number of people has 
gone up,” Moulton said. 
Though she didn’t have 
full numbers last week, 
,tree. 
, toys on the ice. 
As,oE last week, she said 
25 people, some homeless 
or those who would be alone 
during the holiday, had 
signed up for the dinner. 
“It’s a special time of 
year, a time to be with fam- 
ily,” Moulton said. “We 
want to make it special for 
everyone.” 
The Kermode Friendship 
Centre also filled a much 
needed void, hosting a big 
Christmas dinner Dec. 20. 
Judging by last year’s ef- 
fort, when 350 people were 
served, it’s a much appreci- 
ated, popular event. 
Kermode staff, board 
of directors and volunteers 
served groups in two sittings 
a traditional turkey dinner, 
complete with ham, pota- 
toes, coleslaw, stuffing and 
cranberries, plus dessert. 
“People want to be with 
family at Christmas,” said 
Shelly Misener, with Ker- 
mode. “[The dinner] is host- 
ed to help the people who 
can’t afford it.” 
Donations to the Terrace 
Child Development Centre’s 
20th annual Tree of Lights 
keep coming in through to 
Dec. 22 in the Skeena Mall. 
Sponsor a red, silver or gold 
light (from $25 to $100) in 
memory of a loved one on 
the Tree of Lights. 
Finally, The Salvation 
Army’s Christmas Kettle 
campaign continues through 
to Dec. 23 and it seeks pea-'\ 
ple to man the kettles. Call 
Renee at 635-4313 if you’d 
like to volunteer, 
rTerrace Christian Reformed Church7 
3602 Sparks St.. Terrace 635-7207 
SPECIAL SERVICES IN ADDITION TO SUNDAY 10 AM 
Christmas Eve Dec. 24, E30 p.m. 
Youth-Led Service 
Christmas Day Dec. 25, 1O:OO a.m. 
Pastor: MARGARET POWELL 
’kou are invited to..;’ 
Step in& History 
and Experience 
Bethfehem Village @ 
TERRACE 
ALLIANCE 
CHURCH 
On the south side of town 
4923 Agar Avenue 
4hs Viffuge w i f f  be 
bust f ing.. . 
Fridoy, Det. 22 k30-10 p,m. & 
Saturday, Dec, 23 6-830 p.m. 
There will be a traditional 
Christmas Eve Service on 
Sunday, Dec. 24 at 6 p.m. 
Far more info call 
A Communify 
Christmas Eve 
I Service at the ’ Evangelical Free 
I Church 
Dec. 24th 
42!L&Q!o-e.m. 
Come, enjoy a candlelight 
service and take time to 
reFlect on the meaning OF 
Christmas through music, 
r Si. Matahew‘s Angkan Church) 
4506 Lakelse Ave, Terrace, B.C. 1 
Christmas Eve: Deeember 24 5:QQ p.m. 
Christmas Pageunt 
1 1 :00 p.m. Regular Christmas Evening Service 
Christmas Day: December 25 
1 1 :08 a.m. Morning Brayer 
For transporation to Christmas Services, 
please call: 638-7948 
+race 
Ped-ecosbal 
As sem b I y I 
351 1 Eby St. (at Scott) - 635-2434 
l Morndng Service 10:30 am 
Christmas Eve Serrdce 
7Z08 - 8:OO porn. 
‘ I -  
DECEMBER 3 I k7h7 
Morning Service 
l o t 3 0  am 
New Year’s 
EveSerwice 
